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Introducing a monitor
with beauty and brains.
Behind the beautiful image, there's cool, calculating
logic.

Logic circuits built into Conrac's new 6100 monitor
represent a breakthrough In video performance.
They make it possible to enjoy all the significant
advantages of a Comb Filter Separator' which
provides full bandwidth capability. Even a nonprofessional could see the difference this state -ofthe -art development makes. But to the professional,
It's obvious.
So are the results of our Beam Current Feedback
System. It samples each gun in the CRT and corrects color temperature to a set reference, and
'Opllonel
,

1978

maintains stability for long periods of time.
Another important feature is fully active convergence, even in corners. And there's a pullout drawer
plus front access to all circuit modules.
See the Conrac 6100. It's a real beauty, and a
smart buy.

Conrac Division, Conrac Corporation, 600 North
Rimsdale Ave., Covina, CA 91722, (213) 966 -3511

CONRAC
We're more than meets the eye.
fu, More Details Circle (4) un Reply Card
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journal of the broadcast communications industry

About the cover

This month's cover depicts a
lighting situation that's not
so unique to television. For
other production improvement
ideas, be sure to read our
lighting feature on page 37.
(Cover photos by Ron
Whittaker.)
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A complete new cost effective, systematic approach to
routing switching.
THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
A Tektronix Company

OFFICES:

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, NY 11021
(516) 4871311

4419 Van Nuys Blvd, Ste 307
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403
12131

9906172

1644 Tullle Cir, NE

P.O. Box 482

ATLANTA, GA 30329

MABANK, TX 75147
(214) 887.1181

1404) 321-4318
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810 W Bristol Street
ELKHART, IN 46514
12191 264-0931
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CURRENT
FROM D.C.r,
April,

1978/By Howard T. Head and Harold L. Kasse

FCC application processing

When the FCC announced a freeze on the filing of AM and FM applications for new stations or major changes commencing July 1, 1976,
they were inundated with 256 AM and 277 FM applications in the mont
On July 1, they found themselves with a total
of June 1976 alone.
As of January 30, 1978, there were 483
1,287 pending applications.
AM and 601 FM, for a total of 1,084 either being worked on or await
Since the freeze, the overworked processing staff has
ing action.
averaged four engineers on AM and two on FM. As for FM, the situation is quite encouraging because those applications filed late in
1977 are now being processed by the engineers.

With a stack of 483
For AM, the situation is a bit more difficult.
applications staring them in the face, the situation could be conHowever, a task force of
servatively characterized as hopeless.
five additional engineers has been added to processing for 60 days
Once
in an effort to get beyond those filed through June 30, 1976.
to
up
staff
the
will
take
freeze
-month
past that point, the six
There have only been 115 AM
those filed after January 1, 1977.
applications filed since then and 82 of these involve daytime opera
We wish the staff all our best, but we'll retain the
tion only.
prediction we made in July, 1976: The last application will be dis
posed of shortly after 9:30 a.m. Monday, February 26, 1979!
Ford stereo installations
21313
to
stereo
the Ford Motor Company has revealed the ratio of monaural
factory radio installations for recent model years (stereo is
defined as AM /FM stereo radio, stereo cassette, or quadraphonic
The percentage climbed from 30% in 1973 to 60% in 1977.
cassette).
The company indicates a definite growth pattern in public demand fob
stereo automobile radios and signifies its interest in offering AM
stereo.
In comments submitted to the FCC in the AM Stereo Docket

(No.

continued on page
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remote control, priced
Digital
like ancló g
g
p

A

CMENNEI

yELEC'
TELEMETRY
DATA

CHANNEL
VEflIFICAT10

fOL

MODEL ßót

DIGITAL

Pushbutton control
of raise /lower
A.T.S. switch initiates
outputs for external control

Positive, "dial -in" channel selection
Digital display (33/4-digit DVM) of meter reading;
updated 3 times per second
Digital verification that unit is on selected channel

You also have your choice
Now you can have ten channels of raise /lower and telemof interconnect setups: telephone lines, STL and SCA or
etry in a digital remote control
TSL. Data is transmitted via
system
the TFT 7610
that
pulse code modulation (PCM)
costs only a little more than
Model 7610 control point (bottom)
and data modems are built -in.
the most basic analog systems.
and remote point modules.
Modular versatility is another
With the 7610, you don't have
advantage, and a TFT exclusive. For example,
to twiddle calibration knobs or interpolate from
when and if you want, you can add up to 60
meter scales. Instead, you get a positive, unammore channels of telemetry and raise /lower, in
biguous data display. In addition, you get BCD
20- channel increments. Or, mate the Model 7610
(digital) outputs that make the 7610 compatible
with our Model 7615 Status Monitoring and Direct
with computer and ATS systems. Most imporControl unit. That will give you direct on /off
tantly, with TFT digital designs, you get increased
up to 30 chancontrol and status monitoring
data accuracy and fewer errors because of spenels of each. You can add modules at any time in
cial closed loop data verification.
the field.
Along with a low price and digital convenience,
So, whether you're upgrading an existing systhe 7610 also gives you convenience features
tem or starting from scratch, specify TFT for reyou'd expect to find only in much more expenmote control. It could be the start of something big.
sive systems, if you find them at all.
For details and a demonstration, contact your
Calibration, for example, can be done on site
TFT representative or call the factory. In Canada:
by one man. And unique, quick- disconnect barCaldwell A/V Equipment Co., Ltd., Toronto (416)
rier strip boards allow you to remove the equip438 -6230.
ment from the rack without interrupting any of
the wiring to the transmitter or sampling points.

-

-

-

Modular digitals tor remote control.

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY INC.
3090 Oakmead Village Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051, 408 -246 -6365, TWX 910- 338-0584
For More

Details Circle (5) on Reply Card
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DIRECT CURRENT
FROM D. C.
continued from page
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Marconi anniversary
In January 1903, President Theodore Roosevelt and King Edward of
England exchanged greetings in messages sent by Guglielmo Marconi
with his 36 kW rotary gap station on Cape Cod.
In celebration of
the 75th Anniversary, the FCC authorized the Town of Barnstable
Amateur Radio Club to operate a special event station with the call's
letters KM1CC (Marconi used the call "CC ").
The station was authorized to transmit telegraph signals with a 240 Hz tone to simulate the sound of the old rotary spark.

FCC bans linears

The commission has voted to prohibit the marketing of RF linear
amplifiers capable of operation on any frequency from 24 to 35 MHz,¡
particularly in the amateur and CB services. The FCC used this as
its way of trying to reduce CB interference to television receivers1
They claim that the majority of interference is the result of CBers
using modified 1 kW amateur linears.
Industry sources suggest that
linears for the amateur bands will continue to be manufactured, but
will have an internal device to prevent operation from 24 to 35 MHz¡

Short circuits
A market research study under FCC contract reveals that there is a
CB user in 18% of U.S. households and this may grow an additional
40 %...The FCC has decided against adopting rules relating to the
carriage of radio stations on cable systems...The rule requiring
aural modulation monitors which are calibrated for 125% positive
peaks has been stayed indefinitely...The FCC reports that the number'
of amateur licensees grew by 13% in 1977.
A total of 328,648 were
licensed by the end of 1977...In a recent order, the commission once+
again stated that each day a violation continues is a separate violation and not just one continuing violation.
Thus, they can tack
on additional fines when corrective action is not taken...The commission cautioned ship licensees against purchasing and installing
marine transceiver crystals. The rules prohibit the licensee from
making any modification of the transmitter...The commission has pr
hibited radio transmissions by ship radio stations "when the vesse
are on land."
The commission noted that this restriction would no
apply to vessels "run aground or in repair drydock."

BROADCAST ENGINEERI
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Americari

American Data
American Data

American Data

American Data
American Data

at the NAB Convention for
complete demonstration
e us

ooth no.822

American Data
American r3ata

Ar»

--

n

_

ADC NORTHEAST
P.O. Box 452

New Hartford, CT 06057
(203) 3797840

kmerican Data

Noi'LI Ai r iericat PI Alps Company
esearch Perk P.O. Box 5228
untsville Alabama 35805
3lephone (2051 837-5180
WX 810 726 -2125
i

f
k

eta

ADC MID -ATLANTIC
5504 Waterway
Rockville, MD 20853
(301) 460-1454

i

ADC SOUTHEAST
2219 Oakawana Rd., N.E
Atlanta, GA 30345
(404) 633 -2100

ADC MIDWEST
P.O. Box 27324
Indianapolis, IN 46227
(317) 7843000
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ADC WEST
3760 Cahuenga Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91604
(213) 7603221

industry

Wasilewski defends broadcast industry
Responding to recent criticisms
and federal proposals relating to the

broadcast industry, Vincent Wasilewski, NAB president, told the
Federal Communications Bar Association that "broadcasters are not
pleading poverty, but neither will
we sit back and suffer broadsides
about how good we've got it."
Noting that some criticize industry
profits, Wasilewski cited FCC statistics for 1976 which showed that
1,677 commercial radio stations
operated at a loss; independent FM
radio registered more stations with

operation losses than gains; and
one -third of UHF television stations
and nearly 100%o of VHF stations
reported losses.
In his wide -ranging address, the
NAB president also spoke on implications for broadcasters of pending
or recently considered proposals,
and the size and scope of the
industry.
He

specifically mentioned pro-

posals which would restrict or
prohibit commercials for saccharin
products, over-the -counter drugs,
snack foods, and toys. Another

proposal would require broil
casters to pay additional fees(
recording artists and record co
panies. The defeat of the p
formers' royalty is one of NAB's'
priorities, Wasilewski said.
Commenting on the size of

industry, Wasilewski pointed
that two-thirds of all radio statiii
have less than 10 employees. "
though the broadcasting industry
massive in terms of outreach,
numbers of employees it her.
qualifies as 'big business.' "
said.

Canadian government re- introduces communications legislation
The Canadian government has
re- introduced communications legislation aimed at streamlining federal
regulation of communications to
make it more responsive to technological change and to provincial
concerns.
The legislation, to be known as
the Telecommunications Act, is vir-

tually identical to Bill C-43, which
was introduced in March 1977.
Although a number of changes have
been made, the amendments do

not alter the nature and intent of
the original legislation.
The new legislation will clarify

and consolidate existing federal

legislation. It will replace four

existing statutes and parts of two
others by a single body of national
telecommunications law.
The act will establish a clear
demarcation between the functions
and responsibilities of the government and the Canadian Radio -television and Telecommunications Corn-

mission (CRTC). It also conta
provisions by which policy a
delegation agreements with p
vincial governments can be imf
mented.

Under the Telecommunicatic
CRTC will continue ,

Act, the

regulate and supervise the activit
of all broadcasting undertakings?
Canada. as well as those tales(
munication common carriers will
are subject to federal regulation.n

Kentucky to establish fiber optic video system
The Commonwealth of Kentucky
has awarded a turnkey contract to
Times Fiber Communications Inc.
for a commercial fiber optic video
system.
The system will be part of the

statewide communications network
called the Kentucky Emergency
Warning System (KEWS). This network will be used by state and local
officials. state police, and the
state's educational TV network for
disaster notification and emergency
communications.
The basic system is of the analog
type. with the inherent capability
for future expansion in both analog

and digital modes. The contract
calls for the installation of 20 miles
of Time Fiber Communications' optical fibers.
The Times Fiber installation,
which will serve two key sites
within the Kentucky network, will be
a total communications system providing two -way multi- channel base band video links via optical fibers.
as well as voice communications
using conventional audio cable.
According to J. Paul Warnecke,
KEWS coordinator for Kentucky,
"The statewide communications system which Kentucky is now developing will be the most complete facility

8
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of its kind in the nation. As
assessed our communications nee
and examined the options avails(
to us, it became evident that
use of fiber optics within our sy44
would be the most technologic,
sound and most cost -effective v
to proceed. In addition, nn opti
fiber system of the kind designed,
Times Fiber Communications has
advantages of easy interface if
other portions of the statew
i

network,

a

superior broadd

quality video signal, and a uil
capability for future expansions
new technology becomes availab
continued on pa

dio-Techitica inirod Lices
five new microphones...

aid a pleasant sunrise.
w

AT813
Electret
Condenser
C a rd ioid

M
AT811
Electret
Condenser
Cardioid

AT801
Electret
Condenser
Omnidirectional

AT812
Moving Coil
Dynamic
Cardioid

AT8O2
Moving Coil
Dynamic

Omnidirectional

Take a close look at these new
-Technica microphones. Three
et condensers and two dynamics.
wo clip-on miniature electrets (not
1). All are superbly finished. Care hought out in every detail. With the
'heft" and feel. Professional A3M
hcraft output connectors, of course.
Then listen in your studio. Fullpeak -free, clean and crisp. With
,

no distortion even when used close -up
to high -level performers. And the
balanced, phased Lo -Z (600 Ohm) output matches pro and semi -pro mixers
alike.
Now for the surprise. The price.
Both omnis are nationally advertised at
just $60, for either dynamic or electret
condenser element. The two basic car dioids are just $80, while the AT813

audio-technica

electret condenser with integral windscreen is pegged at $95. All complete
with full one -year warranty.
Once you've seen and tried these
new Audio -Technica microphones
we think you'll welcome them. Not just
because they cost so little...but because
they do so much. Available now from
your Audio -Technica Professional
Products dealer.

Great sound. light from the start!

.UDIOTECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 48BE, 33 Shlawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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In Canada:

Superior Electronics, Inc.
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"he fire, earthquake, election
Ind touchdown company
pow brings you love scenes
Studio Two.
le

new HK -312 studio camera from Ikegami, the ENG experts.

lierever there's been news, from natural dis-

A complete two -line image enhancer provides horizontal and vertical detail correction. A special comb
cameras have been there with the news teams.
filter keeps background noise to a minimum.
Ikegami makes news of its own the introducAll this and a lot more.
,: of our new state-of- the-art HK -312 studio and
If your budget or production requirements are
camera.
smaller, use our tried -and -tested TK -355 studio
e've built ENG cameras so good in the roughcamera. Five were used for network feed at the 1976
tumble of news -gathering that more Ikegami
Democratic National Convention where camera failcameras are in use than all others combined.
ure would blow á lot more than a few fuses.
Camera-control unit for the HK -312
imagine how good an Ikegami
The TK -355 uses three 25 -mm
ra can be in the stable environPlumbicon tubes which are bias t of a studio.
lighted for reduced lag at low lighting
ry good indeed.
levels. This reduces studio lighting and
egami's new HK-312 color -TV
air conditioning power consumption.
And the camera is more compact and
ra is like no other. It has
ilt -in minicomputer that
lighter, a little easier to maneuver. The
unique half -rack CCU facilitates
s trim the daily camera
multi -camera studio installations.
out from a one -hour
Both broadcast cameras use TV-81
al to an automatic
minicable
for ease of handling.
rthrough that's
If
you
need
a small, fixed -position
cter than a 20- second
camera for announcer booth and newsmercial. With its auxiliary
casting, check out the Ikegami HKrputer, you'll be able to cycle
309. It can be operated remotely or
r Ikegami HK -312 (and up to
simply turned on and left in fixed
r other Ikegami HK -312 camposition.
linked to it) through every
For movies, the Ikegami TK-950
stment parameter in under
is a large -image film -chain broadcast
minutes : white balance, black
camera system for 16 -mm or 35 -mm
!nee, flare correction, gamma
film or slides with highest quality
rection, video gain, beam align color reproduction. Much of its operat, and eight registration functions.
tion is automatic, requiring a minimum
ll this before you start shooting. The
of engineering support. Its unique optical
312 gives you three 30 -mm Plumbisystem is dust -shielded and unusually compact.
tubes for highest picture quality. You frame your
on a high- intensity, high -resolution, seven -inch
Ikegami has been famous for its ENG cameras for
We viewfinder. Signal -to -noise ratio is better
a long time. Now take a look at what we can do with
54 dB.
studio cameras. For specs or a demonstration, get in
Te've combined the zoom lens and camera tube
touch with us. We have
a single rigid assembly for highest accuracy of
nation -wide distribution.
optical axis. Class-A deflection amplifiers assure
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 29 -19 39th Ave.,
:imum linearity and best picture quality. Black
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
(212) 932 -2577
balance correction is automatic. Picture quality
brightness are maintained in spite of flare.
Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips.

rs to national elections to sport events, Ikegami
:

Ikegami

1
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NEW 25 KW

Air Cooled
Calorimeter-Load
FEATURES:
Precise Power

Measurement
Exceeds FCC

Specifications
Mobile
For Multi Use
Interlock
Protected
Nonmeasurable
VSWR
Freq. Range
D.C. -1.8 GHz

-

news

associate members, and $200
nonmembers. Forms will be mai
May 1.

continued from page
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Radio Programming
Conference scheduled
Radio program directors will receive the most up-to -date information on radio programming at the
upcoming NAB Radio Programming

Conference, scheduled for August
20 -23 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Chicago.
Program directors will have an
opportunity to discuss various program formats with experts, as well
as talk with editors of radio trade
publications during a two-way press
conference.
In addition. producers will be
displaying all that is available in
music. syndicated. and pre- recorded programming.
The conference will be open to
program directors, operation managers, program syndicators, and
general managers. Registration fee
is $125

-

for NAB members and

NAB joint meeting with

Canadian broadcasters
The first joint meeting of t
National Association of Broa

casters' and the Canadian Associ

tion of Broadcasters' boards
directors is scheduled for Thursda
June 29, in Toronto, Canada.

The meeting will cover the regul
tory communications policies of t
two countries, technological dev.
opments, cable television, pay te
vision, copyright, the 1979 Wor
Administrative Radio Conferen
(WARC), and social issues affecti
both.
The agenda for the joint meeti
was announced by Donald Thurstc
NAB joint board chairman, follo
ing a meeting of executives fri
both associations held in Montre
on February 20.
continued on page

Log Entries
April
9- 12- National

Association of Broadcasters, annual convention. Convention Center, Laa

Vegas.

12- EIA /DPD,

eastern region meeting, New York.

19- 21- Kentucky Broadcasters

Association, annual convention, Louisville.

24- 26- Electronics Component Conference & Design Engineers Electronic Components

Conference. Anaheim, California.
May
1-

3- Advisory Group

on Electron Devices & the Electron Devices Society of the IEEE,
Power Tube Conference. Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey,

Microwave
California.
1978

5-

6- SESAC,

6th annual gospel radio seminar. Airport Hilton, Nashville.

8- 10- International

Institute of Noise Control Engineering, 7th international conference.
Jack Tar hotel, San Francisco.
15 -19 -IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society, 1978
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland.

international symposium.

16 -New Hampshire Association of Broadcasters, sales seminar, New England Center,

Durham.
19- 20- Public Radio in Mid -America, spring meeting.

Hilton Plaza Inn, Kansas City,

Missouri.

20-22-Second Annual International Light and Sound Show. Sheraton Atlanta hotel,
Atlanta.
30 -June

CIZ

ELRONIC, INC.
701 Chestnut Sr
P O do. 730
Tramer Pa. 19013 Telephone 12151 497 5100
TWX 5106693100 Cables WILEC

For More Details Circle
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-Euro

Comm 78, communications conference. Copenhagen.

June

7- National Bureau of Standards and National Institutes of Health, 3rd international
symposium on ultrasonic imaging and tissue characterization. Gaithersburg, Maryland.

5-

5 -8 -IEEE,

industrial and commercial power systems conference. Stouffer's Cincinnati

Towers, Cincinnati.
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I

One Channel
ELECTRONIC ZOOM
or read information
not possible without zoom.

RAME SYNCHRONIZER
..bcks all remote signals to
Luse sync. Network, ENG,

See

demote pick -ups, and
Istellite signals will mix
ith local signals with no
stru bance.

mpling video at

4

In sports, determine if ball
is good, simply freeze and

enlarge. Call foul plays
more

accurately. Zoom
capability on a remote or
recorded scene. Zoom
while chroma key tracking.

times

bcarrier for superior

chnical standard and
cture quality.

VERY SPECIAL EFFECTS

With 2 channels or more,
open new unlimited vistas
of movie -type effects.

1ME BASE CORRECTOR

'ill " NTSC" COLOR and
inc of low cost VTR
.

s.

RAME FREEZER
ill act like having another
mera in the studio for
ill shots. Will freeze any
ill frame picture. Will resin last frame of inter-

Or up to 4
Channels in One

your own
effects with Vital's preGENERATE

-programmed microprocessor.

Record 4 pictures on one
recorder and play back any
one full screen with no per-

,pted incoming signal

ceptible degradation.

Jtòmatically until picture
restored.

Observe or monitor 4 TV
channels on one receiver,
listen to any one audio.

IDEO COMPRESSOR
o matter how a slide or
ene comes in, you can

J-

mpress and /or change
aspect ratio as you wish,

own to one picture eleent, and position it any -

Conceived, designed, and
manufactured in Florida
by Vital Industries, Inc. makers of the VIX -114
Series Switching Systems.

-

-r'

here on the screen.

J
will not be locked out with one
video channel "Squeezoom." Add
other channels as you wish. Too
many exciting features and applications to describe. Call us toll free
You

1- 800 -874 -4608.

'1110Pr

HI

TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT INNOVATORS

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E 53rd Ave., Gainesville, Fla 32601
NORRELL BEAVERS Midwest
2644 North Seventh St
Terre Haute. Indiana 47804
Phone 612/466 -3212

ROBERT MCALL Northeast
34 Autumn Lane
Hicksville. N Y 11801
Phone 516 735 -0055

GORDON PETERS Southwest
P O Box 912
Arlington. Texas 76010
Phone 817/261 -6855

For More Details Circle
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ERIC KING Southeast
Fox Hill Road
Lynchburg. Va. 24503
Phone 804/384 -7001

(8) on Reply Card
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Tel_ Area 904 -378 -1581.
BARRY HOLLAND West Coast
7960 West Beverly Blvd
Los Angeles. California 90048
Phone 213'653 -9438

A Significant Advance ¡nTelevision

,

Signal Measurements...ANSWEI
Now you can automatically measure
signal amplitude and timing parameters
quickly and precisely with ANSWER.
For example, a complete in- service NTC 7
measurement routine can be completed
and recorded in less than one minute - and
with 0 5 %i0.5° worst case accuracies.

Minimizes need for out-ofservice system evaluation.

There's much more to
about the economies,

Future measurement
requirements are easily
accommodated!

Performance of your system over its entire dynamic range may be easily determined in- service. ANSWER not only measures signal average picture level, but may
be programmed to instantaneously run a

complete measurement routine when

reliability, and measureml
accuracy ANSWER can(
you. Call your nearest
Tektronix field engineer of
circle the reader service
number for a brochure wil
the ANSWER.

.

Software programmability allows ANSWER to accommodate signal and measurement format changes or your own special requirements. You'll make a sound,
long term investment with ANSWER.

ANSWER is automatic.
Ideal for continuous surveillance at remote transmitter and earth station sites
ANSWER requires no operator attention,
thus reducing training requirements, and
freeing engineering personnel for more
pressing tasks!

a

specified APL condition occurs.

Fast identification and warning
of system faults.

lea

ANSWER provides two sets of programmable limits for each measured parameter. Limits set #1 can trigger data logging; limits set #2 can initiate data logging,
activate alarms, and cause executive action such as switching to a backup line.

High accuracy
maintenance.

- low

Up to 15 dB noise reduction through digital signal averaging gives improved measurement accuracy. In addition, ANSWER'S
all digital circuitry minimizes drift and ex-

tends the time between periodic recalibralions

System compatibility.
Three RS232C interface ports are standard. An IEEE 488,1975(GPIS) interface is
available as an option.
14
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he Questions...
Transmission Quality ?
Legal Signals ?
Dong Term PerformanceTrends ?
Permanent Records ?

ire ANSWER...

acts, when you want them.
IN SERVICE MEASUREMENTS

1-28-79
5=32 PM
STL OUT
rRfh-TV

TIMING

"ITS
INS GAIN
LINE TIME GIST
SHORT TIME DIST
DIHROM-LUM GAIN
P ROM-LUM DELAY
AMP/FREQ
8.5
1.8
2.8
3.8

MHZ
MHZ
MHZ
MHZ
3.58MHZ
4.2 MHZ

LUMI NOM

-LIN

'MOM NON-LIN GAIN
DIMOM NON -LIN PHASE
DIFF GAIN
DIFF PHASE
CHROM-LUM XT
RANDOM O

NISES

Ra

BURST PHASE
SYNC GAIN
BURST GAIN

-2.2
2.9
5.8
-6.4
58.8
50.2
49.8
48.8
47.5
47.0
46.2
-4.8
-1.0
-4.4
4.7

IRE
IRE
IRE
%

NS
IRE
IRE
IRE
IRE
IRE
IRE

US
US
US
US
US
CYCLES
US
US
US

LINES

IRE
IRE
IRE

DEG

8.1 %

4.6
2.8
54.8
-8.2
-8.7
39.1
39.8
41.9

H SYNC
4.91
FRONT PORCH
1.79
SYNC -BURST END
7.79
9.61
SYNC -VIDEO START
H BLANKING
11.48
9.8
COLOR BURST
8.56
BREEZEWAY
2.46
EQ PULSE
4.73
SERRATION
21/28.5
V BLANKING

DEG
IRE

DB
%
DEG
IRE

You can get individual measurements or

complete sets of amplitude and timing
measurements on- command or continuously from ANSWER. Hard copy, such as
shown here, minimizes manual logging
and provides a uniform. permanent record.

IRE

%

Tektronix
r IMMI r TED TO EXCELLENCE

il

1'i;-t

For
For
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There are few things in life
designed like a Scully
Take our Scully 280B

for instance...
most broadcasters have.
1.

It there is a standard recorder In the broadcast world, the 280B is it. You'll find it
wherever professional performance and
reliability are a must.
Scully's 280B series offers extraordinary
versatility with all the other proven Scully
professional features.
The 2808... another classic performance

by Scully.
For complete details,

write or call Scully
Recording Instruments, Division of Dictaphone Corp., 475 Ellis Street, Mountain
View, California 94043, (415) 968 -8389
TLX 34 -5524.

news
continued from page

12

In announcing the Toronto mee
ing, Thurston said, " Communia

tions media are the vital

lit

between our neighboring countrie
We feel it is time to develop
formal liaison and to share inform
tion in order to better understat
others' systems. This is especial
important in light of WARC '7
which will determine the allocatic
of the broadcasting frequency spe

trum throughout the world."
The June 29 meeting will coincic
with NAB's June board meetin
also scheduled for Toronto.

acts on prime
time access rule
FCC

4

The method by which the top
television markets are determine
each year for applying the pria
time access rule has been revise.
F

by the FCC.

The commission said the change
would provide stations in marker

around the

50 mark with tb
opportunity for more planning as
greater stability in their operation
by increasing the period of advent
notice that the prime time accet
rule would or would not apply fro
approximately six months to almo
two years. The change also expant
the period during which a give
market is subject or not subject'
the rule's provisions from one
three years.
The prime time access rule (Se
tion 73.658 [k]) limits networ
owned and -affiliated stations in tl.
50 largest television markets to
more than three hours of netwo:
and off -network (rerun) prograt
ming each evening during pria
time (7 -11 p.m. EST).
Under the new rule changes, tl
following will apply:
Effective in the fall 1980,
three -year rather than one -yet(
period will be specified dart!'
which a market will be either in
outside of the rule;
A list will be issued in the sprin
based on the average of Arbitri
audience /rating survey (swee
data of that February and tl
previous February, of the top
markets to which the rule will api
starting in September the seco:
year following (e.g., a list will
issued in spring 1978, reflecting
average of February 1977 and 19
audience data, to be effective frt
September 1980 to September 198.,
l

OS cul Iy
Recording Instruments
For classic performance.
For More Details Circle

(12) on Reply Card
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SCOTCH IS FIRST IN DROADCAST.
GIVE OR TAKE AN INCH.
Scotch'" has been state of the art
i broadcast videotape for more than
rventy years. It's an industry-wide
act that nobody knows tape like 3M.
So when the industry looks

t a new format, the industry
)oks to Scotch.

3

In broadcast quality one -inch,
it's Scotch Master Broadcast 479.
479 has all of the qualities you've come
to expect from a tape named Scotch.
Like superior color noise and
signal -to- noise. And nobody gives
COMPANY
you better RF output.

Scotch Master Broadcast 479.

When you come to that new format, you'll have an old friend.
'ScoltA'

is a

fegistered trademark of 3M Lompany.

SI

Paul MN

5.10!

c

1911, 3M

www.americanradiohistory.com
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NV-A950 will execute frame -by -frame insert and
assembly edits. automatically. There's a five -minute
memory for entry and exit points of video and audio
inserts. And for quick and precise location of the
exact edit points. the NV-A950 also has controls for
fast play (double speed). search (one -fifth speed)
slow rewind and pause Theres also a rehearsal
mode that lets you run through an edit before you
actually perform one.
And you'll be able to perform an edit in style
Thanks to the NV -9500 and the NV-9200. Especially
since both decks give you the precision of
direct -drive video head cylinders. the speed

A Panasonic 3/4" direct-drive
editing system this good
is no surprise.
It doesn't make much sense to build a '/." editing
system around two expensive editing recorders when
one editing recorder and one less expensive
player recorder are all you really need. That's why
you need the economy and direct -drive performance
of Panasonic's Series 9000' '4" editing system. The
NV-9500 editing recorder. the economical NV-9200
player recorder and the amazing editing controller
that goes between them, the NV -A950. Together they
give you the kind of performance you expect from
Panasonic, along with considerable savings over
comparable editing systems.
When used with the NV-9500 and NV-9200, the

__-

111

III 11111I M M II I M
111 111

d11111
_117111
111
III 111f ID

_
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Under $10,000 is.

ri

accuracy of the capstan servo system and the
toughness of patented HPF' video heads The
results Excellent stability. low jitter. high resolution
(330 lines B W and 250 lines color) and a video S N
ratio of 45dB.
And if performance this good from Panasonic
doesn't surprise you. then neither will our kind of
reliability. Like the strength. stability -of- alignment and
long -term durability that our annealed aluminum
die -cast chassis gives you.
There's a lot to be said about the advantages of

frame-by-frame insert and assembly edits without
tear. roll or loss of video information.
Both decks also include automatic rewind. Auto
search. BNC and 8-pin connectors. Chroma level
adjustments. Subcarrier and vertical sync inputs.
And non -locking pushbutton controls. All in
simulated wood cabinetry.
Panasonic Series 900 %" editing system. Il its
performance doesn't surprise you. its price will.

using the NV-9500 and the NV-9200 together. but
there's just as much to say when you use them
separately. You can use the NV-9200 as a high -quality
master recorder. Or for dubs that look almost as good
as masters, use it as a high -quality dubbing deck.
And with the NV-9500 editing recorder. you'll also get

In Canada. contact Panasonic Video Systems Deparlmenl.
40 Ronson Drive. Rexdale. Ontario M9W 1B5.

For more information. write Panasonic Company. Video Systems
Division. One Panasonic Way. Secaucus. N.J. 07094

Panasonic.

just slightly ahead of our time.

N
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V-9500

news

BUDGET
REELS

briefs
A. F. Associates receives
ABC contract
A second contract from ABC for a
Mobile Color Van System. referred
to as Phase 8, has been awarded to
A. F. Associates Inc. In addition to
the usual complement of equipment,
the two vans will include hand -held
cameras, Slo Mo's, character generators, video frame store systems.

Portable Sony

-$349

TC -105

and an audio/video switcher for
program assembly and editing at
remote sites. The need for additional remote broadcast equipment
hastened the release of the Phase 8
contract.

Portable -Plus ...
Production

7 -Inch

Sony TC377 -$395

Dytek Industries acquires VAMCO

Dytek Industries Inc. has acquired VAMCO Engineering of

Portable -Plus ...
Sony -TC 765 -$929

Portable -Hi -Speed
10-Inch 7.5 +15 IPS
Sony -TC 766 -2 -$989
I,a

I'

Pioneer RT2022

-$ 1095

Bright future for filmmaking industry

The future for the filmmaking
industry will be better than ever.
due not only to technological advances, but also to increased demands for made -for -TV features and
special programming. Those were
the comments of Kenneth Mason,
assistant vice president and general
manager of Eastman Kodak's Motion

VA

Picture and Audiovisual division,

david teen

0o.390/lws6mq Vbqini927075 Phone 703-777-6660

OFOodcoJF conrultantJ corporation1
For More Details

designers to calculate the
mission loss in an optical way
due to minute bends in the
guide. The analysis, entitled '
bend Losses in Multimode
Fibers." was prepared by Al
Howard of the University o
zona. For a copy, send $5.
National Technical Informatio
vice, 5285 Port Royal Road,
field, VA 22161, attn: OT
77 -136, PB 275- 387 /AS.

Videotaped microprocessor
courses available
Genesys Systems Inc. is off
four seminars and three cours
microprocessors. Each of the
seminars conducted by Dr. R..
Zaks of SYBEX includes a compta
state -of-the -art survey, and provic4
a user -oriented "how -to" guis
These seminars and the three null
comprehensive courses conducted"
Colorado State University are elm
able on videotapes, with associa'd
workbooks and texts available
individual study. In addition, t
more basic microprocessor courut
are available: An Introduction.J
Microprocessors, and Programma
Microprocessors. For more inform
Lion, write: Charles Martin, Genes
Systems Inc., 1121 East Mead
Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94303; (4

listeners nationwide.

Freight is included. All prices
are cash with order,
expire 6 -1 -78. Satisfaction
unconditionally guaranteed.

loss analysis
The Office of Telecommunic
(OT) has published a the
analysis that will permit fiber

Broadcasting award announced
The Ohio State Awards Committee

Inc. of Washington, DC. Singled out
for the award was Jellinek's broadcast entitled "Napoleon, a Musical
Saga." A one -hour program devoted
to music from opera and the recital
stage. it is written and narrated by
Jellinek and held in high regard by

10 -Inch Complete

OT publishes transmission

Time and Frequency opens

has presented George Jellinek,
music director of WQXR in New
York City. with the 1978 classical
music programming award for "The
Vocal Scene," a weekly radio series
syndicated by Parkway Productions

Rack Mount 2 -Track

1

Tulsa, Oklahoma. VAMCO designs
and manufactures digital videotape
timers, digital clocks. and routing

switchers for the broadcast industry. Gene Randall, vice president
and general manager of VAMCO,
said that the design and engineering
capabilities of VAMCO coupled with
the marketing and sales network of
Dytek will add to the growth
potential of both companies.

10 -Inch Production

and growing box
receipts as portentious of a
future for the filmmaking in
He also said that integration
technologies and their inno
will enhance visual commun
in the future.
location)

who spoke recently at the Rochester
(New York) Institute of Technology.
Mason cited increased levels of
movie production (especially on-

service center
Reshal Associates Inc. and
and Frequency Inc. of Cali
have established a new wa
service center in Arlington Hi
Illinois. The first of its kind fc
outside of its factory. the cents
provide customers with full f
warranty and non-warranty
and calibration service.

494-3701.

Applications lists for AM
construction permits
Lists of pending applications
AM construction permits will
available from the FCC through
AM data base by state, frequen'
and file number. The lists
include city. state, frequency,
s

Code (14) on Reply Card
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ber, day /night coordinates,
//night theoretical RMS, and
't applications for modification
:Ps. The lists of pending applica-

are unofficial and are supered in authority by the primary
rrces. Copies may be purchased
the Downtown Copy Center,
"3 K Street, N.W., Washington,
..s

)_20006; (202) 452 -1422.

?TE tutorial seminar
he Chicago section of the SMPTE
hold its third annual all -day

trial seminar April 22 at the
ada-O'Hare Inn in Rosemont,
fois (near O'Hare Field). Subjects
e covered include 1 -inch helical
a tape recorders, microphones,
es, and lighting. A slide pre ation by Eastman Kodak will
the program. William Hedden,
'!TE president, will speak briefly
corning on -going activities of the
cety. Advance registration, by
E. is $9 for the entire day,
:coding a prime rib of beef
.heon. Registration at the door
be $11.

'Lim law seminar
second one -day seminar
string legal problems encountered
'radio and television newsroom
s is scheduled for May 5 at the
.tsburgh Hilton. The seminar,
sored by NAB, the Radio and
:vision News Directors Associ'n, the Reporters Committee for

'

redom of the Press, and the
,rety of Professional Journalists,
lesigned to supply practical
lance for broadcast newspeople,

ion management, and attorneys
tie broadcast news area. Regision is $40 for members of any of
four sponsoring groups and $60
nonmembers. Checks should be
te out to the "Pittsburgh Media
y Seminar" and mailed to
WA, 1735 DeSales St N.W.,
3hington, DC 20036.

Stations In
38 States
Good Stock

Most of the items we buy and use you have in stock. Your prices are the lowest.
... Bill Files
WTGR, Myrtle Beach -SC

-

More Economical
comparison shop found it is more economical to do business
corrections are immediate. questions researched.
... Bob Rose
KLIN, Lincoln -NE
I

I

Orders are expedited.

-

Personal Attention
What caused us to work with you is personalized service and speed of delivery.
... Dick Selby
WGET, Gettysburg -PA

-

Quality
Your service is second to none. Difficulties with equipment are made right immediately.
You are the best in the business.
... Terry Duffle
WKMX. Enterprise. Alabama

-

Selection
You have the largest conceivable selection of broadcast equipment and supplies in the
business. You also have the most prompt service.
Harley Drew
WBBO. Augusta -GA

-

Personal Interest
like personal service. have never had anyone show such an interest in my business
and success. You won my loyalty.
... Larry Fuss
WMYO, Newton -MS
I

I

-

Dependable
We ,.ppreciate your immediate attention and dependability.

Its

simpler to do business

with one good source.
... Eddie Fritts
KCRI, Helena -AR

-

Experience
We get quick. immediate service. Price is important but so is a source that can help with

wicon Retrofit
/ice Centers expanded
alvert Electronics Inc. plans to
,blish a nationwide dealer netk of Newvicon Retrofit Service
Cers, in an effort to provide
rlized technical support to cotncial and educational video pro -

ers and television broadcasters.
centers will be able to modify
vision cameras for use with the
,ular low-light sensitive Newvicon
es, in addition to carrying a
of Newvicon TV camera tubes.
more information, write: Calvert

ctronics Inc., 220 East 23rd
set, New York, NY 10010.
D

station management solutions.
Virginia Wetter
WASA, havre de Grace-MD

Integrity

-

There is only one ...
.., LoyaltyDiscount Plan.
You do what you say. If a problem develops

Bob McKune

you always get back to me.

KTTR. Rolla -MO

Write for

details.

davidgmen

P.O. Box 590 /Leesburg,

Virgini22075,

Phone 700- 777 -8660

broadcaft confultantf corporation
For More Details Circle
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people
in the news
$1895

Radio/Television

one good liync gen

lead/ to another.

Don McGouirk recently assumed the position of gen
manager at WCNI -TV in Columbus, Mississi
McGouirk has been active in the broadcast ind

since 1968, when he started as a local s
representative in Macon, Georgia. Since 1974, he,
served as administrative coodinator of WMAZ
and Television in Macon.
Steven Terhaar, formerly chief engineer with
Radio in Moorhead, Minnesota, has taken a pos
as technical director with Midwest Radio in F
North Dakota.
Kim Aubry, 21, was recently named chief engine
WYSO -FM in Yellow Springs, Ohio. Aubry wi
responsible for maintaining the 24-hour opera

production assistance. and staff technical trai
Thomas N. Spaight was elected assistant vice
dent of Communicators Inc.. which owns and ope
KRNA Radio in Iowa City, Iowa. Spaight join
staff of KRNA as chief engineer in November
and continues in that position.

Patrick C. Alvarez, formerly of Metromedia
ABC -TV in Hollywood, joined KQED -TV -FM
KQEC -TV, San Francisco, as manager of broa
engineering. Robert K. Diehl. engineering supe
for the KQED stations, has been appointed mana
production engineering.

$750
When it comes to good performance, people

identify with VACc's model 5000 sync generator...
operating in Alaska in its rough climate synchronizing cameras to monitor ecology around the pipeline; or genlocking to a computer; or in a studio
genlocking to a helical color VTR in still- frame.
But let's face it, a lot of people like you don't
need all that power. That's why we developed a
new ENG /EFP color sync generator that's powered
with rechargeable batteries so you can synchronize
2 or more cameras in the field without a long
yellow power cord. It has all the outputs you need
with full NTSC /RS170 specifications. You get
more performance for less money than you thought
possible because at VACc you can't get too much
of a good thing.

Manufacturer's of:

Editor -Programmers

Cross Pulse Generators
Party Lines
Burst Phase Meters
H -Phase Meters
Gen -Lock Color Sync Gen's

VIRS Inserter

Black Burst Generators

VIDEO AIDS

corporation

of colorado

VAC,

phone USA (303)- 667 -3301
Canada (800)-261.4088

325 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado 80537
For

KSL News, Salt Lake City, Utah, announces se
changes in the television news photo depart

Warren "Skip" Erickson becomes chief camera
Dan Scheer is the EJ video-editor supervisor; Bob
news cameraman from KCCI -TV, Des Moines. n
news and EJ cameraman; Allan Green and D
Jackson named news cameramen; and. Jim S
and Gary Henoch, named EJ technicians.
Thomas Smith, general manager of WYAH-TV, P

mouth, Virginia. announces the appointmen
William Malendoski as TV operations mana
Malendoski comes to WYAH from WFBC-TV, G
ville. South Carolina, where he was employed
1954.

Manufacturers/Distributors
George A. Grasso has been elected to the board
directors of Micro Consultants Inc. Grasso joined ti
company in 1976 as marketing vice president.
As Southeast regional sales manager for Converge
Corporation, Frank Boyd Logan will have distribua'
sales responsibilities for the firm's entire Southea
sales territory. Previously, Logan was a sali
representative and video specialist for Ceavco Aud
Visual Inc. in Denver, Colorado.

Russ Ide, recently appointed national marketil
manager for Ampex's audio -visual systems divisio'

More Details Circle (16) on Reply Card
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IF YOU'RE A
PERFECTIONIST
YOU'VE MET
YOUR MATCH

WJZ-TV. Baltimore, Maryland

t're really hard -nosed about audio quality, you'll see our perfectionism in our
ment. We're really demanding about our engineering, manufacturing and quality
of standards. Correction. Make that read "downright finicky."
're insistent about maintaining complete in -house design and manufacturing
ttions and about our painstaking quality control methods. These factors help
:ain our position as the innovato>; the one others look to for leadership. They
e you of the finest, the most reliable and advanced audio equipment.
u'Il probably want to read every word of our excellent 5 -year warranty, the most
trehensive in the industry. And while you're at it ask for our customer list.
proud of it and we think you'd be proud to have your name on it some day.
r our complete catalog contact Audio Designs and Manufacturing, Inc., 16005
aeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778 -8400. TLX- 23-1114.
EMI Distributed outside U.SA. by Ampex International Operations, Inc.

CONSOLES &

COMPONENTS
for audio control

The Audi()

www.americanradiohistory.com

(u;nt,unI

Put "yesterdays"
film island
in touch with
"tomorrows" needs
by using the
BEI-709 A.L.C.
The BEI -709 Automatic Light Control eliminates the
electronic and mechanical problems associated with
light level control on "yesterdays" film islands.
The BEI -709. make it work for you "today ". quickly & simply.

Io
P O

BOX 106 -A
For

OLATHE. KANSAS 66061

(913) 764 -1900

More Details Circle (17) on Reply Card

SUPERSTARS

people
in the news
continued from page 22

will develop and implement marketing activities for
full line of audio and videotape recorders, di:

recorders, broadcast cameras, and computerize
editing and video storage systems.

ELLISON

BRINSON

CORNETT

Max Ellison was named vice president

for

Co.

vergence Corporation's Eastern Hemisphere Ope
aliens. In this new position, Ellison will have ft
responsibility for all the firm's activities in Europ
Africa, Australia, and both the Middle East and Fi
East. Prior to joining Convergence, Ellison wt
managing director for Marmac Ltd. in Ireland.
Image Devices Inc. announced the appointment
Stephen C. Brinson to the staff of the recent
established Atlanta office where he will be in chart
of camera and related equipment rentals and sale
Brinson had previously been with WXIA -TV

Atlanta.
Richard F. White has been appointed to the new
created position of vice president -electronic operatioli
for Beldon Corp. White joined Belden in 1935. Rog!
W. Cornett succeeds White as vice president al
general manager of the electronic division, based
Richmond, Indiana.

02.44

SPOTLIGHT STARLIGHT WITH CUSTOM DESIGNED
PROJECTIONS. TOP QUALITY STAINLESS STEEL
TEMPLATES CAN BE CUT wITH SCISSORS To
FIT ANY ELLIPSOIDAL SPOT, PATTERN AREA is
3" IN DIAMETER.
EASY AND ECONOMICAL WAY TO CREATE
SPECIAL EFFECTS ON YOUR CC OR SCRIM. FOR
EXTRA DEPTH, PUT STAR PATTERNS IN TWO OR
MORE SPOTS OF DIFFERENT FOCAL LENGTHS.
TO LIGHT A HAZY SIVe, SOFTEN THE FOCUS.
FOR A SQPERNATVRAL LOOK, TRY RETSTONING.
CHOOSE FROM SIX DIFFERENT STAR PATTERNS
THAT RANGE FROM REALISTIC TO PURE DECO.
NINE CLOUD PATTERNS PLUS CRESCENT MOON

AVAILABLE. $750 EACH. SUPERFAST DELIVER.
FoR INFO WRITE TO JOE TAWIL
THE GREAT AMER+CAN MARKET
PO.B.178 WOODLAND HILLS CA 91364

ROTHFELD

SMITH

TSUNODA

The appointment of David Rothfeld to the position
general sales manager at Electro -Voice Inc. W4
announced by Lawrence LeKashman, vice presidents!
i

marketing. Rothfeld came to Electro -Voice

Western company, where he
vice president and director of sales.
Unicord, a Gulf

&

frc
W

Also at Electro- Voice, Bill Smith, formerly regioc
sales manager for Epicure Products, was
national consumer products sales manager. And, GI
Silsby joined the firm as product sales manager

professional markets.

THE

AMERICAN

GREAT

PATTERN

Koichi Tsunoda, a veteran of 17 years with Sony, k
been named president of Sony Video Produl
continued on page
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The Audio Earth Terminal
from Farinon gets any
network audio signal off
the ground and up where
it belongs -in the sky.

Farinon re- introduces wireless radio.
ase a piece of a satellite.

'

e AET can give you and your
bscribers uniform high quality.
tellite transmission gives you up
l5KHz bandwidth -good enough
mono or stereo high -fidelity audio.
e best readily available Telco
,-vice is 5KHz. The satellite
insponder is the only repeater.
iise buildup from long lines,
tcaters, local loops, and frequent
amplification is eliminated. For
It same reason, the quality is
wally high at all earth stations.

approach,

which penalizes the more remote
subscribers with higher leased -line
costs. Farinon's Audio Earth Terminal
antenna, low -noise amplifier, and
audio receiver -costs less than
$7,000, turn -key installed, and will
pay for itself in eliminated leased -line
costs. Furthermore, once you lease
satellite space, transmission costs
are fixed; the addition of any
number of earth terminals does not

We offer you a total system

affect them.

support philosophy.
You can depend on us.
Write or call our Satellite Product
Group for more information. Or circle
the Bingo number.

-

tiform low costs, too.
,lance means nothing once you
.1111 your message to a satellite. The
,It ion of earth terminals does not
Cat cost unlike Telco distribution,

no matter what kind of wire service
you operate -data, news, telegraph
or news pictures. We'll help you
define your requirements. Then we'll
provide, assemble, and test every
part of the system.
And, of course, we'll service the
system. Like all Farinon products,
the Audio Earth Terminal is backed
by Farinon's famous customer

Get your program off the

ground.

-

al the NCTA Show
Booths 822 and 823.

Sec us

Farinon
Ferinon Electric
1691

Bayport,

San Carlos, CA 94070.
Phone: (415) 592 -4120.
Telex: 34-8491.

For More
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Look whatl

the "Ol

The faces are familiar...
and these engineering
updates have kept this
generation on top, year
after year:

New program recording and

reproducing amplifiers provide less
distortion, more headroom.
+18 dBm audio output (optional).
Improved 450 RPM capstan motor
with less heat, less wow and flutter,
higher reliability.
New, long life Nortronics Duracore
heads. Ten times longer head life.
Improved head mounting blocks
provide better stability.
Improved air- damped solenoid with
Teflon', coated plunger for quieter
operation.
Motor -driven recording head azimuth
control to compensate for variations
in cartridges (optional).
Self- aligning top capstan bearing in
3 Deck Reproducer.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Improved, high -reliability meters.
Field- selectable 600 or 15k ohms
balanced audio inputs.
Improved solid -state recorder logli
control for better reliability.
Improved tone detectors for fail -Se
high -speed operation.
Improved equalization technique c

Recording Amplifier smooths high
end response.
RP Delay machine for program de
and cartridge production (options
New IC Voltage Regulators with
thermal and short circuit protectio
provide improved regulation.
Two year warranty on parts and
factory labor.

I

I

iew:
'-aithfuls"
rte

Fisk Trial Offer

t

I

tape cartridge equipment in
)wn station for 30 days. If it
i't outperform the competition,
it. No cost. No obligation. To
a trial order call us toll -free.
bout our attractive lease ase plan and trade -in allowances.

Quality
Improves With Time

If1TERflATIOf1AL TAPETROI

CORPORATIOfI
CALL TOLL -FREE
800 -447 -0414

Bloommylon. III.61701

Marketed eeck srvely ;n Ganada
by McCurdy Rada Industries Ltd.. Toronto
For More

Details Circle

(II)

TICS

on Reply Card

Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois
call collect: (309) 828 -1381.
In
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people
in the news
continued from page

A new sales representative /distributor firm has beet
formed by Martin Jackson, formerly vice presider
and Northwest regional manager for Broadcast Con
munications Devices, Inc. The purpose of the new fin
will be to serve the broadcaster and other prc
fessional users of audio/video electronic equipment. I
is located in Scotts Valley, California; (408) 438 -4273,

24

Company, recently announced as one of three
independent marketing companies under Sony Corporation of America. Tsunoda joined the international
division of the parent company in Tokyo in 1961. At
the beginning of this year. he was promoted to vice
president of Sony America.

James A. Gimbel has been appointed marketin

The appointment of Richard W. Burden as LPB Inc.'s
engineering representative for the West Coast was
announced recently. Burden. of Burden Associates, is
a 25 -year veteran of the broadcasting industry and is a
fellow of the AES and an SBE certified broadcast
engineer.

Dick Reilly of United Media, Inc., has become
exclusive manufacturer's representative for At
Corporation with corporate offices in Campbell, C

director for RCA Broadcast Systems in yet

fornia.
Richmond Hill Laboratories. Inc. has announced
appointment of Fernando Marques da Costa as
new United States sales manager. In addition to
functions as sales manager in the continental U.S.,
Costa also will be responsible for all of Latin A let
and the Caribbean markets.

David Burnes, formerly with Electronic Labs of
Louisville. Kentucky. has joined the staff of Allied
Broadcast Equipment as

a

sales engineer.

Sidney B. McCollum joins Recortec as national sales
manager for video products. McCollum previously was
sales manager for CMX /Orrox.

In recent action at American Satellite, Preside
Emanuel Fthenakis appointed John Mehrhoff assista
vice president for national accounts. and Lawrence
Basso, assistant vice president for Southwest sales,
Both men rejoined American Satellite after holdin

David Bain Associates has been appointed New York
City sales representative for CCA Electronics Corporation. The firm will handle all CCA AM, FM and TV
transmitters; FM antennas: and broadcast equipment.

marketing positions with other domestic satellib
carriers.

projection
helps get your point across

GE television
GE large screen television projectors are
at work. today. presenting video information to audiences in Education. Business

and the Arts.
At Universities.
lectures, science
demonstrations
and off- campus programs are being presented in bright.
color video. on screens up to 20 feet
wide. At live seminars. overflow attendance is being accommodated in nearby
facilities with large screen television

projection.
At medical schools. surgical techniques and medical procedures are projected in images larger than life. with
clarity and impact which facilitates subject retention and learning.
In addition to use at stockholders
meetings, seminars and training programs. business management also
employs GE large screen television projection to present computer bank data.
Coupled to computer facilities through
interface equipment, it projects alpha
numeric data, graphic displays and computer generated images in real time.
The GE Solid -state PJ5000 is reliable and designed to deliver projected
pictures with high contrast. brightness
and resolution, with simple remote control operation. Here's why:
GE's exclusive single gun, simple
optical path system generates the complete range of colors simultaneously.

GENERAL

another

move at RCA. Gimbel joined RCA in 1957 and for
past year has been sales manager for the broadc
equipment activity in Europe, Africa and the Mi
East.

GE large screen

color TV projector
PJ5000

No fussy alignment of three sec
rate images.
Single optical path provides the
same color picture to everyone in
the audience, regardless of his
angle of view.
Variable picture size from two to

wide for both large and small grout
Simple image changeover for front
rear screen projection, with swe
reversal switches.
For easy set -up, internal sync and RGB
Color Bar generators are provided
Convenient remote control unit allows
picture set -up adjustments and operating control. at the projector or up to
200 feet away with the addition of an
accessory control cable
Only power required is standard 120V/
20 amp appliance outlet.
No radiation hazard. Highest voltage
used is 7,200V.
High efficiency power conditioning circuits permit operation over a range of
line voltages without affecting picture
Versatile projector mounting on table
top or accessory rolling base. Easy to
transport from one location to another.
Compact in size and weight, projector
and tilt mechanism weigh 135 pounds.
For more information call (3151 456 -2562 or 456 -2533 today. or write lo

Video Display Equipment Operation General Electric Company
Electronics Park-6-206 Syracuse, New York 13201

ELECTRIC
For More Details Circle

(22)

on Reply Card
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Some people
buy us for
our fader
because ours is better than any you can buy elsewhere.
Ours has all the features you need, like smooth action,
accurate tracking, long life and low noise, plus a full 85 dB
attenuation. And ours is coffee proof. Ifs just one more
reason an Auditronics mixer is a better investment for
the long haul. To learn more, circle reader service number
or write to us for complete information.

i:

It's coffee proof

O

au itroniu, inc.

3750 Old Getwell Rood, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 / (901) 362 -1350
.Orli, 1978

For More Details Circle

(23) on Reply Card
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Li.

Introducing

a

state -of-the -art digital noise filter that costs less.

From input to output, the 8 -bit TDF -1 represents an entirely new approach to digital
noise reduction. At the input, we've included a full, broadcast -quality processing
amplifier that completely regenerates incoming sync pulses. The TDF -1's charge coupled device (CCD) memory offers the same high performance as RAM systems at a
significantly lower cost. We've also increased the video sampling rate from three- timessubcarrier to four- times -subcarrier for greater bandwidth and resolution. And
maintenance of the TDF -1 is made simple by a built -in diagnostic system.

A graphics system with off -line archival storage.
Everyone who uses an electronic graphics system has their own artistic requirements.
With the new Compositor l'" memory system, each of your clients (or departments) can
use the fonts they like and logos they need to create up to 999 graphics on a low -cost,
removable cartridge disk. At the end of their taping session, they simply take out the
cartridge and put it on the shelf. The next user (such as your news department) can then
load another cartridge containing different fonts, logos, and pages and be on line in
seconds. And, with the new dual disk system, you can copy directly from one cartridge
to another.
What else is new with Compositor I? Fonts! More than 40 fonts are now available,
including weather symbols, graph characters, and foreign fonts. And Compositor l's are
now in use in PAL countries.

A microprocessor -controlled distribution switcher.
The new TVS/TAS -1000 Distribution Switcher microprocessor option can be
programmed to perform salvo switches of multiple crosspoints simultaneously. Eight
(or more) different salvos can be loaded into the system's memory and previewed by the
operator before the live switch is executed, virtually eliminating the possibility of error.
Other new control options include X -Y panels, where the source is selected with one
button and the destination with another, and category- number selectors, where the
input is selected by a name key (such as "VTR," "Camera," "Studio," etc.) and a
number key.

A telecine camera that replaces GE units quickly and easily.
A new optics kit allows the TCF -3000 Broadcast Color Film Camera to replace GE 240
and 240 -format cameras without so much as moving a projector or changing a lens. The

TCF -3000 also gives you true hands -off color balance and color correction, automatically correcting poor -quality film without disturbing balance or gamma tracking of
good film. This long term operational stability is made possible by unique, temperature compensated sampling and control techniques. The TCF -3000 has several other
advantages over competitive units, such as lower noise, more detail in black, and
superior color separation. And a fully -remotable six -vector color corrector is available
as an option.

For more information about these TeleMation products, circle one of the numbers below or contact:
TeleMation, Inc., P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115. Phone:(801) 972 -8000.
For More Details on TDF -1 Circle (24) on Reply Card

For More Details on Compositor

1

Circle (25) on Reply Card

For More Details on TVS TAS -1000 Circle (26) on Reply Card
For More Details on TCF -3000 Circle (27) on Reply Card

OFTeleMation
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news

feature
Academy announces
its scientific/technical awards
Our news feature spotlight this
month falls on four behind -thescenes stars of the entertainment
world. Our focus was prompted by
the selections of the scientific and
technical honors awarded by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
The 50th annual Academy Awards
for scientific and technical achievements have been announced, and
this year's winners include Cinema
Products, Eastman Kodak, EECO
(Electronic Engineering Company of

California), and Nagra Magnetic
Recorders.
A Class I Award (Academy Statuette) will be awarded to Garrett
Brown and the Cinema Products
Corporation engineering staff, under
the supervision of John Jurgens, for

Cameraman Garret Brown joins Rocky

the invention and development of
Steadicam. This marks the first
Class I Oscar to be awarded since
1968.

The award recognizing Steadicam's contributions is not presented
for the part it played in any one
film. As the picture here shows,
Steadicam was in the ring with
"Rocky." It also was behind the
scenes with "The Marathon Man"
and "Bound for Glory."
The Steadicam made its debut in
television on the production side of
the 28th annual Emmy Awards
ceremony. A TK -76 was modified
(CP /TK -76) for use with Steadicam,
and the system was used live. John
C. Moffitt, director for the 28th
annual Awards, was given an
award at the 29th annual Emmy

in the ring

with

a

event for outstanding achieve
in coverage of special individ
events.
Class II Awards are Acadet
plaques, and one will go this year
Eastman Kodak Company for t,
development and introduction of.
new duplicating film (type 5243) f
motion pictures.
Nagra's Class II Award is for t)
engineering of the improvemeq

incorporated in the Nagra

4,,,

sound recorder for motion pictu
production.
EECO will receive an Acad
Class III (citation) Award for
veloping a method for interloc
non -sprocketed film and tape m
used in motion picture productio

prototype Steadicam for filming boxing sequences. James Crat

was director of photography.
BROADCAST ENGINEERIh
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For you,

the new breed of
video professional,
the new breed of
professional video from

NC.
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video professional today, You're a tougher customer than ever.
So JVC's rugged professional line delivers the quality and features
you demand at prices you want to pay.

If you're a

We know you've got a lean new attitude about the video
equipment you buy. no matter how long you've been in the
business. Or whether you're in broadcasting...a sophisticated
corporate A/V operation...a top production house...or building
your first video capability.
And that attitude is, with all the people vying for your video
dollar, you want more state -of-the -art technology in equipment

that costs you less to own and maintain.
JVC's attitude is basic too. We build in engineering mnu.
tions -we don't add them on later. And we do it first. Which
means you enjoy better picture and sound quality. easier open,
Lion, and sophisticated features you may not even find in
equipment selling for twice the price.
For instance:

You wanted faster performance and greater accuracy in 3/4 -Inch video editing.
And JVC's new CR- 8500LU Recorder /Editor System offers bi- directional
fast /slow search from approximately 10 times to 1/20 time, with editing accuracy to ±2 frames.
It's a new generation of Y4 -Inch VCR
ually for convenient connection to an
f3
t1
external system.
editing- the fastest. surest way toget the
Built -in comb -filter for playback
frame -by -frame accuracy you need.
kswdchable on -off j.
But JVC's CR- 8500LU is still priced
well below its closest performing
Servo -lock indicator to check the
competition.
'ransport condition
With a single unit, you can edit
Counter search
with full functions and broadcast
mechanism, permittin
Auto- Search of a partic
quality. Even if you don't
happen to have special
section of the tape.
Solid construction
technical knowledge.
With a complete editing
c
easy maintenance:
system of two CR- 8500LU
side panels, top
units and the new RM -85U
and bottom
Control Unit. you can perform
panels are
the most advanced editing feats
detachable for
J~ Self- illuminated
at approximately 10 times actual
easy access to
speed, then stop on a single frame.
control buttons.
the inside.
Here's how the CR- 8500LU gives
allowing easy identification of the
Tracking
you that kind of precision:
operation mode.
control meter
Frame to frame editing is made posFull logic control for direct mode
for maximum
sable with the capstan servo /built -in rotary
change without pressing the stop button.
tracking adjustment.
erase head /blanking switcher frame servo
Remote control of all operations, with
Heavy fan motor for better
design. A design that also ensures true
the optional remote control unit RM -85U.
circulation.
assemble and insert editing with no distorAudio level control with meters, preAll that with one editing
tion at the edit points. Plus horizontal
venting over -level recording without
unit. But when you combine
sync phase compensation to minimize
audible distortion, with attenuator. Also,
two editing units with our
timing error at the editing points.
manual audio level controls let you adjust
new RM -85U automatic
the audio recording level by checking the
Variable speed auto-search lets you
editing control unit, you'll enjoy
level meters.
perform both high speed and low speed
all the benefits of a total- performai
Auto /Manual selection for video
search. You can search at approximately
system.
10 times in fast forward or reverse to find
recording level control, adjustable by
Starting with the kind of cont
edit points faster. Or slow speed search at
the automatic gain control circuit or manJVC's RM -85U can give you:
2 times,
ually by referring to an independent video
time, 1/5 time and 1/20 time.
Independent LED time count
level meter.
Or use the special auto -speed shift feature
player and recorder, read out edit
RF output to connect an external dropto automatically slow you down from 2
minutes, seconds and frames.
out compensator.
times, real time, 1/5 time, 1/20 time.
Edit -in and edit-out automatic
Automatic pre -roll enables you to pre Patented color dubbing switch for
control. Four built -in memories let
roll tape between edits, with an automatic
stable color multi-generation dupes.
control edit -in and edit -out points
on /off switch. Which can come in espeS.C. /sync input connector allows
the player and recorder. And once
cially handy during successive assemble
connection of time base corrector and
and ending points are determined,
edits using camera signals.
allows for two second pre -roll.
curate editing is memory- controllt
level
Chroma
can be controlled manautomatically.
Edit shift control allows f rame -t
edit point correction.

F'

-'

1

I
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time indicated for each insert edit
by LED display

t

if it is left in the still -frame mode for more

than 10 minutes.

.

preview mode available, for
3rsals" of actual edits.

-in point search mechanism. After

1

edit, a Return button rewinds the
utomatically to the edit -in point, so
isier

to check edit conditions

.

shift search mechanism to step
rthe tape speed automatically, and
t! quick and accurate location of the
q point
safety guard circuit. Because
lug the unit in the still -frame mode can
7tally cause damage to tape or video
a tape safety guard circuit places
into the stop mode automatically
.

Selective editing modes- assemble
editing. insert editing for audio channel-1,
audio channel -2 or video.
Versatile editing capability offering
techniques like "edit -in /out;' pre -roll,
and automatic pre -roll.
You'll find that nothing in its price
class performs anywhere near the
CR- 8500LU /RM -85U videocassette editing system. And that you'd have to spend a
/ot more on the competitive unit that
offers many of the same features.
That's what we mean by giving video
people more of what they want, for less
than they expect to pay

/

I

Built -in horizontal and vertical contour correction circuits.
Signal -to-noise ratio of 49dB,
F .4/3000 lux.
Resolution of 500 lines at center.

(

Return video in the viewfinder.
A built -in -G circuit for registration.
Minimum illumination F 1.9/300 lux
+6dB switch on).
A comfortable hand grip to stop and

start the recorder. With a switch to operate iris control anda switch for return video.
A built-in CCU.
And that adds up to a
more features than you'd find in
similarly priced
cameras
I

.

emanded more versatility in a moderate-priced, broadcast- quality camera.
'.d JVC's value -packed CY-8800U goes with you from studio to location.
;., ur CY-8800U offers a lot more
A built -in 1.5 Inch
icture quality and stability that
- adjustable
Acres favorably with units costing
electronic view u,i3s much.
`
rte
finder for the con

i

to JVC's

l

ilogy, the

.

1

;a

venience of the

A built -in

battery
warning system.
A built -in tally light.
A built -in VSI -video

3.

three 2/i "
magnetic focus,
magnetic deflection
Plumbicon' or
Saticon-- tubes offer
total flexibility. And a
rugged die cast
chassis in front and
hold
the toughest
conditions.
rliVlth the Basic
eturation, it's a
Yrct ENG /EFP
firs that's com$11

q

,

self -contained
CU required
.

to operate,
6'.o plug into our
li 1DOLU /CR -44000
file recorder, with optional
>available up to 66 feet.
\ith the Studio configuration it's a
orking studio camera. Just add the
J0Ú remote Synchronizing unit and
e screen, top mounted viewfinder
t nd as for big -ticket features. we've
what the others would let you add
.11.y

r

studio
quality recording
in the field.
d JVC's field -tested

You needed

operator.

)OU

system indicator for precision
F -stop control.
A built -in color bar

generator.
A built -in +6dB, +12dB
sensitivity switch for low

light level applications.
A built -in auto white balance.
A built -in fast warm -up capability.

A built-in electrical color temperature adjustment for different applica-

tions (variable from 3000 °K to 10,000°K)
built -in filter system (neutral density)
for variable light levels.
A built -in level switch( ' 50 %. 0.
-50 %) provides ',' F-stop adjustment,
letting you fine tune for added contrast.
A built-in time lapse meter to show
total hours of camera use.
A built-in intercom
system for studio
applications
An RGB output, and
NTSC encoding (Y. I. 01
A built -in Gamma control to fine
7, tune gamma level.
An AC Adaptor- standard.

A

Lightweight -17.4 lbs.- portability.
Optional 12 -to-1 zoom lens with auto

matic iris and
power zoom.

CR-4400LU
Portable id e assette Recorder with
automatic editing lets you bring
your recording /editing capability
wherever you need to shoot.
If you spend time on location in either
ENG or EFP applications, you need a portable video system that can shoot, edit. and
give you something to show in no time.
flat. Without awkward equipment hassles.
JVC's CR- 4400LU is the one to take

along when you can't bring a studio.
Because it's the lightweight machine

with heavyweight features
Weighs in under 27 lbs. So you can
take it anywhere, and assemble edit on the
spot. You enjoy total flexibility. Complete
freedom. Fast results.
AEF (Automatic Editing Function)
gives you clean assemble edits.
Built -in, full color recording and
playback circuitry. No need to buy
an adaptor.
Low -power consumption that lets you
operate on a miserly 13.5 watts, for
longer battery life. A multi- purpose meter
checks battery audio, video and servo
levels for precise control of all functions.

Flexibility to record with the
CY-8800U or other high quality color
cameras.
So if you need a field- tested recording
system with the features you want at a
price you can afford, check out our
CR- 4400LÚ Portable Videocassette
Recorder.

h

of North American Philips

Corporation.

rgistered trademark of Hitachi Corp
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JVcts new breed of professional video.
Backed by an old tradition of JVC quality

and reliability.
rug the pdSt t,tty years. mute dnd more pioteSSIonais nave turned to
JVC for innovative equipment they can count on to perform.
Isn't it time you discovered why?
Call your JVC representative for a demonstration. Or write to your
nearest JVC office
1011 W. Artesia Blvd.
5875 Queens Midtown Expressway
Compton, Ca. 90220
Maspeth. N Y. 11378
(213) 537 -8230
(212) 476.8010
3400 South Loop East
3012 Malmo Dr.
Houston, Texas 77021
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
(713)741 -3741
(312) 593-8997

NC Professional Video.
The tough new breed.

JVC

JVC INDUSTRIES COMPANY
OiviSiON (1( Wti JVC CORP
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1
Lighting is often
upon to communivLan important part of
It total video message.
lighting in this scene
eLd have very radically
.ted the mood and mes+n of
the video. (All
;t,'ng effects and photo?Os by author.)

Jed

J

-

nLyour best shot at better
roduction
J L

«Ron Whittaker

A well -known motion picture producer has been quoted as saying
that 80 %/o of effective cinematography rests in the creative use of

lighting.
The television producer or director typically has a restricted opportunity to use creative lighting effects. Instead of carefully staging
and lighting each scene for one
angle (one film camera) he often
must light a scene so that it will
hold up for three or more camera
angles simultaneously. The quickest.
easiest and safest way to do this is

to "light flat." So, with the move
away from film to videotape in the

production of dramas and situation
comedies. we are seeing more and
more flat lighting.
Film /tape lighting differences

public which has grown up
with film as the basic TV recording
medium still seems to be partial to
the "film look." Part of this film look
is in the slightly softer film image.
A

Another part of the film /videotape
difference centers on the techniques
continued on page 40
37
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ex makes the equipment for exciting
and versatile VTRs extend the worldwide
leadership of Ampex in quad recording.
,dcast productions, and it'll all be on disExcitement in Editing: Now there are three
at this year's NAB convention in Las Vegas.
;citement in Cameras: Star of this year's
electronic editing systems from Ampex to
.x camera show is the BCC -10 color studio
provide any desired degree of flexibility,
ra, with on- demand ACT and more
making tape as creative as the mind that conatics than ever to enhance the visual
trols it.
Excitement in Digital Technology: If you're
" of your most imaginative productions
ready to go digital, Ampex has the first comitement in Helical: Ampex is showing a
mercially available digital video production
pe C machine, the VPR -2, and a comportable, the VPR -20. There's a new
system, the ESS -2. You have to see it to believe
what it brings to video.
dow digital time base corrector, the
Excitement all over the Booth: Ampex audio
o round out the helical excitement
recorders, synchronizers and magnetic tape
creating
ment in Quad: Super High Band Pilot is products will be at NAB too. It's going to be
an outstanding NAB year, because... Ampex
ttest quad development, and it's
makes it exciting.
the "intelligent" AVR -3 and the
he -job" AVR -2. These sophisticated
.

.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation
Booth: C603

For More

Details Circle

(20) on Reply
Card
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TYPICAL COLOR TEMPERATURES

Figure 2 A color temperature meter will quickly
reveal problems between sources of illumination
within a production. Once cameras are balanced on
an incandescent light source, a shift of 100 degrees
Kelvin in a key or fill light can be noticed.

candle flame
household light bulb
(100 watt)
quartz or incandescent
studio lamp
warm white fluorescent:tube
white fluorescent tube
average daylight
noonday summer sun
daylight fluorescent tube
high intensity arc light
hazy or overcast sky
clear blue northerly skylight

1

900 ° K

2,850

3,200

4,500'
3,500*
5,000
5,500
6

500'

6 600

7,500

25,000

'These sources are typically "broken spectrum" and do not have punt
color temperatures. (See text.)

Lighting
continued from page 37

associated with the creative use of
depth of field: selective focus. follow
focus and rack focus. Consequently,
at least one major TV production
company is doing a series with
greatly reduced studio light levels
on the set. This means cameras
have to shoot virtually wide open at
f:2.0 or f:2.8. This maximizes the
selective focus effect in cameras by
minimizing depth of field. Although
focus becomes quite critical, especially when lenses are zoomed in,
obvious separation between scene
elements is achieved along the
camera axis. And possibly more
importantly, this technique suggests
"film" to viewers, since selective
focus, follow focus and rack focus
are familiar film techniques.
But, the most important technical
film /videotape difference centers on
lighting -that 80% factor in cinematographic creative control.
Actually, we don't have to worry

about the art of effective and
creative lighting being lost for all
time in the transition from film to
video. The importance of lighting in

conveying information has been
known since the Greeks started
painting 2,000 years ago. And, all
you have to do is study the paintings
of the masters throughout the ages
to see just how important lighting is
to the presentation of subject mat-

ter.
We may find that creative lighting
techniques temporarily get sidetracked in the film-to-video transition. however. Producers who understand the importance of good
lighting will be able to smooth out

the transition for viewers, and, even
more importantly, to maintain a
significant dimension of expression
in "visual language."
A skilled lighting technician (artist) can radically alter the mood
and meaning of a scene through the
use of lighting. Even the apparent
personalities of actors and actresses
can be shaped and altered. Figures
1. 3 and 4 suggest some of these
possibilities.

Light and its dimensions
To use light effectively, its characteristics and variables must be

thoroughly understood and applied.
Chief among these variables is the
direction or angle of the major lights
generally the key and fill lights.
Probably more has been written
(and argued) about light angles than
about any other variable. Therefore, we'll temporarily skip a discussion of light angles, and refer you
to our March Broadcast Engineering
lighting article. and go on to other
important variables: quality, quantity and color.

-

The dimension of quality
Light quality or coherence is

probably the most neglected and
underrated of the variables.
Quality has to do with the
hardness or softness of the light
sources- generally the key light.
According to one lighting specialist,
it is a major mood -determining factor.
Specular light, which eminates
from a small, point source, is
composed of direct, parallel rays

40

and has a hard, crisp qualit
studio sources are e
soidal spotlights and beam -spot p
jectors. These lights will produce
very hard, contrasty effect. Surf
detail and irregularities in subj
matter stand out. Shadows are v
hard and black. This would
good in showing off the grain
leather, but very bad for illu
nating a female face.
Diffused light has quite the op
site effect. It will impart softness
subject matter, while de -emph:
ing surface detail. Many of
paintings of the masters make use
soft, reflected light instead of
comparatively hard light of t
direct sun.
In the studio. scoops with m
surface reflectors and scrims
break up and diffuse the light fr
tungsten halogen lamps. "Softlig
lighting instruments are the b
choice, when they can be us
Unfortunately, they are rather la I
and they don't "throw" light oval
great distances (only large areas).
You even can go all the way 111
totally diffused. non -directional light
by using a "light tent" if you ne*
to show shining metal or glassware
while holding down both spectre
highlights and brightness range:
This approach was illustrated b
the author in "Beyond Formub
Lighting" in the April. 1977. Bro
cast Engineering.
Common

:

I

Light intensity
Overall light intensity is generail
determined by the sensitivity of
continued on page
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the Philips N Demodulator.
Direct channel selection for easy shift to other
RF sources
AFC corrects for transmitter offset
Synchronous detector for very accurate
demodulation
Automatic gain control eliminates measuring
errors caused by drift of output level
Quadrature output for incidental phase
modulation
Tight amplitude and group display profiles for
very precise analysis and adjustment of transmitters and modulators
Built -in vision rest carrier meter and sound
deviation meter
If you are determined to maintain maximum control of the quality of the signal you
transmit, this laboratory -quality demodulator is

an essential piece of equipment. With the
proper video and audio measuring set -up to
monitor not only the quality of the transmitted
signal, but even the modulation depth.
We also make modulators, VITS analyzers,
video signal generators and pattern generators,
all with Philips' traditional respect for quality,
ease -of- operation, and reliability.
For more information on what Philips can do to help you

maintain signal quality, call Stuart Rauch on our toll -free
Hotline number:(800) 631 -7172 (New Jersey residents call
collect). Or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
In the U.S.:
85 McKee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
Tel. (201)

5293800

In Canada:
6 Leswyn Road

Toronto, Canada M6A 1K2
Tel. (416) 789-7188

PHILIPS

Test & Measuring

Instruments
For More

Neils
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The Sony BVH series.
Consider the accomplishment.
Two years ago, 1" helical -scan recording

was just a gleam on the broadcast horizon.
Now, there's the new SMPTE Type C

Standard.
We're kind of proud of that. From the
start, Sony Broadcast was a leader in the 1"
revolution. We pioneered many of the

technical innovations incorporated into the
1" helical -scan VTR. And it's good to be pan
of a movement so beneficial to the broadcast
industry.
How does our new SMPTE Type C
machine differ from the more than one
hundred BVH- 1000's already in use across the
nation? Frankly, very little.
And we're proud to be able to offer you
SMPTE- standard 1" machines that maintain all
the unique advantages of the Sony Broadcast
equipment already in the field.

Advantages
like BIDIREX, which gives you full
bi- directional search capability in both shuttle
and jog modes. And that means 100%
post- production creative freedom, with all the
ease and flexibility of 35mm film techniques.
Advantages like the incredible economy
of the 1" tape format. Far lower acquisition
costs. Smaller size, so you save valuable studio
space. Lower maintenance costs. Plus major
savings in 1" videotape alone.
Advantages like three high fidelity audio
tracks. Color framing, to maintain perfect

timing continuity during editing and animation

sequences. And more.

Consider the possibilities. Think about
the local programming capabilities that open
up with the BVH -1000 and portable BVH -500.
Capabilities quad can't match. With an
economy that leaves film far behind.
Think about creating your own
documentaries. Taping your own commercials.
Think about taking 1" tape out into the field,
then bringing it home and going directly on
the air without the need for converting to
another format.
Think about the kind of panoramic
production once possible only on film. And
think about what single- camera film editing
techniques will mean to your creative effort.
Consider the source. There's one more
thing you should think about as you consider
the move to 1 ".
The source of your equipment.
And when you consider Sony Broadcast,
you'll find benefits no other source can give you.
Like our years of experience in research,
engineering, and production of advanced video
systems.

And access to a complete family of
professional video equipment from a single
manufacturer. With the kind of reliability and
performance only a single manufacturer
system can guarantee.
The BVH Series, from Sony Broadcast.
All things considered, it's quite an
accomplishment.

Sony Broadcast
Sony Corporation of America, 9 West 57 Street, New York, New York 10019
New York: (212) 371.5800 Chicago: (312) 792.3600 Los Angeles: (213) 537 -4300 Canada: (416) 252 -3581
Sony° is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation of America
For Demonstration Only Circle (21) On Reply Card
For Literature Only Circle (30) On Reply Card
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GREATMARK LIGHTS.
Rugged. Reliable.
The standard for your most demanding

motion picture and television
production lighting requirements.

GREATMARK LIGHTS.
Built to the most exacting demands of
professional lighting directors. Offered in
the most popular range of Fresnels.

GREATMARK LIGHTS.
Affordable. Available.
Your common -sense production lighting
alternative. Another fine product from
The Great American Market.

GREATMARK.

Figure

Lighting Products

Figure

3

4

The photograph on the left was made with essentially flat light. A e
formula lighting setup was used for the picture on the right. Note the Jiff
in the depth and roundness of the face.

Lighting
continued from page 40
THE GREAT AMERICAN MARKET
POB 178121133 Costanso Street
Woodland Hills, California 91364
Telephone: 213 1 883 -8182

OREATMARR SENIOR
FRESNEL s kw la
Fresnel For use wMr
eepOel RIM MOOR
Rc1M4 Model 12414.
TV Model .2314
-

OREATMARR JUNIOR
FRESNEL 2 Ime 10'
Fresnel Fauw,vXR
pi Mi, lamp Molon
PiClu,e Model #2410
TV Model .2310
"

OREATMARR RANT
FRESNEL
kw 6
Fressei For use wan
M pos, lamp Moron
Pcrve WOW 2406
TV Model 02300
1

For More Dela Is

cameras and depth -of-field needs.
To hold down general energy costs.
it is best to keep the intensity levels
as low as you can without sacri-

formulas, here is how that looks:
intensity

-

1

subject -light source dista

ficing quality.

So.

The amount of light that hits your
subject from a light depends upon
the lamp wattage. the efficiency of
the lamp, the transmission efficiency
of the lighting instruments (reflector, lens and focus), the type of
scrim or gel material used (if any).
and the distance of the lamp from
the subject matter.
In black and white television,
dimmers were commonly used to
control light intensity; in fact, this
was the easiest and quickest way.
Dimmers. however, affect color temperature. and because of this their
use has to be reserved for areas
where color shifts in light will not
be apparent. You can often get
away with dimming backlights and
background lights. However, with
key and fill lights the eye will begin
to notice a 100-degree Kelvin shift

doubled, the illumination on t

(at least in this general color
temperature range). A 100-degree

shift will result from a 10 -volt drop
in line voltage. Remember that even
the use of long extension cords will
drop line voltage, not to mention the
effect of heavy electrical loads.
Since illumination falls off according to the inverse square law,
light intensity can be quickly varied
by changing lamp -to- subject distance. For those who like to see

if the lamp -to- subject distance

subject will drop 753/4.
Although lamp -to- subject distano
manipulation is a good way a
controlling intensity, there are twl
others which are far more practice
for quick adjustments.
First of all, the beam of mend
spotlights (the Fresnel in particular
can be flooded out and pinnel
down. The former reduces till
intensity over the coverage area
and the latter increases the jai
tensity. The dimensions of the II
area can then be shaped to a largii
extent by barn doors.
The last area of intensity contra
involves the use of scrims ove.
lighting instruments. Stainless stee
or spun glass scrims cut down light

intensity without affecting cola

temperature. (They do diffuse thi
light and make it softer, however).
You can even put two or three o
them together, if you have to.
Intensity control is important t
balancing key, fill, back light an
background lights. Normally the fi.
light is half the intensity of the Ice,
light; the back light is somewher
around one and one -half times thf
key, depending on subject mattes
and the background lights are abet
continued on page 4'
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random access memory unit
compatible with both generators
is also available.
For more information,
circle our reader service card
number.
3M Video Systems.
Watch us in action.

Our D -3016 and
'I -2000 Character Generators put
'broadcast quality graphics
t your fingertips.
Inside the D -3016 we've
f)acked a 16 -page memory
Dr often -used titles and a dual.hannel display to let you
preview and program simultanously. Choose two fonts
rom the three available styles.
Our lower- priced
)- 2000's built -in, 4 -page memory
s supplemented by an audio
nterface that turns an ordinary
:ape recorder into an additional
nemory unit. An optional
For More Details Circle

(32)
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Lighting
continued from page 44

two-thirds the intensity of the key
light.

Figure 5 A footcandle o
meter is an Important al
balancing the intensitie
studio lights. Since dim
affect color temperat
lighting directors now
just intensity in three w

Color temperature
Unlike the human eye. television
(or film) cameras cannot automati-

balance themselves for
changes in color temperature -as in
going from daylight to incandescent
light, for example.
Most studio cameras are set up to
accept the 3.200 -degree Kelvin studio lights and must rely on a
straw -colored optical filter behind
the lens to cope with comparatively
blue (5.500-degree) sunlight.
These two basic color temperatures -3.200 and 5,500 degrees
are more or less "standards."
Where you run into trouble is with
fluorescent lights and mixtures of
cally

-

light.
Since fluorescent light isn't produced by heat. it has "broken
spectrum" characteristics. quite different from sunlight or incandescent
light. Instead of a smooth mix of

colors, there are abrupt dips and

bumps in the spectrum profile.

altering lamp -to- subject

tance; adding scrim
lights; or, in the ca
spotlights, pinning do

flooding out the

I

beams.

Green faces and significant color
shifts often result. Many TV cameras have fluorescent light filters
included in their filter wheels behind the zoom lens. The Tiffin
Optical Company makes two types
of filters for coping with fluorescent
lights.
Beyond this it is helpful to know
the approximate color temperature
equivalent of different fluorescent
tubes. "Daylight" fluorescent tubes

have an approximate color tem
ture of 6,500 degrees; "cool w
4,500 degrees, and "warm w
about 3,500 degrees.
If you must do regular pr
tions in a fluorescent -lit loc

and are getting unwanted e
shifts, it would be wise to the
different fluorescent tubes.
course, the best solution, if yo
change the lighting completely,
continued on pa

Split Second
Time Machine
Ttte Telex /Magnecord 1400 recorder.
grid of 524 lines passing a quartz crystal conttói
capstan revolution. This senses, and corrects the SSpeéd.
DC ser drive some 4000 times per second'". Speed stab"
soac
the National Weather and the Environmental Seal
Services selected Telex /Magnecord 1400's ov
all others to record meteorological display data,''
Of course, broadcasters also favor the 1400 for
the rugged stability of the die cast main frame,
'DTL logic and exceptionally clean electronics.
Compare our speed, specs, and price. We invite
you to make a split second decision.
i
I

1

At 714 ips, adjustable ±
and mechanical wear.

Ais

1%

to compensate for tape thicknesses

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX.

l_ 1-

dCb
r---_
Foi Mote Details Circle

COMMUNICATIONS.

I

N C.

9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO..MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22 rue da la Legion- d'honneur. 93200 St. Denis. France
Canada: Telak Electronics. Ltd.. Scarborough. Ontario
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DIGITAL EFFECTS ARE COMPUTERIZEDWITH OPTICAL QUALITY.
ND MICRO CONSULTANTS IS THERE WITH THE QUANTEL

DPE 5000

he DPE 5000. The most advanced device for digital effects ever
rffered to broadcasters. It brings the world of computers to the world
if television. And it does wonderful things to television pictures.

)igitally.
t cleans them up.
t freezes them. Squeezes them. Flips them. Wraps them around.
t positions them. Pushes them. Wipes them. Pans and tilts them.
t zooms them in and out.
t tracks a chroma key area and fits a compressed picture into the slot,
lutomatically maintaining aspect ratio and perspective.
through the use of a minicomputer and internal microprocessors, the
APE 5000 gives the producer electronic control over the television picture
control that up to now has been available only through the camera.
nd it does all this with a quality that is breathtaking -as if it had been
done by the camera itself, or on film.
We're bringing the world of computers to the world of television so that
you can create your own great moments in digital video history. Get full
details on the startling new DPE 5000 from your local Micro Consultants
representative. Or get in touch with us directly at P.O. Box 10057,
Palo Alto, California 94303, (415) 321 -0832.
SEE THE DPE 5000 AT NAB, BOOTH 1001

-

il, 1978
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The digital video people
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Erases video cassettes in 5 seconds!

Lighting
continued from page 46
use incandescent light, posy
bounced off the ceiling.

NEW
GARNER
VIDEO'RAS
video tape er:
g jobs with
Now you can completely automate "o
Garner's new Video'Raser unit. It's a simple one-step, in- and -out operation. Tapes pass on a continuous belt over high flux coils, giving you
tape erasure depth exceeding professional standards. Built rugged
and compact, it easily handles video cassettes. You'll also like the
Video'Raser's competitive price.
-

Look to Garner for quality electronic audio and video
products. For more information, write or call:

GARNER INDUSTRIES
GARNER
4200 North 48th

Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68504, Phone

For More Details Circle

Get

402 -464 -5911
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Stay ligned
with STL precision
magnetic test tapes
These dependable tapes are used by broadcasters, recording
studios, equipment manufacturers, governments and
educators throughout the world. They are available in two
basic types ... (azimuth, level set and frequency alignment)
and (flutter and speed). Three basic formats are offered
.. reel to reel, cartridge and cassette.
Most catalog items can be shipped from our inventory the same day we
receive your order. Write or phone for fast delivery. Write for free catalog.

©I

t

IUSTANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
26120 Eden Landing Road
(415) 786-3546

For More

/ #5 /

Hayward, CA 94545

Mixed light sources
When you have two radii,
different light sources present
incandescent and one daylight,
example -life can become e
more complex. A common situ
would be if you need to videota
scene inside (with standard in
descent light) and include s
coming in a window.
You can actually solve two
lems here by using one or
large sheets of straw -colored
tate correcting gel over the ou
of the window(s). This will
down the color temperature o
sunlight, and, at the same
drop the intensity of the o
light to somewhere near th
ceptable contrast range of the
vision system.

Occasionally you will wa

make mixed color sources wor
you. Moonlight is typically sim
by blue light. So, if you had a
scene of a peeping -Tom looking
window, you could use blue

i.

from behind and yellow light
simulate the incandescent light
ing through the window. This
mix would suggest the inside -ou
situation.
As a closing word on color t 1
perature, we might also mention I
extreme color differences which
sun goes through during the cou i
of a day.
In early morning, sunlight in
travel through more of the ea
atmosphere because of its an
The result is that much more b
light is absorbed than red (sho
wavelengths are more readily
sorbed) and the color temperat
is quite low (red).
During midday the temperature
the direct sunlight will rise to abgl
;

I

5,500 degrees, depending upl1
where you live in the word
However, if it happens to be a he¢
or overcast day, the Kelvin tai
perature will go up to betw
6,500 and 8,500 degrees. And
color temperature of blue sky'
(no direct sun) can reach 27,6
degrees, which can impart a vel
cold, blue look to skin tones.
As the setting sun drops towsi
the horizon at the end of the del
the resulting color again shill
toward the red. And, this sounds ü'
a very good place to stop for nor
In the March article we tac
some more points in the "lingua
of light."
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Nothing else
matches it for
features and

reliability
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ADM's UNIQUE DA16 /CH2O
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The ADM® DA16 incorporates an advanced- design approach, with superb
specifications. It is the ultimate in audio
distribution amplifiers. Each amplifier is
a one in, six output plug -in card with
+24DBM input and output capability.
The input is transformer coupled, and
each of the six outputs is individually
transformer isolated. Amplifiers have individual front panel gain adjustments.

Noise level is ultra low, and distortion is
less than .1 % at +24DBM.
Up to six DA16 amplifiers can be
housed in the Audio Designs CH2O rack
frame, which includes a redundant
power supply with automatic changeover. Built to exacting quality standards,
DA16 amplifiers offer exceptionally high

reliability. For complete information
write or call for specification sheet.

A COMPLETE LINE OF HIGHEST QUALITY

CONSOLES AND COMPONENTS
AUDIO DESIGNS ANO MANUFACTURING. INC.
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville. Michigan 48066
Phone: (313) 778-8400, Cable: AUDEX TLX 23.1114

ICIEMEM
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE U.S.A.
BY AMPEX INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INC.

IIti
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f-VTR-Report '78
The BCN-Format is the basis of the SMPTE -1" -Type
B-Standard. Today more than 350 BCN
systems are in operation throughout the world.

BCN scanner

11i1í

size). equally suitable for reels and cassettes

Bosch Femseh decided in favour of the BCN short
track segmented field technique from the alternative I" solutions (segmented field with an 80 mm track and non -segmented field with a 450 mm track) for the following important
reasons:

Additional tracking correction system is not necessary.
Omega wrap angle of 190° enables multigeneration copies
with minimal chroma noise.
Overlapping 2 -head technique enables uninterupted
recording of the video signal encompassing also the entire
vertical blanking period.
No additional head required to
record vertical blanking period.
Superior luminance signal to
noise ratio because time base
correctors and their inherrent
analogue to digital, and digital to
analogue conversions are not
necessary.

Video track tilt angle of 14,3°
ensures insensitivity to longitudinal dropouts.
The track and scanner arrangement is suitable for reel and
cassette applications.

TAPE

MOTION

BCN format, basis

The BCN -Format has three audio tracks
Apart from the video and control tracks there are three at
tracks of equal quality. It is therefore possible to record
stereo sound or multilingual commentary. Track 3 can
be used to record a time code, using either the built in t
code generator or an external one.

The BCN Editing Systems solve every problem
Integrated insert/assemble operation
Automatic electronic editing using the EES 9 with
BCN 40/50 machines
An automatic editing system
I.I
7000 for up to 5 BCN units
It
A freely programmable, comp
It
controlled editing system stu,
/I
the ESC 40 K - offering
mous range of applications.
Editing point definition usi
most modern digital techni
Unlimited "still" picture reps
lion without any danger
maging the valuable master
u
LION I
LL. Hat
jogging and slow motion a1
possible as well as special
IMf SPEED is cols 9.5 fps
production effects such as
of SMPTE -I" -Type B- Standard
Split".
BROADCAST ENGINEERI
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Identical tape transport for all TV Standards
field technique makes possible the
of the number of segments per field from 6
50) to 5 (525/60). The conversion of any BCN
'ne to any standard NTSC, PAL, PAL-M or SECAM
lerefore purely an electronic and not a mechanical
er. The tape transport and scanner remain completely
ganged.
A guaranteed future for the BCN format with respect

,

pusegmented

al recordings
The development of the BCN format was carried out
ng in mind the requirements of a future generation of
recording techniques. As soon as tape, head and

onent technology provide a cost effective solution for
recording, BCN machines will find additional
cations without any changes to the existing deck.

al

Cassettes or reels for portable, mobile, or stationary

,4

',Mon
The BCN format concept covers all operational
d

The first studio quality cassette: BCN

5

The BCN -cassette fulfills the demand for ENG in studio
quality. Recording and reproduction are ensured under all
conditions between -10°C and +45°C.
The 20 minute
cassette enables rapid
cassette change because
it can be removed in any
winding state and a reel
subsequently removed
and replayed directly on
any BCN 20/40/50 without the need
for
adaptors.
A multi cassette
automatic using the
same 20 minute cassettes
is in preparation and
intended for automatic
studio applications.
Reporter of the lunure with BCN-cassette

cations:

The BCN 5 cassette version is intended for the
action of rapid, studio quality, 20 minute programme
ibutions and of course, for all ENG activities. The
ble, battery operated BCN 20 having 60 minute reel
lis ideally suitable for all mobile applications whereas the
3ntional BCN 40/50 machines combine mobile outside
dcast operation with stationary applications.
BCN 40/50 for studio OB
pplcations
The BCN system is based
a modular building brick
.pt. Modules with related
ions are arranged in por'11 units.
The standard version of
iniversal equipment is the
40/50, the typical VTR for
stationary use.
The same version, how is also, highly suited to
le OB van applications.
For monitoring purpose
)nitoring bridge" consisting BCN 50 as studio machine with
"monitoring bridge" and inteblack and white or colour
gratedautomatic editing EES9
re monitor, waveform moand vector scope can be added to the deck, electronics
trocessor units.

t

it

Experience gained from practical use
More than 70 TV
authorities and production houses have
decided in favour
of the BCN system
because of its outstanding economy
and complete equipment range, covering
both reels and cassettes. Stationary and
portable BCN machines are now in operation all over the
On the move recordings are now possible
under the most extreme conditions
world.
The BCN format is the basis of the SMPTE-1"-Type B

Standard
All BCN machines delivered so far are in accordance
with this standard and need no alterations. In addition, the
BCN format is being processed at the IEC and published as
DIN Draft 45483. The EBU regards the BCN -standard as
already defined by the SMPTE; the BCN is in use in 16 EBU
countries.

Outside Broadcast productions with studio quality
all conditions: BCN 20

This portable or mains operated BCN version with
mute reel time is intended for high quality outside broad productions from a car, helicopter, ship, or motorcycle.
The additional electronic unit BCWQ 9 together with
standard processor unit enable high quality BCN 20
tduction suitable for transmission.

More than 350 BCN -systems in operation in 33 countries

BCN. A format that has proved itself

BOSCH
Robert Bosch GmbH, Geschäftsbereich Femsehanlagen,
Postfach 429, D-6100 Darmstadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

made this ro:w conlpect

o6

s:111

cunecpl pu»ibIc

Robert Bosch Corporation, Femseh Group,
279 Midland Road,Saddle Brook,NewJersey07662,USA. ,
Phone (201) 797 -7400
For More Details Circle
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What do you do
when the logic isn't logical?
By William A. Farnbach

Engineering Section Manager, Hewlett- Packard,
on sabbatical at Brigham Young University teaching Electrical Engineering.

If you are working with minicomputers. microcomputers, or your
own processor -based design, you
are working with a "data- domain"
machine. A data -domain machine is
not a data cruncher; it is a machine
that interprets electrical signals as

data which consists of addresses,
instructions, and some type of input
or output. Your machine reads the
electrical signals as bits, combines
these bits into bytes and words, and
then acts on these words to accomplish the desired task.

Consider the two flow charte
Figures 1 and 2. No amount of
time, pulse width, or other
domain measurements would
anyone to determine which

chart

a

particular processor

executing; yet, the ability to t
continued on pag

WAIT FOR
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WAIT FOR
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NO
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NEW COST

WAIT FOR
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QUARTER
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DISPENSE
CANDY
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the CD -480 has never limited
your creativity...

/
/

now introduce yourself to the

-Bó

new matrix wipe

at NAB Las Vegas
Booth 915
CENTRAL DYNAMICS
U.B.A.
Chicago

331 West Northwest Highway.
Palatine. III. 60067
Tel 312-991-4720
TWX -910 693 4805

Foi

>ril,

New York City
Tel 201- 767 -1300
TWX -- 710991 9753

Atlanta
Tel 404 -491 -9037

Los Angeles
Tel 213- 789 -0574
TWX 910 495 171
Dallas
Tel 214 -7,
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Logic
continued from page 52

internal signal flow as data would
differentiate between the two flow
charts immediately.
Now, no one will get very excited
about the ability to differentiate
between a candy machine controller
and a meat scale controller by
monitoring program execution; but,
the very heart of designing useful
systems with processors is the
problem of making sure that the

processor reliably executes your

program, not some diabolical variation of its own.
Consider the candy machine controller flow charts in Figures 2 and
3. The problem of making the candy
machine controller execute the flow
chart of Figure 2 instead of Figure 3
is very real -in initial design or in
debugging. Again, the ability to
monitor the signals inside a pro-

cessor -based system as data is
essential to learning why your

WAIT FOR

QUARTER

machine prefers the flow chart
Figure 3 to that in Figure 2.
It would be a great help to
able to see exactly where
machine goes on its errant ro
through the "weeds " -or, be
yet. to see where it departs
the straight and narrow. A
state analyzer can find either of
deviations with ease in its
environment at its normal operas
without simulation, subet#
tion, or slow down.
The logic state analyzer used
this example is the Hewlett -Packt
model 1602A which is 16 bits wide
has a memory 64 words deep, rr
clock speeds to 10 MHz. Uncle
standable keyboard controls simpll
data capture information.
System debugging

System debugging is generals
started by monitoring the addree
lines on the microprocessor. All the
is needed is to connect the I
"data" lines of the logic stat
analyzer to the address bus and th
clock line to the clock or contr(
signal that tells your system when t
read its address bus when it

NO

i

valid.
Next, set the analyzer logic polai
ity to the same polarity as th
information on the address bus an
set the analyzer clock edge to be th
same as the active edge of th
signal that tells the system when t
read the address bus. Also selecta
at this time is the data format hexadecimal. decimal, octal, or b
nary- whichever is most conveniez
for you to read and enter (or the
matches the program listing).
REJECT

Weeding out the problem
Now, by pressing the Trace ke
while your machine is operating. th'
analyzer will capture 64 progra+
steps in the sequence that the
were executed and store them ft
analysis. After the data is capture(
all the words in memory can t
viewed by using the Display key
(Next Word and Prior Word keys) '
see what the machine is doing.
If your machine is hopelessly loe

QUARTER

such as the delinquent candy m+
chine in Figure 3. this situp'
measurement will show you where
is. Once the Trace key is presses
all 64 words in memory can I
viewed by using the Display keys
see what the machine is doing.
trace of the candy machine's holidi
Figure 3
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I

Li

the "weeds" is shown in Figure
.

ow that the

"weeds" are lo-

tted, a particular part of the

pigram flow should be captured
-toad of whatever is happening
en the Trace key is pressed. To
)ture specific program execution
Trigger = key is pressed and
desired address entered into the
ger comparator. Now, whenever
_I machine executes the trigger
Hrd address after the Trace key is
kssed, the analyzer will either
tte the addresses being executed
.r.top tracing them.
he Start mode is used when you
runt to see where the machine
u at from a known address and the
NO mode is used to see how a
urchin got to a known address
'ht's right, a negative time trace).
gib, the Delay = key can be used
olelay the start of a trace from
word or to put the
:Uu trigger
rriger word anywhere within the
rwttored words.
o solve the case of the runaway
-.1dy

machine, select a trigger

stress from the captured address-

es in the untriggered trace (for
example, 201116) and stop the trace

when that address occurs. This
will show how the machine got
to the "weeds" and where it
left your program to start executing its own program. Figure 5
shows the data that resulted from
this trace.
If the problem is a simple pro-

gramming or wiring error, you
might be able to determine the
cause once you know the address
and nature of the error. In this
example, the candy machine started
at the reset address 000016, executed the program to 002F16, and
went to 020816 instead of 010816.
This can be caused by either an
error in the jump address program
or two interchanged address lines.
A look at the program listing and /or
an ohmmeter will tell you which. A
high percentage of the time you will
be able to pinpoint the problem as
soon as the address where it occurs
is known.
The sneaky machine
If the machine is particularly
sneaky about ducking out to execute

its own program, you may want to
monitor another bus, an I/O port,
or other area of the machine
instead of the address bus. All the
probes can be moved to another
bus, or only a few probes can be
'moved. If only some probes are
moved, you can trace part of the
address bus and another bus simultaneously to relate program execution. Also, two analyzers can be
cascaded to monitor two 16 -bit
buses at the same time.
Or, you might want to look at the
waveforms and timing within the
machine. The analyzer provides a
Trigger Output signal so that an
oscilloscope can be triggered exactly
when the problem is occurring and
look at related waveforms.
An experienced operator with a
logic state analyzer and an oscilloscope can quickly answer questions
such as: Is there a glitch? Is there a
bad gate? Is there a race condition?
If there a pull -up missing? Are the
buffers operating properly? Is one
machine talking on the bus when it
should be listening? And that puts
the logic back into logic.

LOCATION
IN 1602A
MEMORY

YOUR
ADDRESS
EXECUTED

LOCATION
IN 1602A
MEMORY

YOUR
ADDRESS
EXECUTED

00

0216
0217
020A
020 B
020C
020D
020 E
020F
0210

50
52

002C
002D
002E

53

002F

01

02
03
04
05
06
07
08

09
10
11

12
13
14

0211

51

54
55
56
57
58
59
60

0212
0212
0213
0214
0215
0216

Figure

61

62
63 (TRIGGER WORD)
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0208
0208
0209
020A
020 B
020C
020D
020 E
020F
0210
0211

Figwe

:

John Baldwin of IBA
explained the details of

their recently unveiled
all- digital VTR prototype.
Baldwin's paper brought
up some interesting
questions about the future
of all- digital recorders in
a virtually analog field
today. (Photo by
Donna Foster Roizen.)

Digital VTRs:
They could come as early as 1980
By Joe Rolzen,

Video Editor,
Broadcast Engineering,
and President,
TELEGEN

For most of his distinguished
career, John Baldwin has been at
the forefront of television technology. A recipient of many society and
industry awards. his most recent
was the Montreux Symposium Gold

Medal for outstanding technical
achievement in the digital television
field, including his work in developing digital intercontinental conversion equipment.
For the past two years, Baldwin
and his team have continued to
experiment toward the goal of an

all- digital VTR.

a

device which

would render to video recording the
benefits of minimal controls, maximum reliability. and endless dubbing without loss of quality.
Baldwin has recently given some
significant papers on his project,
and has made demonstrations to a
variety of organizations such as the
EBU, IEE (UK), and the SMPTE.
These have attracted great interest
because the question of an all -digital VTR is an especially controver-

sial one at this time. With th
expected imminent changeover i

videotape recording equipment
from quad to 1 -inch helical, both th.
VTR users and manufacturers or
not particularly enthusiastic abou
another equipment upheaval in juy
a few short years. The amortizati
period and the newly acquire
operational and maintenance skit
would hardly have been used up,
such a drastic equipment tur
around were to occur.
Nevertheless, technical progres.
like time itself, is difficult to stop
even slow down. The merits of c
all- digital VTR will have to t
weighed against the economic an'
operational factors that exist wht
it is introduced, and subsequer
hard decisions made.
To give some advance warnin

about this potentially importai
technical trend, BE has gone to tI
best source for information about t
all -digital VTR: its most forthrig.
protagonist, John Baldwin.
BROADCAST ENGINEERIN
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The BE interview
When did work start on an
WI- digital VTR?
:

Baldwin: About two years ago; we
iad done a lot of digital work
n other areas so we tackled a
nonochrome -only VTR using the
VC /RANK 9000 machine. We felt

hat black and white was adequate

prove the principle and that
heoretically there was no difficulty
n going from monochrome to color.
Black and white also made it easy
:o change the sampling rate and the
first pictures we had were about
)ne -sixth of the normal screen area.
We handled about 26 megabits per
second at that time.

Rank Cintel for 14 years and had
good contacts there. We did, in
fact, make some measurements on

quad in 1972 that indicated, even at
that early date, that a one mil track
width would be adequate for digital
recording.
What were the next developments?
BE:

:o

Baldwin: We changed from delay
modulation to NRZ-type recording
and tried different codes. We also
discovered that a 9 -bit code did not
work well on color, so we went to a
10 -bit per word arrangement. This
worked well on color.
BE:

BE:

Why did you choose the IVC/
as the basis to work on?

RANK 9000

Baldwin: There were two reasons.
First, the format was very similar to
a proposal I

,for such a

had made back in

recorder.

reason was that

I

A

1972

further

had worked at

What led you to 4fsc sampling?

Baldwin: We actually started with

3

sc but later shifted to 45 sc to
faccommodate
some peculiar PAL

problems like quarter liné offset.
With 3..sc sampling you would get
an annoying diagonal pattern on the
screen.

Isn't ,4
tape?
BE:

hard

to

Baldwin: Our interest in

record on
2

fs

was

digital
useful
standard for network and studio
operations. However, the control of
group delay over the chrominance
band is hard to achieve with analog
comb filters, so 4fsc was preferable. Also 45sc accommodates
other digital devices like special
effects systems.
based on other reasons than
video recording. It was a

When did you make the first
demonstration?
BE:

Baldwin: The EBU Working Party C
saw a quarter picture playback in
late 1976 which was sent by
microwave from Crawley Court to
our Brampton Road facility where a
dinner was put on for the committee

members. The equipment itself.
however, was not shown at that
time.
continued on page 58

Experience Super Transparency
Super Wide Window
Super Portability

NAB Booth E902

Aicrotin,e, Inc.
280 Blue Hills Avenue
lloomfield, Ct. 06002

203) 242 -0761

TWX 710 -425 -2390

MICROTIME
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Digital VTRs:

FC45 Only $448

continued from page 57

What was the next significant
milestone?
BE:

=;

r

ORE=

FC45

READ RATE

INPUTS
IMIGn

CRIS TAI

-

FREQUENCY COUNTER

AUDIO THROUGH VHF

HIGH SENSITIVITY
50 OMM

Baldwin: In early 1977 we had
switched to 2fsc sampling and
took our modified VTR to Venice in
May. We were now able to shovti
about one -half screen images, using
9 -bit words. The equipment was
a van and was not shown to thei
EBU delegates. By Montreux (Jund
1977) we had gone to 10 -bit words;
had added effective error conceal.
ment, and had somewhat oyes
one -half picture coverage.

I

SEC

I

RANGE

]0R

SI[

30MRi 30 130MM,

rr
MI

.1:

[RISTAI

I:!1

equipment has been useo

BE: What

"

A".'.

'

MnN''.:NANa....

4-annflnnlt/Annnljn,
./
YraarPrr
I,

ErTSaRha.

for these digital VTR tests?

r,l-l.l

l

).

R,l

..l.l..l:

the interference free frequency counter
all the way through 230 MHz
A

& 600

MHz with Prescaler

Frequency Counter that you can really count on...

Right at the radio or TV transmitter site, next to a high power transceiver and even on top of a color TV high voltage cage. Engineers and technicians
are amazed as they pick up the only double -shielded frequency counter and use
it where their high -priced counter won't stand still. Only the FC45 has a vinyl clad, steel- covered case, to do that extra shielding, and matched and shielded input leads. Others don't even provide the test leads, let alone match them to your
instrument.

When needing super accurate frequency measurements

Baldwin: Up to Montreux all of our
work was on the IVC /RANK 90001
However, after the paper was gives
in Montreux, we had some discuss
sions with various VTR manufaci
turers of 1 -inch machines. Boschn
Fernseh were very interested, ono
Henry Zahn had mentioned digits:;
recording in his lecture on the BCN
In about six weeks we had a BCN tc
work on, and in a few days we het
40- megabit digital recordings making
a half picture.
By November we were contem-1
plating the IEE demonstration inl
January and thought it would be
nice to have full pictures by then:
We needed the BCN modified to bel
able to meet this goal, and so we
asked Fernseh to double the rota-

tional speed, narrow the video

to five
times better than FCC specs all the way through 600 MHz UHF. The easy to use,
direct -reading, 8 -digit pushbutton FC45 has an accuracy of part per million
(.0001 percent).Time base crystal is hand selected, baked in an oven for 30 days,
installed into your FC45 and run for 30 days again before redocumenting and
shipping. That's how far Sencore goes to protect your FCC license.

tracks. and widen the band pass of
the record /replay amplifiers. Also,
the digital interface for half picturE
had to be redone for full pictures:
Fernseh provided the components tc

When checking in low level circuits

BE: How did the IEE demonstration)
on January 26 in London go off?

1

all the way down to 25 milliVolts
and all the way up through 230 megaHertz. Other counters fall off at about 80
MHz on their one Megohm input. Exclusive "Snoop Loop ", with this outstanding sensitivity, enables you to "pick up" all the way back to the oscillator with-

out loading the circuit; avoids direct connection to transmitter output, too.
Plus exclusive crystal check for checking crystals out -of- circuit.

And you can extend these FC45 reliable uses even further with...
To Antenna
To "Snoop PR47 600 MHz Prescaler: Extends FC45 from 230
Loop"

MHz to 600 MHz by plugging into special FC45 power
jack and inserting into input lead
$125

PR50 Audio Prescaler: Extends

`

ik,

use of FC45, or
any other frequency counter, to .1 Hz and .01 Hz for
audio and subaudible measurements. Same size and use
as PR47
$125

tiog.
C\
C
G I 0O1=t C
PL207 "Snoop Loop ":

RF pick -up loop with cable
$9 95
to avoid direct circuit connection

Write for 24 -page FC45 Frequency Counter Sencore News or order instrument
from: Sencore, Inc., 3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107

For More Details Circle

do this.

Baldwin: The schedule had beer
very tight, and we could not dU
everything we had hoped for. We
did show some full pictures evert
though they were not quite up tc
our expectations. We also showeel

half pictures which, because

o.'

some changeover problems, were
not as good as those we had beerI
making at Crawley Court.
BE:

Will you have a full workintI

digital VTR at the IBC

78

iii

Wembley?

Baldwin: There is no reason wh'.
this shouldn't be possible, but I'D'
not saying that it will be IBC, fo
perhaps some other reasons.

Canada:

Superior Electronics

(41) on Reply Card
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: Are you
contemplating the
nversion of other VTRs for digital
eration?

Idwin: Yes, we are already

orking on another machine which
Type C format. We have found
e need for a new head structure
d are awaiting new components
continue our tests.
How do the Type B and C
rmats differ with regard to a
ital VTR application?

dwin: Well, they are essentially
fferent. Type B is already seg-

ented, so altering the scanner
eed upward simple means it
mains segmented. However, if you
ter the speed of a Type C scanner
will become segmented, and you
se all the advantages of a non-segented format.
:

In that case, do you change the
e C format into a segmented

win: No, how we envisage the C
achines being made is to have a
mber of heads on the drum all
rating a 40 megabits and laying

Your TV Studio
may as well be
a radio station

without the
right lighting.

At Klieg!, we want your video to be up to par
with your audio. Or even better. That's why we
have a team of seasoned engineers who design
studio lighting systems that meet your exact
requirements.
Thanks to our experience in dealing with studio
lighting, we have designed six standard TV
lighting packages that meet normal needs for
standard -sized studios. And since these are
complete systems already engineered and in
stock. ready to ship. they offer substantial
savings.
So. if you dont want your viewers to turn on
their radios. turn to Kliegl. For complete information on our TV packages or anything else,
please write or call
For More Details Circle

rallel tracks.
This obviously means narrower
acks; have you confirmed your
neory that narrow tracks are
/adequate on a digital VTR?

the MCMARTIN

10

IOlegl Bros.
3? 32 48tH Ave

Long island ON
New York 11101
212 786.7474

(42) on Reply Card

watt FM exciter

I can only comment in
rn.lnnection with the Fernseh maline. We dropped the track width
om 160 microns to 60 microns,
3eping the guard band the same.
his kept the interchange factor
dual to the normal analog BCN

$aldwin:

hich has been proven. We have
tracking problem and we got an
dequate S/N ratio.
o

Would you care to predict when
commercially marketable digital
TR will be available?

E:

aldwin: It may be that a digital VTR
ill be shown at IBC, but of course
tat will be just to show what is

happen in the future. It is
tirly normal to take about two
oars to go from that stage until
tachines are delivered in any
ignificent numbers.

,laldwin: Yes,

I

believe sol

I

1

brilliant new addition to the "full choice line ". The solid state
is perfect for your new station. your 10 watt educational
application or for updating your existing transmitter. This new exciter/
transmitter brings you all the professional 'know how" that McMartin
has pioneered in SCA /Stereo
B 113 SCA Generator
B 110 Stereo Generator
Accessories:
a

B910

In

McMartin

McMartin Industries. Inc.4500 South 76th Street,Omaha, Nebraska 68127 (402) 331.2000
For More Details Circle
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transmitter

ULTRA STABLE with automatic phase -lock sensing
EASILY MAINTAINED with plug-in modular design
CRISP, CLEAN SOUND from latest DCFM design

Ding to

E: Since IBC is in September of
978, then you believe that by the
nd of 1980 or the beginning of 1981
lore will be a digital VTR coinsting with the analog machines.

B 910T

8.910 exciter

3
3
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How to make your
automation
a "genie"
instead of
an "ogre"
By JoAnn Burkhart, IGM

9

AUTOMATION PROBLEMS?
This article is based upon a manufacturer's home
office contact with field engineers, those guys in the
trenches between the manufacturer and the user. The
assignment from BE was to report on the problems
of operating an automation system in such a way
that all users, regardless of system specifics, will
benefit.
you're not into automation, keep this material in
mind when your time comes. If you're there already,
find a quiet corner and let's dig in.
Ron Merrell
If

Nobody ever said automation ie
perfect, just that it's very good.
Yesterday's playback, recordinf
and control devices were elemen
tary, crude, and often unreliable
Today's are sophisticated, perforn
space -age maneuvers, and are sur
prisingly trustworthy; however, sta
tion personnel also must understanc
the care and feeding of the beasts.
Remember the repairman whe
charged $70 to a car owner -$11
for his time and $60 for knowint
where to kick it? Radio statiot
equipment maintenance is a little
like that; often a problem is veil
simple to remedy if you only knoll
where to look. Let's examine some
of the more common and easill
remedied problems, many of whicl
are caused by misunderstanding o
capabilities or lack of routine main
tenance and care.
Care starts as early as the time o
purchase. Before you start discus
sions with manufacturers' salesmen
you must have your "dominos line(
up" so that you won't forget to asl
important questions. Write down ai
outline of what you want to knov
and think you need. Don't discover
only when the system has been
installed, that it never was designee
to do what you intended in you
mind (but never told the salesman)!
The station owner should under
stand the terms, conditions, an
warranties thoroughly, and get they
in writing. It is also well t(
remember that manufacturers are
at the mercy of their suppliers, jus
as the station depends upon the
equipment manufacturer. Certainl'1
it' is wise to be somewhat flexible
and, if you're supposed to receive
delivery of Brand X on September 1;
don't make irreversible plans ti

yank out your existing system oD
August 31. This may sound ele'
mentary, but it happens.
While awaiting delivery of for
equipment, the station engineer anc
programmer may be able to obtat
and study an operator's menus,
from the manufacturer. Thus, on th
day that the equipment is installec
key people will be ready to absor
training more readily.
Equipment manufacturers appec
to stations to check the state of th
BROADCAST ENGINEERIN
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livered gear as soon as it arrives.
metimes delivery is made before
e station is ready to install it. The
ated devices are stored in the
ck room. Three months later,
hen the machine is uncrated,
pping damage is uncovered; and,
is too late for the owner of the
uipment to file a claim with the
ipper. The resultant loss may be
vastating.

Static electric zaps
The physical environment for the
tomation system is all-important,
aking control of temperature and
midity essential. Static electricity
a very common troublemaker,
using components to switch on or
, multiple starting, garbled audio,

nd other intermittent troubles.
esterdaÿ s logic, relays, and tubes
ed voltage levels of about 30V; it
ould take a spurious voltage of
out 10V or more to trigger a relay
ely. Today's TTL devices are
re sensitive (only 5V is normal).
static electricity charges of 11/2V
2V might be sufficient to trigger
IC.

Walking across a rug during dry
r cold and dry, which is worse

known carpet guaranteed not to
cause static charge. not even computer carpet (which reduces but
does not eliminate it). If you must
have a carpet anywhere near your
equipment, install a grounding plate:
an exposed metal surface that goes
directly to earth -ground.
Before you approach OTTO the
automation, touch the plate to

dissipate your static charge.

A

metal door to the automation room
(presuming you have no carpet
there) works well. Stations in a dry
climate should install humidifiers to

450/o ( 5 0/0) humidity,
further reducing the likelihood of
erroneous electrical charges.

maintain

Too wet too long
In extremely humid locations (like
the Southeastern United States or
tropics). static electricity is seldom
a problem, but super-high humidity
adds to the possibility of corrosion
on the PC boards. Sometimes you can

actually see condensation standing
on the metal points. Components like
small springs may rust. It's simple
to control: just pull the boards and

clean the contacts periodically.

Keep all other metal surfaces scrupulously clean.
Temperature and humidity recommendations usually are contained in
operations manuals. For instance,
an ideal temperature for most ICs is
25 °C (or about 77 °F). At temperatures significantly above that level,
a component may still work, but not
at its optimum level. working partially and failing sooner than normal.

Clean AC helps

have clean AC lines? If
possible, have no other equipment
on the same line with an automation
system. Any kind of DC motor that
starts up from a common line is a
problem. One of the most common
culprits is an old calculator machine
that uses relays which tend to arc
and cause noise on the AC line.
Other culprits include aging turntables; air conditioners that start
and stop; and motorized equipment
in multi -story or shared buildings.
Newpaper buildings typically are
full of AC noise from the large
presses. A hapless radio station in
Do you

"Say, Joe, are you sure you want to
Install that carpet in here ?"

et) weather can cause surprisingly
igh voltage levels to build up on

our body. When you touch equip-

ment, not only do you get "zapped,"
)ut an IC may respond. There is no

Ohio recently traced an aggravating
intermittent problem. finding that a
coal mining company was on their
same power line. When the company turned on big motors to grind

coal, the AC noise came down the
line and into the automation. To
remedy the problem. the station
asked the power company to place
them onto a different AC line feed,
then installed voltage transient suppressors as well. If you can't cure
your problem by getting a single
line, most noise usually can be
eliminated through installation of an
AC filter on the line to the equipment.
Keeping it grounded
station in any kind of building,
but particularly a multi -story building with old wiring. should install a
good grounding system. A four-inch
copper strap, to which all equipment is attached, goes a long way
toward eliminating common problems caused by spurious static
electricity or AC line noise.
So your equipment is installed
and works great, for the manufacturer's installer. that is! While that
expert is on hand. the station
owner must make his own personnel
available for training. Not even a
simple automobile can be driven
without a trained operator. No one
should be allowed to touch the automation system without prior instruction. It's not that hard to
operate; and, if you've been working with turntables, cart machines,
and control systems for your whole
life, you know every manufactured
product has its own personality. Get
off to a good start by knowing the
equipment thoroughly.
A

Cue tone problems

Naturally, good sound is a

chicken -and -egg situation: both the
playback equipment and the tapes
have to be correct. The placement
of cue tones on the tape is of utmost
importance, as improper cues will
cause erratic switching, doubling,
tapes that don't cue up. or tapes
that stop in the wrong place -all
calculated to give the program
director and station owner high
continued on page 62
61
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Automation
continued from page

61

blood pressure. The placement of
the cue tones is usually subject to
only a few common problems:
The tape may be old and worn, so
the oxide is down to an insufficient
amount; this causes the level to be

incorrect.
You've switched brands of tapes
from the one you normally use.

There are not necessarily good
tapes and bad tapes, just different
bias settings for each type of tape.
Tones on two different kinds of
tapes can vary as much as 3 dB.
The tapes have cue tones recorded at incorrect levels, caused
by operator error. Everyone should
have NAB reference tapes on hand.
Use them to compare the levels you
have recorded with the levels of the
NAB tapes, and maintain absolute
accuracy. It's probably elementary
to most experienced personnel, but
levels for differing functions are
variable, so a check of current NAB
standards should be made (for
secondary, tertiary, logger tones.
etc.).
But it used to work great!
All

these elements were pinned

*

down and everything worked perfectly for several weeks or months.
Without varying anything, suddenly
you have problems. Before aiming
an angry kick at the automation
equipment, look at the following
elements of your playback units
and /or recording equipment:
Have you mixed two kinds of
carts on the same recorder? You
may wind up with level differences
due to physical structure variations
in carts. For instance, Aristocart
has a flat bottom and Fidelipak
rests on the edges of the cartridge
with a space underneath. Audiopak
is similar to Fidelipak, but has a

good).

Pinch rollers are a maintenance

part and eventually wear out

although it takes many months o:
even years. They become concavi
or get dry and shrink. Clean then
(which prolonga their life) or change
them (a very minor expense).
If your problem occurs no matte,
which playback unit is being used
the problem is likely to be in thi
recording system. If only one play
back unit seems distorted, examini
that particular setup.
The most frustrating problem o
all is the intermittent malfunction
you'd rather have something happei
all the time than some of the time
because it's easier to find. Ii
addition to AC problems and othe
items listed, erratic problems. lib
double -carting after a system ha.

fractionally different structure.
While recording with differing car-

tridges, you must use shims as
necessary under the carts for proper consistent alignment ( or else use
all one type of cart).
The recording head should be
physically adjusted and checked for
wear periodically.
Check the tape guides. One could
be bent. Someone may have jammed
in a cart too hard while loading a
machine.
Are the heads dirty? This is a
periodic and routine maintenance
job. Oxide from tape builds up over
a period of use and must be

been running steadily for si:
months, are often due to lack o
other routine maintenance. Yoi
must clean the filters in cooling
fans. Where automation equipmen
is located in a traffic area, dus
begins to lie heavy on the machines
insulating the surfaces and causing

i

WANED
The Time Tunnel
;$.

hunt

removed. Alcohol is not considerai
a good head cleaner because i
leaves a residue. Use a cleaner liki
Xylene (there are others equal]..

e

6 aQ

i

--,--

J

Funnel

Digital Audio Delay System
The Time Tunnel should be considered dangerous to Tape Delay! It has already eliminated tape delay in man'
Radio Stations throughout the United States. Wow and flutter as well as distortion were reported missing and are nov
considered gone forever.
The Time Tunnel is almost impossible to find because of its extremely low noise and wide dynamic range. With
bandwidth of 15Khz and a flat response even the highest fidelity music will not detect its presence.
if you presently are using a tape delay system, contact Comex Systems for full details on the Time Tunnel.

a

INC.
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End your broadcast delay problems forever. Call or write:
COMEX SYSTEMS INC.
See the Time Tunnel at the
Executive Drive
WABE show (Canada) May 2, 3,
Hudson, NH 03051
603 -889 -8564
at MSC Electronics, Booth #4.
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evices to run too hot. Individual
ectrical components in a device
ay be operating within the tolerces of their specs, but at the
ter limits of those specs, thus
ng intermittently.
Eventually, things happen
Although all equipment manufacers try to build in as much
ngevity as possible, any mechanal or electronic device eventually

as parts wear out. After an
tomation system has been operatevery day for a couple of years.
's not surprising to find relays that
replacement. After all, they
ave opened and closed thousands
f times. A symptom might be that a
pe deck won't start periodically.

Older automation systems used
any relays, so consider looking at
em for wear. Solenoids may need
djustment, but not all of them are
esigned to be disassembled and
eaned in the field. If a solenoid on
reel or cart machine is getting
uggish, clean it or replace it
robably sending it to the factory
or such service).
That brings us to the subject of
3ctory service again. All reputable

ianufacturers maintain customer
rrvice departments to advise cus-

tomers and correct equipment problems. Such service extends not only
tó failure of that manufacturer's
equipment, but also to problems
beyond his control. One of our men
once spent seven hours on the
telephone with a Florida customer,
guiding the engineer step by step in
the location of component failure
and repair of equipment knocked
out by a severe thunderstorm. Such
emergency repairs were achieved
because that station engineer really
knew the equipment.
When you have an insoluble
problem, when you've checked all
the maintenance possibilities and the
problem remains, phone your manufacturer and ask for help. Usually
the station should not modify software or disassemble major units of
an automation system without first
consulting with the manufacturer.
Some warranties are voided if you
do. But the main point is that the

manufacturer's customer service

department is trained in troubleshooting and can keep you from
getting into even worse difficulties.
And in stormy weather...

Spectacular thunderstorms are

enemies of radio stations, but what
can you do to protect yourself? Two

basic things are the use of AC line
isolation transformers and installation of a good grounding system for
equipment. Lightning actually gets
into the automation and blows out
components like ICs, transistors,
etc., sometimes with such force that
a component flies right off the PC
board.
If you have remote lines that go
from the automation to a live studio
feed, like a news cart that might be
remoted from the automation, try to
isolate them by the use of relays
and audio transformers. This decreases the likelihood of lines outside of the automation dropping
lightning on your equipment.
Most stations already have spark
gaps on their transmitters, lightning
rods, etc. IGM puts "varistors" in
their equipment which short out the
AC line if voltage gets above a
dangerous level instead of burning
out components. If your system does
not have such protection built into
it, you can buy such components at
your local electronics store and
install them in the AC line.
Power failures caused by lightning and electrical power company
knock -outs are the ultimate in big
problems. Therefore, whatever your
continued on page 64

VTR IMPROVEMENT PLAN

®1
VR-2000

V R-1200

AVR-2

TR-600

TR-70

TR-22

Installation of R -MOD (reel servo modification) Provides Tangible Benefits
Automatic Search and Cue -Saves operator time
Automatic End -of -Tape Stop -Saves video heads
Constant Tension Tape Handling -Saves tape
Electronic Tape Timer -Improves accuracy
Faster Lockup- Consistent for any reel size

RECORTEC, INC.

Intelligent Interface -Universal for all VTRs

777 PALOMAR AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 TEL: (408) 735-8821 TELEX: 910 339 9367
For More Details Circle

pril,

Built -in Tape Cleaner -Saves tape and heads
Remote Control -Ready for station automation
Faster Acceleration -Improves editing time
Extends VTR Life -Alternative to new machines
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leads corrode

Automation
continued from page 63

type of equipment, you ought to
provide standby power, batteries,
or generators to run the system for
periods of power outage. Some
control systems come equipped for a
back -up battery, but remember that
batteries have a specific shelf life.
Gelcels typically have a shelf life
similar to that of car batteries. If

your battery back -up has been
sitting unused for years, it is not

going to do you any good in a
sudden power outage. Also, battery

and

should

be

cleaned.

Equally distressing to a radio
station are fluctuations in the incoming power lines. brownouts, or
overload spikes on the AC line
caused during power company load
switching. These result in tapes that
run slow. memories that could lose
data, clocks that don't update, more
than one cart doesn't start, etc.
Make friends with your local power
company and explain your particular problems: it might result in
greater care being used during
switching. You can install uninter-

ruptible power systems involving
special power transformers, o:
course.

Garbage in, garbage out
It probably surprises no one that
humans "screw up the works" moss
often. Automation should be pro+,
tected from untrained people, many
of whom cannot resist poking bub
tons buttons which might change e
whole day's programming. Equip(
ment should be maintained in
low- traffic area or even behind
locked doors, accessible only tc
those authorized to operate it. Such
isolation also provides an environ.
ment as dust -free and static -free at

-

i

possible.

It takes a
tough cart
to survive in

this business.
AMPRO TOUCH!
Broadcasting is a rough business.
It's long on hours, short on deadlines
and big on headaches. One headache
you don't need is equipment
breakdowns.
Ampro Cartridge Tape Equipment is
designed to meet the demands
of the professional broadcaster. It's built to sound
I
better and last longer.
Our superior system design
makes use of the latest advances in linear and digital
integrated circuit design
to give you superior
system performance
and reliability.
Get smart.

methods.
A common human misdemeanor is:
interfacing equipment to the auto-)
mation system without conferring'
with the manufacturer. Such add -on
equipment may draw more power
from the system's original power.

supply than it was designed tot
handle. This could result in poor:

7

!

Get tough.
Get Ampro.

AMPRO BROADCASTING INC.
850 PENNSYLVANIA BLVD., FEASTERVILLE. PA 19047.12151322 -5100

Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals

For More Details Circle

An article by Peter Burk (Decemr
ber 1977 Broadcast Engineering) at
well as a statement by the SBE,
acknowledged that some busy and
overworked station engineers are
not abreast of current technology
and are still involved with transistors instead of learning about microprocessors (increasingly becoming e
integral part of modern equipment)..
Station owners might make an effort
to release their station engineers for
training seminars or provide suitable in -house training to keep such
key personnel fully trained in latest

voltage regulation, high AC ripple,'
and the complete failure of either:
the add -on piece of gear or the main
system. More likely, however, it
might cause an elusive intermittent+
malfunction.

Asking the impossible

Fascinated by the tremendous'
flexibility provided by modern automation systems, a program director(
may inadvertently program a se=
quence that is physically impossible..
Example: Not all cartridge playback
systems can play carts out of the
same stack back to back. Playbacki
of a music selection, followed by W
short ID, then back to another ca
in the same stack, may not allo
enough time for cueing and the unit'
will not perform. Some cartridge
playbacks provide instant rando
access, some cannot. Also, if tapes
are produced that are of too sho
duration, some systems canna
handle overlapping auxiliary ton
from two different sources.
When using a system that has e
memory, an operator may forget to
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uble -check the pre-programming
elf. Avail slots are not filled in
e for airing; or, commercials
stily added to fill such avails are
t checked for proximity to similar
mercials in the same time segnt. This may result in lost
9nue and angry clients.
eel -to -reel units must be set
perly, or the 25 Hz sensors may
atter or fail to work at all; 25 Hz
es are recorded on the reel with
music by the music service
pany. Due to the variations in
el between reels of tape, each
reel should be cued up to the
per reference level, and the tape
take care of itself. All services
ord that reference level tone at
beginning of each tape. You
st check this with every new
; you cannot assume that each
is identical.
he fact that we've reviewed
st of the common problems that
plague a station does not mean
equipment and /or automation
unreliable. We're not suggesting
t you stick to a mike, a turne, and hand -loading of singlemachines. Humans cause even
re errors than machines. Most

sound

cart
For the cleanest
your station can broadcast...

MASTER CART
STEREO PHASING

CIRCULAR BRAKE

60° normal (45° typical)
to 12,500 Hz.

Positions the cartridge straight into
the heads to minimize unequal
head penetration pressure.

REPEATABILITY
Phase performance

PRESSURE PADS
Individually replaceable...
high flexibility and low
friction for extended tape
life...provides full surface
tape contact for straight path tape motion

repeatable with each
cartridge and each stereo
machine assuming correct
guidance to NAB alignment
dimensions.

TAPE PATH

For details, contact your Fidelipac Distributor or

fIDELIPAC

nufacturers are putting out

azingly reliable gear, trying to
ple -proof it, and providing virtu "genies" that give a bright,
istent sound on the air. That's
y stations buy automation: for
trol of format, consistency of
d, and savings in the form of
ater utilization of existing per el.
A truly creative person gets
numentally bored by manually

uffling records and carts day
er day in an atmosphere of
eme tension. Automation frees
ented people to earn their pay-

ks- checks

with higher numon them, because the station
er can afford to hire quality
teed of useless quantities of
m bodies performing mundane
ks.

Master Cart is easy to
maintain, comes in all
lengths up to 101/2
minutes.

Cone shaped rear corner post
and longer tape path
eliminate tape distortion at
the head area.

109 Gaither Dnre

Mt. Laurel. NI 08057 -(609)235-3511

For More Details Circle
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Glass
Is Class...
It Lasts &
Lasts!!!

i

Think

(lass Bonded Ferrite...

The Jewel of Our Industry.
Update your video recorder with
Long Life Saki Audio Posts.
Ferrite heads available for all
professional recorders.
.

Many smaller stations find them Ives in the frustrating role of a
lining ground for ambitious crea-

re programmers, who naturally
jentto move on to higher-paying or
,

fare challenging

jobs after they
their trade. With the use of
)II- maintained automation (which
rforms the mundane housekeeping
As better and with fewer errors
an humans) the creative person
k15 time to do more planning. In
dition, this person will take a
rsonal interest in what's going out
the air, and will more likely stay
and grow with the station. The
tomation is the workhorse; the
eative person is the jockey.
3rn

sÁl'

gn¢tics

S

16a9 1291 Strooi

Sanra Monca, Calilor9a 90404

For More Details Circle
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30 or more stations to choose from),

only a pitiful handful offer tolerable
fidelity to the listeners who care.

Let's preserve

that musical
timbre
e,

As broadcasters we are charged
with the awesome responsibility of
operating the limited number of
available broadcast channels in a
manner that best serves the public
interest. This basic premise is the
foundation upon which broadcast
licensing policy is built. The fact
that we operate in a free enterprise

system that allows the physical
facility to be privately owned and
operated for a profit does not

diminish our obligation to provide
the best possible service to John
Q. Citizen.
While the vast majority of broadcasters would surely agree with my
opening statement, the phrase "best
possible service" is subject to wide
and varied interpretation. To one
broadcaster, optimum service is
provided by the super- modulated

and super -processed facility that
strives to attain maximum loudness
in the hope of extending its coverage
area. Another broadcaster may feel
the public is best served by the
station providing the most faithful
reproduction of the original program
material.
Obviously, the on -air sound pro-

Dennis

......

duced by each of these broadcasters will be quite different; and,
most real -world radio stations are
engineered to fall somewhere between these two philosophies. Although every market has at least
one staunch advocate of either
super loudness or super fidelity,
most stations across the band seem
to be seeking the middle road.
However, this middle road may
involve some unnecessary compromises that prevent many radio
stations from sounding as good as
they could.
Audiophiles have become more
vocal in expressing their disappointment with FM audio quality, and
even laymen often dismiss poor AM
sound with "that's AM." Unfortunately, I must admit that I can't
listen to most radio stations on the
FM band for more than a few
minutes when using good monitoring

equipment. Although most radio
stations, even the over -processed
ones, sound okay on small portable
and auto receivers, the simple truth
of the matter is that even in large
markets like New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles (where there are

LL Audiophiles have become
more vocal in expressing their disappointment with FM audio quality, and even laymen often dismiss
poor AM sound with `that's AM.'"

Wash and wear sound
If this seems like an overly
critical assessment, spend an evening tuning across the FM band
listening to each station and jot
down an honest audio evaluation of
each. It is little wonder that stereo
shops prefer not to use FM stations
as program sources for demonstrating amplifiers and speakers. It
is interesting to note that this was
not always the case. Years aga
home equipment was less sophisticated and, more often than not, the
radio broadcaster had a better
phono system than the listener at
home and broadcasted a relatively
unprocessed audio signal. Today the
situation has reversed itself. Many
FM stations don't have an elliptical
stylus in the house and use turntables whose mechanics are more
akin to washing machines than
state-of-the-art disc equipment.

Although several equipment

manufacturers produce cleverly designed signal processing equipment
which, when properly utilized, can

provide a high-level signal virtually
indistinguishable from the program
input, many stations still manage to
sound bad. In many cases, the
latest equipment is installed, and
despite the fact that its makes
recommends that it be the only
processor in the program chain, it is
installed at the end of a series oil
other processors in the belief that ill
"some is good, more is better."
This approach is likely not only tat
destroy the audio quality, but cad
actually result in less loudness.
Almost all of the new breed of audit.
processors employ multiple attack

and release characteristics ari
ranged to provide maximum modulte

tion capability with minimum audio
degradation; but, they assume as
unprocessed input.
Even if the program chain is set
up according to the manufacturer's
recommendations, many engineers

cannot resist the temptation to rut
the highest compression level that
the unit is capable of, once again in
the belief that if some is good, more
must be better. In either case, the
impact on audio fidelity can bs
devastating.
There is more to audio fidelitl
than simple frequency response.
noise, and distortion. Even if I
station claims superlatives in tht
classic measurements, if there is et
little dynamic range that even
recording begins with surface nose'
at an audible level and there is CO
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All things being equal...
There are also the extreme cases
here broadcasters equalize each
ord as it is transferred to tape or
rt and also employ additional
ualization in the program chain to
rm the overall "sound" of the
ation. The end result bears little
semblance to the original program
aterial. We have all heard pro -

ducing higher ratings is justified
and desirable. After all, if more
people listen, they must like what
they hear, and isn't that serving the
public better?
At first, it does seem like a convincing argument, but the fact is
that most of the larger stations
which have the resources to do this
sort of audio manipulation also have
the resources to employ the best
on -air personalities and promotion.
Other stations aspiring to be just as
successful, emulate the successful
stations as much as possible and

unch ". "sock," "presence," and
rightness."
To be sure, EQ has its place in
rrecting response deficiences of
der records and tapes, but can we
a few minutes do a better job of
usical artistry than the producers
d musicians who may have spent
urs mixing down and equalizing
ch cut?
I think we come right back to the
attar of defining what kind of
oration best serves the public.
ation management and programers approach the question with a
mpetitive zeal which dictates that
y legal engineering approach pro-

cannot afford a $50,000 promotion
campaign or $25,000 per year
announcers, they can obtain the
same air sound for a few thousand
dollars. Fledgling programmers cling
to every word that proceedeth from
the mouths of the major metro
messiahs.
Everyone believes that they must
be doing something to the audio. To
many broadcasters, it is just inconceivable that a simple audio
chain adjusted for minimum alteration of the program input can be the
best approach. Yet some of the very
successful FM stations operate with
clean, flat and uncompressed audio.

and harmonic distortion on the
he due to stylus tracing non earity, you can't lay claim to good
dio fidelity.

ammers talk about adding

usually find that although they

But these stations are not very vocal
about what they have done to the
audio because it's more a matter of
what they haven't done. It's not
very interesting to hear about the
equalization a station didn't do, and
all the AGC amplifiers and limiters
it doesn't have installed, resulting in
no "punch," "sock," "presence," or

whatever.
In don't think that any combination can beat a good RF facility with
clean audio, a good air product, and
strong promotion. One wonders how
much more successful the over processed stations could be if they
converted to transparent facilities.
After all, there are quite a few
people who will switch to a station
with less- talented announcers and
programs but clean audio, to give
their stereo system a workout.
Does it sound better?
The incredible part of this story is

that this article should actually
have been entitled "New Wave Of
Audio Gear Makes FM Sound Better

Than Ever." Incredible, because
while the last five years have seen
the introduction of some fantastic
devices that should be resulting in a

continued on page 68

CHOOSE YOUR ROUTE.
Model 101 -a 10x1
stand -alone routing switcher
featuring:
vertical interval
illuminated push- buttons
audio and video DAs
audio follow
remotability
momentary contacts

15x Routing Switcher Series
offers unlimited possibilities:
field expandable
control variations
vertical interval (optional)
second audio channel

(optional)
three frame sizes
For more information, circle
our reader service card number.
3M Video Systems.
Watch us in action.

For More Details Circle
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selections of music and announcements from your format. Now, back
continued from page 67
off on the limiter input level controls
until very little compression is indimore -and -more listenable FM band, cated. Without changing the record
the auto radio comparative loudness level settings, play the exact same
test continues to dominate engineer- selections of music and announceing objectives at too many stations. ments while cutting a second piece
There is a better way, and you can of tape. If you splice pieces of the
prove it to yourself if you are highly before and after tests together so
processed.
that you have an instantaneous
Set up a tape recorder connected comparison of loudness, you will
to a receiver or the modulation probably find it difficult to tell the
monitor output, and record a few difference. If multiple AGC ampli-

Musical Timbre

Beaucartn.
alone spnce.
Our name
an
And Perform
Quality.
epend
And dependability.
of
broad array for
increasingly products
NAB-Quality Worldwide.

fiers are employed ahead of the
limiters to correct for sloppy pro-

duction techniques and /or haphazard board operation, it becomes
a question of whether or not the
station's staff is willing to conscientiously manage more accurate levels
to allow less compression.
How much is enough?

When adjusting the degree of
processing, it is extremely important
that before and after tapes be made
so that you can tell if what you're
doing really does make a difference
in perceived loudness. It's very easy
to be psyched -out when making
adjustments without a documentation tape, because it seems that
more compression should produce
much more loudness; however, until
you actually hear the comparison,
you don't really know.
It's a shame to have more
processing than is required just to
be sure there is enough. Many.
stations have found that they can
run a few dB below the threshold of
limiting and still have an excellent
loudness level on the air and superb
fidelity. Remember that FM limiters
will cause some loss of high frequency energy when driven hard,
and this can affect the spectral
content in the 3 -5 kHz range that
the ear is most sensitive to.
Many broadcasters will find that
a sensible, organized approach to i
determining how little audio alteration is required, rather than how
much can be obtained, will lead to ay
cleaner signal on the air and a.
cleaner conscience when it comes toi
asking ourselves what the definition'
of "best service" really is. Wei
would be most interested in yourr
opinions on this subject and whethert
you agree or disagree with the ideas'
presented here. Clip out the short'
questionnaire below and send it in3
to us. We'll print the results in a4
future issue so that you can seei
where you stand among the other¡

I

broadcasters

little afraid
We were a
audio
our economically

Beaucart Il
priced
tape
the
mac nt
cartridge
dent
would make our standard
tor
somemarket
rt
different
thing entirelya found ournew
happened.
selling awhole
selves broadcasters who
group of didn't need the
highly
motor
really
ability and
of
broad capability
Beau Pancake
appearance But
a of our
polished Beaucart'
advantage
machine. broadcasters
ri
original
mono,
Athe
you to
wanted
still
e
rest of
tnaak
they
the
best
eads
You
and invite
is today's u for
and audiolike to say "Thank
Beaucart II, Beaucafoirill
Bulletin 1p4
That
Broad discovered
fe the Broadknow.
today
who have they already value. Write
story
We' Sackett Point
learn what cart
773f for the whole Co., 460
all- around
Electronics
at
11Mc
6&
0603.
,vision,
call us
ucOs
Haven.
Connecticut
cast Prod
Road, North

that

i

D

broadcasters

in

the

country.

You

don't have to sign it or identify your
station unless you want to, so we
expect the results to be completely
candid. Obviously, we are talking'
about FM because AM has some'
special requirements.
In closing, I will say that I have!
never heard of a listener complimenting a radio station for being the!
loudest sound he could punch up on
a car radio. I have known many to
call a station with a word of thanks
for good, clean sound. I wonder ill
John Q. Citizen really knows that
pinning the needle on 100 °/o and
keeping it there is in his best:
0
interest?
1
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FM SIGNAL PROCESSING QUESTIONNAIRE
My occupation is:

17

Engineer

Programming

Mgr.

opinion most FMs sound:
poor
acceptable
good
agree that FM stations should be processed for best fidelity?
feel that maximum loudness should be the primary objective?
How is your station set up?
Maximum loudness
Maximum fidelity
Compromise of both
Is the station's sound the result of programming dept. influence?
If yes to #5, would the engineering dept. have a different objective?
IA. Less processing
B. More processing
Do you listen to your station often at home for entertainment?
Do you listen to other FM stations often
Type of home stereo:
A. Very good component system ($1000 + )
B. Moderate quality system ($300 +)
Modest system (under $300)
medium
Size of your radio market
small
large

1. In my
2.
3.
4.

No

Yes

I

I

A.
B.
C.

5.
6.

[7

I

I

7.

8.
9.

10.

I

n

C.

[

I

Station (optional)

Name (optional)

Optimod delivers!
OPTIMOD -FM is an FM signa(,processing system
that delivers a brighter, cleaner, louder sound. And
that can deliver lots of things to you: dollars from

quality or coverage- conscious advertisers ...

greater effective coverage because of your louder
signal ... increases in quarter -hour maintenance
because OPTIMOD -FM's clean sound virtually
eliminates listener fatigue...and state -of- the -art
audio that stands up to the quality of major group
and network stations, enough of whom have
already bought OPTIMOD -FM to establish it as the
new industry standard.

Orban Associates Inc.

'

OPTI MOD-FM breaks through the performance
limitations of conventional equipment by combining compressor, limiter, and stereo generator in a
single package. It's fully FCC -approved, and works
ideally with almost any FM exciter or STL. Delivery
is fast ...and your engineering staff will love the

quick, easy installation.
At $3195, OPTIMOD -FM is the most cost effective way we know to improve your air sound.
Available through selected dealers. Call us toll free (800) 227-4498.:.we'll help you arrange a
very special delivery.

oibcin

645 Bryant St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

*In California (415) 957 -1067

m ]syy

w

a

el
Call us for the name of the Orban dealer nearest you.
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XTAL

I

101

+12T0+18VCC

An easy-to -use
system for

calibrating a
modulation
monitor

01

XTALI

3.58 MHz PARALLEL RESONANT.
OPERATES SERIES RESONANT AT 3.5117 MHz.

IC4

GROUND

IC5

Figure

By Jerry Frankforther,

02

2N2222A

TIE

ALL PRESETS AND PRESET ENABLE.
CLEAR (PIN 161 TO +VCC

TIE

PINS 1,2AND 910

+VCC

1

Maintenance Engineer, WTOL -TV,
Toledo, Ohio
We needed a simple, stable,
accurate, and easy-to -use system
for calibrating our station's modulation monitor here at WTOL-TV,
Toledo. Ideally, the system should
contain all circuits necessary for
the calibration in one unit. Of
course, the unit should be cost
effective.
The Bessel Function method of
calibration involves the modulation
of the transmitter with a specific
audio frequency and detection of
the resultant reduction of the carrier to zero. At the carrier nulls,
the modulating tone and the percent
of modulation is determined by the
following formulas:
Audio Tone = Frequency Swing

Modulation Index

%Modulation =
Modulation Index x Audio Tone
Frequency Swing at 100%

The carrier nulls at modulation
indexes of 2.405, 5.520 and 8.654.
Many other carrier nulls occur at
ever increasing modulation indexes.
These are not normally used due to
the difficulty of detecting the nulls.
A frequency swing at 25,000 Hz is
defined as 100% modulation for the
aural television transmitter. Selecting a modulation index of 8.654 at
1000/o modulation requires a modulating tone of 2889 Hz. With a 2889
Hz tone, the carrier will also null at
27.8% and 63.8 %, providing linearity checks. The carrier null may be
set at any percentage of modulation
desired by multiplying the frequency
swing for 100% modulation times
the desired percentage of modulation and dividing the product by
2.405.
Another modulation index could
be used, but 2.405 is recommended
because it provides the sharpest
null indication. The Bessel Function

70

method assumes the audio t
modulation is a single pure to
Therefore, the audio tone should
as low in distortion as possible.
accuracy of this method is d
mined by the accuracy of the a
tone and the null detection.
The audio modulating frequen
may be set with a frequen0
counter. Unfortunately, frequeno
counters are expensive and ines
pensive audio oscillators drift excee
sively. Crystal oscillators and digiti'
dividers will generate an accurat
and stable audio frequency, but
squarewaves. A sinewave may b
digitally synthesized by summing th
outputs of shift registers connect'),
as a ring counter. The results[
sinewave is approximated in
number of steps equal to twice th
number of registers. This method 1'.
unique in that it develops a
wave and performs frequency d14
sion at the same time. Also, as th
C
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However, an additional circuit, consisting of an IC audio PA and
speaker. may be added for aural
null detection.
The simplest mixer is a diode.
However, the diode presents a low
impedance and has no amplification.
For isolation and sensitivity, the
amplifier and mixer circuit of Q1
and Q2 is used. The lack of tuned
circuits requires the transistors to
be biased Class A for low distortion
and best visual display. Q2 is biased
Class A with the emitter input (point
B) at logic 0. This allows the
transistor to operate as a linear
amplifier and a mixer. The waveform at point B should be a square wave (500 /o duty cycle) for lowest
distortion of the visual carrier
display. IC6 amplifies and filters the
mixer output. The filter section of
IC6 has a cut -off frequency of
approximately 800 Hz to attenuate
the higher frequency sideband beats
which increase in amplitude as the

carrier beat decreases.
Amber of shift register stages are
cioreased, the distortion of the

wnewave decreases.
elfhe 13 stages of shift registers of
,dit

and IC5, and the inverter

,1Rmected to one -fourth of ICI form
,Ydivide -by-26 counter and synthe-

ter. The total distortion before
was less than 50/o with the
t.ue of summing resistors given.

Tikering

l'

is a low -pass filter with a
frequency of approximately 3

4t-off

'kz to reduce the distortion to
tout 0.30/o and supply a +14 dBm
tel output to drive the transmitter
roectly. The sinewave generator
dquires an input frequency to 2889
iI times 26 or 75,114 Hz at point A.
I arrier
null detection is the
lblity to determine the strength of
to carrier, even in the presence of
itsely spaced sidebands. With a
.Adulating frequency of 3889 Hz,
Qebands appear every 2889 Hz
love and below the carrier fre-

quency. Using a modulation index
greater than 8.654 at 1000 /o modulation results in a lower audio
modulating tone, making it more
difficult to separate the sidebands
from the carrier for detection.
Probably the most common and
easiest method of null detection is to
take a sample of the IF signal from
a modulation monitor and mix it
with an output of an oscillator
operating close to the carrier's IF
frequency. The tone without modulation applied is noted. The carrier
is at null when this tone disappears
among the beats with the sidebands.
The output of the mixer usually is
applied to an audio amplifier and
speaker; null detection is by ear.
The output of the mixer also may
be applied to a low -pass filter (to

greatly attenuate the sideband

beats) and then to an oscilloscope
for visual null indication. This is the
method chosen for our circuit.

The additional gain of the amplifier section of IC6 was not neces-

sary. Its use as an additional

filter may increase the
accuracy somewhat by further reducing the sideband beats and
making the scope display easier to
interpret. Sufficient accuracy was
obtained with the circuit as shown.
With an 800 Hz low -pass filter in
the output of the mixer, the mixer's
input frequency at point B must be
very stable. The mixer frequency
must be close to the carrier's IF
frequency to ensure that the resultant beat is much lower in frequency than any possible beats with
the sidebands. This allows easy
separation of the carrier from the
sidebands and prevents accidental
null detection of a sideband instead
of the carrier.
Our modulation monitor has a
carrier IF frequency of 148.5 kHz. A
low -pass

continued on page
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Calibrating a monitor
continued from page

Pure

Parametric
Pleasure
Check Our Specs:
Controls: Large, easy to adjust
Operator Ease: Pure pleasure
Performance: Incredible
Quality: UREI, of course
Price. Unbelievable'
UREI's Model 545 is a pure parametric equalizer. From 15 Hz to
20 kHz, all parameters are continuously variable including two end
cut filters. Boosts and cuts are truly reciprocal. Its a super tool for
creative and corrective equalization. We do have a complete data
sheet that we will be happy to send you, but you'll really have to
try it to believe it ... so pick one up from your UREI dealer.

'under $400.00

r.

URLITY

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767.1000
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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3.58 MHz parallel resonant color
oscillator crystal was on hand.
Connecting this crystal as a series
resonant feedback element in the
squarewave oscillator of ICl (as
shown) resulted in an operating
frequency of 3.5778 MHz. With a
pocket calculator, it was found that
dividing this frequency by 24 resulted in a mixer frequency of
149.075 kHz. This frequency applied
to point B would develop a carrier
beat note of approximately 600 Hz.
Further division of 149.075 kHz by
2 yields 74,538 Hz. Dividing 74.538
Hz by 26 as the sinewave synthesizer does result in 2867 Hz tone.
Note that a 2867 Hz tone is less
than 0.80/s in error. A 3.600 MHz
series resonant cyrstal could have
been used to reduce the error of the
audio tone. Readjustment of the
modulation monitor would reduce
the carrier beat note to a satisfactory frequency. However, it was felt
that this small amount of error
could not be accurately read on the
monitor and was within tolerances.
The calibrator was rack -mounted
at the transmitter. The audio output
was wired to a patchpanel and the
IF input connected to a resistor
isolation network mounted on a
terminal strip in the modulation.
monitor.
To use the calibrator, the audio is
patched directly into the transmitter
and a scope is connected to the
calibrator. (The scope connection is

unnecessary if the aural indicator is
used.) With the audio tone set at
zero level, the scope is adjusted to
display several cycles at full screen
amplitude. As the modulation level
increases, the waveform amplitude
decreases and becomes distorted as
the sideband beats become visible.
In our case, carrier null occurred
when the display returned to a low

amplitude sinewave of minimum
distortion but of increased frequency. Comparison tests against
our former method of calibration
showed this circuit to be as accurate in detecting the nulls.
Overall accuracy was increased
due to the stability and accuracy of
the crystal-controlled frequencies.
The calibrator has met all our
design goals and reduced calibration time. No more hunting patch
cords; setting up the BC -221; and
interconnecting a tangle of cables,
cords, and amplifiers in order to do
the calibration.
Nothing has been said about the
power supplies. The digital circuits
require +5 volts at 160 MA for the
circuit shown. The dual supplies for
BROADCAST ENGINEERING

transistors and opamps should

r

ly about 25 MA each at 12 to
olts. IC voltage regulators, such

rArk4-iri

series, are
easy to use. They are
able of powering several
s for a total of 100 MA for

ideal
also
proeach
Whichever power supply is
, be sure it is well-regulated or
oupled sufficiently at the opamps
revent undesired output signals.
e voice of experience.)
ou may find it desirable to use
OS ICs in place of the 74XX
es shown. This will allow omitthe +5 volt supply as they are
e HEP C61XX

1

Nobody can match the

...

patible with the transistor's

ply. The entire unit could then
powered by inexpensive 9-volt
eries. This is practical for the
tively short time the calibrator
cutally in use.
e amplifier and mixer circuit is
effective. The lack of tuned
nits makes it convenient and
to use. The high harmonic
tent of the squarewave input at
t B allows beats to be detected
ese harmonics. This may sim-

the digital circuitry supplying
mixer.
service grade scope was able to
a zero -beat with a signal
erator set at the mixer's fundatal frequency and output level
mum. Even with the signal
orator set at the 24th harmonic
the mixer's input, a zero-beat
detected easily with only a
increase in the generator's
put level. A more accurate
:10 -beat is obtained by this method
in by the aural method due to the
ter frequency response of the

SERIES

Tape Cartridge Machines
The cart machines with features competitors can't match ..
SPOTMASTER
3000 SERIES

FEATURES

nel

frequencies

could

be

No

No

No

No

Independent Azimuth Adjustment

No

No

Cartridge Brand Interchangeability

No

No

No

No

Low -voltage Current Regulated Solenoid

Models for

and

1/3

1/2

LIM

Rack Widths

Headphone Jack for Maintenance

EIM

Wider Record Input Range

24

to+20 -20to0

Solid State Switching Logic

No

Microphone Input Option

No

circuits shown will probably be
gnized by other engineers. We
ild be pleased to hear of them. 0
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Model 3100 Slim Line
the space saver for A size
cartridges. Available in
mono and stereo playback

-

Modal 3300 Standard
for A, B and C cartridges.
Available in mono and
stereo, record /playback
and playback only.

Model 3200 Compactfor A and B cartridges.
Available In mono and
stereo, record /playback
and playback only.

Professional in every way, Series
products with Spotmaster exclusives
bracket, premium Nortronic heads,
state design with exceptionally wide

3000 are premium quality
such as: Phase Lok Ill head
advanced IC circuit /solid
dynamic operating ranges.

For complete information call or write your
distributor or contact:
local

ltttttst1

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmways Company
4100 NORTH 24th STREET, QUINCY. ILLINOIS 62301
TELEPHONE: 12171 224 -9600 TELEX: 250142
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radio
workshop

RENG:

Spring is here! Put the basketball gear away
get ready to take your station out into the suns
with the rest of the community. For the past
months we've touted the advantages of ha

Creating
vìsual
images
with sound
By

Peter Burk

state -of- the -art Radio Electronic News Gathe

equipment. If your station is on the
bandwagon, there's no better time than spring
show off your capabilities.
As we've tried to point out before, RENG shoul
be limited to news alone. Borrowing from our t
vision colleagues, maybe we should use the term
for Radio Electronic Field Production. Whatever
want to call it, the idea is to break out of the so
proof booth and put your announcer where the peg
are (or where they wish they could be). Since sp
brings the folks outdoors, you'll have to be read
cope with the special problems of outdoor broadc
(RENG)

Tell the story with sound
The lack of a visual carrier at your station doe
mean that you can't send visual images to y
audience. In some ways, we have even gre
capability than television to put pictures into
minds of our radio "viewers." It takes more than
announcer's voice to create the illusion, though.
the viewer hear the crack of the bat and the ro
the crowd at a baseball game, the sound of crac
timber at a fire, or police sirens at the scene of
accident. The announcer has to provide the det
but the color of actual sounds really heightens
impact of the story.
On a slow news day, a WQUA news repo
desperate for a story went to a pool exhibition. Ha
good radio material, right? Wrong! The newsman
the pool shark explain what was going to happen
a tricky six-ball combination shot, then let the so
at the pool table tell the story. One after another,
balls dropped into the pockets. Pause. A slight clic
pause...finally the sixth ball dropped, accompanied
a soft whistle from someone. The whole story told
sound. Not exactly hard news, but good a
imagery.

Focusing microphones
Just as a television director uses different ca
angles and focal lengths to draw your attention to
subject, we must do the same thing with our mia
phones. Just picking up the ambient noise with
announcer's microphone is about as interesting d
watching a wide -angle surveillance camera in !
department store. Focus on the subject!
It's not practical to carry a wide assortment
microphones on an assignment, but you should have
least a cardiod and an omnidirectional mike availab
as well as enough mike cord to get to the source.
Inexpensive FM -band wireless mikes are usu
less than desirable for broadcast use, prima
because of limited range. However, in RENG they
come in handy for a number of situations, and s' i
they don't cost much, you can use several on differs!
frequencies for simultaneous pickup. Just don't dope*
.

1:

M

"Drisvale seems to be having
a little difficulty with
his control."

l+
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Perfect Timing,
one for commentary or anything else where you
't afford to lose the feed. The basic application in
G is for picking up specific sounds at an event
ere the source of the sound is out of mike cord
ch.
indscreens are a must on almost any microphone
d outdoors. In addition to filtering out the wind
se, they do a dice job of de-popping the announce
es. Some windscreens are now available in colors.
a multiple-mike broadcast, the colored wind eens can be a great aid to the person doing the
ng.
:.om microphones have several advantages for
rts broadcasts. They leave the announcer's hands
e, and keep the mike in the same position all the
e. (Why is it that most announcers move closer to
mike when they talk louder ?) Be careful in
ecting a boom mike. If you've spent a lot of effort to
ablish a high-quality link from the remote location
e station, it's a shame to destroy the effect with a
.r microphone. Some of the boom units advertised
broadcast quality have incredibly poor response

racteristics.
sing a cough switch can present a problem if the
ounce mike picks up a substantial part of the
wd noise. One solution is to put an adjustable pad
the crowd mike that is bypassed whenever the
h switch on one of the announce mikes is
vated. The pad has to be adjusted for minimum
el shift before the broadcast.

console mount
clocks and timers
Reliable ESE clocks and timers are now available in compact
(2" x 3.7" x 3.6 ") console mount enclosures with bright easy
to read .33" red LED's. Provided with rear solder pins for
connection to your own switching or the optional remote
connector, 6' cable and pushbutton set. Other options include:
BCD Output; Crystal Timebase; 220V- AC -50Hz; and Kit Form.
ES-172 12 Hour Clock
ES-174 24 Hour Clock
ES-370 100 Min. Up /Down Timer
ES-371 100 Min. Up /Down Timer
with leverwheel preset
ES-570 60 Minute Timer
ES-572 12 Hour Clock Timer
ES-574 24 Hour Clock Timer

$139
6139
$178
$278
6139
$166
$166

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 674 -3021
.....5051/2 CENTINELA AVENUE
INGLEW00D, CALIFORNIA
For More Details Circle
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Watching baseball on the radio

aseball gives an excellent opportunity to paint
tures with sound. The number and placement of
rophones is the single most important element in
king the sound interesting. In addition to announce
es, a mike near home plate will help bring up the
stakable sound of the bat contacting the ball. It'll
e you the home plate umpires calls, too. Here's a
r place to use a cheap FM wireless unit. You can
g it from the backstop by the wire antenna.
wandering wireless mike in the stands will create
ore varied background than a stationary crowd
e. Manpower to handle additional microphones
ldn't really be a problem. Free admission is usually
.ugh incentive to find a baseball addict willing to
toll around with a wireless mike.
!

Other sports, too
!Baseball isn't the only sport where we can apply
ar expertise. Almost any event we might cover has a
caracteristic set of sounds that help bring the
edience closer to the scene. Golf can be a lot of fun
t cover. The sounds at the tee are the easiest to
bndle
cardiod mike with a good wind screen will
rpture the sounds of the swing. If the wind is
towing very strong, a high -pass filter inserted in the
rite line will eliminate most of the wind noise without
$' ecting the sound effect. Roll -off should be at about

-a

Hz.

se your imagination on every type of event your
continued on page

GARNER
TAPE
ERASERS
provide clean erasures in only four seconds -with
no noise residue. Tapes are wiped cleaner than new.
Our simple, safe, Continuous belt operation handles
all sizes of reels, cartridges and cassettes. Several
models: Up to 16 ". Also Video Erasers.
Garner Erasers are now fulfilling the exacting
requirements of many major organizations around
the world...yet are so low priced that the smallest
studio or station can afford one.
User reports... "It is a big improvement over what we
used to use, or anything else on the market today."

-Ric Hammond, KNX Radio

(CBS). Hollywood, Calif.

Call today or write for brochure.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200

N.

48th St., Lincoln, NE 68504. Phone: 402 -464 -5911
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RENG
continued from page

PROTECTION
ASSURED
AGAINST

75

station covers. You can make almost any event so
interesting with the right combination of sounds

voices.

LIGHTNING
1259 Stations Use
The Wilkinson

Too much sound
Working in a high ambient noise environment c
be a real challenge. Most noise -cancelling mice
phones have the response of a carbon mike or wore
and go wild with plosives (popping). One techniq
that reduces the noise is to use two identical mice
phones connected out of phase with each other. T
microphones should be placed very close to es
other. The announcer speaks into either one of t
microphones, but not both. The noise arrives at b
microphones very nearly in phase, and cancels o
This technique can be highly effective if appli
properly. A cardiod mike will reduce the noise if it
coming from a single direction. Just point the back
the mike at the source of the noise.

Line Surge

Protector
IT REALLY WORKS!

Outdoor oracles
P.O. Box 738
Trainer, Pa. 19013

o

ELECTRONICS, IN

(215)497 -5100

for More Details Circle (56) on Reply Card

Wilkinson Electronics Canada Ltd.
McCulloch Ave.. Rexdale, Ontario

15

Canada M9W 4M5

(416) 247 -9741

Wilkinson
Self Testing

Silicon Rectifiers
Replace Directly
Mercury Vapor
Tubes
*

*

*

*
*

-

A neon indicator for
each diode warns of failure.
Direct replacements available for all
diode rectifiers
no rewiring
necessary.
Repairable
any component can be
replaced easily.
200% Safety Margin on Voltage
300% on Current.
Fully Guaranteed.
Self Testing

-

-

Any time it is necessary to cover an event where
the speaker will be using a public address system, you
should attempt to get a direct connection from the PA
system. If you have an assortment of connectors and
pads in your remote kit, you won't get caught trying tc
put a round peg into a square hole.
Sometimes at an outdoor event the signal will sounc
very sterile. Since there are no walls for the sound tc
reflect from, there is little echo coming back to the
speaker's microphone. To make the broadcast sound
more realistic, you can mix in a little sound from e
microphone located in the crowd. That will not only
enhance the effect of the speaker's voice. but give yot
some crowd noise, too. Don't run the gain of the mike
high enough to reduce intelligibility.
If you have to provide the PA for an outdoor
broadcast, be prepared to contend with feedbacl
problems. If you use a receiver to drive the PA
system, the AGC in your audio chain only makes
matters worse. Two practical solutions to the feed
back problem are equalization and delay. In a norma
situation. an equalizer can be used to notch out the
primary frequency that is feeding back. Put the
equalizer in just the PA line, not the program line.
The second method is a little more extreme. but cat
be accomplished easily from the studio. It it
guaranteed to eliminate even the nastiest feedbacl
problem. Run the remote signal into a tape recorde'
running at fifteen ips. Use the playback output of the
recorder to feed the console. This delays the signs
about sixty milliseconds. which is enough to eliminate

any feedback at the remote site.
The biggest drawback to this system is that the
announcer hears the delayed signal over the PA ant
experiences the same effect that an announcer in
large stadium does with the speakers several hundree
1

feet away. In fact. the added delay has the sans
effect as moving the speakers an additional 75 fee
away. Don't try recording at Ph ips. The longer dele'
will drive even a 30 -year veteran announcer right u)

the wall.

1WO

I

P.O. Box 738
Trainer, Pa. 1901

i
ELECTRONICS, INC. (215)497-5100
For

But what about news?
Many of the techniques we've discussed for bette
sounding RENG are tool cumbersome for a daily news
beat. We want the capability to do the fancy stuff fo

More Details Circle (57) on Reply Card
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Perfect Timing,
gram remotes and extended news coverage, but we
't forget about Sam Scoop pounding the bricks
king for a story. It'11 be a while before every news n carries a complete production unit with him on
beat, so let's see what we can do to ease the pain
e meantime.
ach newsman should have a basic set of equipment
t he takes everywhere, plus a kit of additional and
k -up equipment that stays in his vehicle. Typically,
newsman will carry a cassette recorder; a micro.ne and mike cord; a windscreen for the mike; and
eans to patch the recorder into the phone or radio

retractile mike cord, such as Belden's 8499,
ks fine for normal interviews and is convenient to
ry; however, it isn't much good where the mike has
ee put on a stand (such as at a news conference).
gator clips to connect to the telephone chew up the
tacts on the telephone handset and are awkward
use anyway. At public places (such as the court
e) where many newsmen use the same phones
uently, the phone company gets a little tired of
lacing handsets. If you can get the cooperation of
appropriate officials, you can have voice couplers
ailed on the phones you use frequently. The cost is
mal, the convenience is great, and the phone
pany won't be on your case about making
tzels out of the handset contacts.
ince it isn't practical to put voice couplers every ere, we need an alternative for use at other
dations. One solution is to modify a telephone trans ter cap that takes the place of the regular one on
phone, and makes the connection without clips.
really easy to do. Take an old carbon button
smitter apart and solder the leads directly to the
de of the concentric contacts of the button. Drill a
e in a spare transmitter cap and pass the wires
ugh the hole. Cement the button to the inside of
transmitter cap and you're in business. All you
e to do to use the beast is unscrew the regular cap
the phone and screw this one on in its place.
e back -up kit that the newsman leaves in the car
uld include a spare recorder, extra cassettes, an
a mike, a couple of mike cords, spare batteries.
a small mike stand. To be really prepared you
uld include a set of connectors that mate with
e of the standard ones used on PA amplifiers, and
et of pads to accommodate different -level feeds. A
clip leads and a roll of electrical tape can be
ispensible when something goes awry. If the pay
nes in your area have the transmitter caps glued
he handsets, throw an inductive coupler into the

Presettable
tape timer
If you do OFF -AIR taping, or if you want to
start your recorder when you'd rather be
elsewhere, ES 1296 is for you! Presettable
up to 96 hours in advance, starts any
machine you want, turns it off after an hour,
and for only $150. For $25 more, you get an
option to turn off your equipment in 16, 33,
66 or 138 minutes, or 33,
66, 138 or 250 minutes.
And for another $25, we'll
give you Sequential
Turn -On, for solenoid
operated recorders.
Write, Wire or Call: (213) 674 -3021
5051/2 CENTINELA AVENUE
For

t
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THE
ALL -NEW

E
NEWARK ELECTRONICS

CATALOG 103
688 PAGES!

100,000 ITEMS.
ALL PRODUCTS LISTED
ARE STOCKED.
150 TOP BRAND NAME
LINES

FEATURING BELDEN
ELECTRONIC WIRE AND CABLE
eedamwch,

,Ls--

continues to make a name for itself,
can get more cooperation from manu4turers to provide specialized equipment for field
.6. In the meantime, we have to use all the
tGinuity" we have to make the system fly.
il Mueller, news director at KSL, Salt Lake City,
es that, "It's my belief that technological developlints have not kept pace in radio news gathering only
fitause we collectively have not opened our eyes, our
gilds, and put our dreams into reality. As KSL we
40 very fortunate to have a creative engineering staff
ling to take a news department's idea and develop
to a design and eventually a workable product."
ow that's what we're talking about!
Ns RENG
Illybe we

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

mocondun

0,...

!^eeeneeeer

anew
.

..rrww
Inchon

Gel any of the thousands of Belden
cables from the eno mous Newark
inventory
including Beldens e clusive UNREEL'

WRITE
OR PHONE
TODAY
FOR YOUR
PERSONAL
COPY!

-

spacesavmg dispensing package
that's easy to handle. timesaving and
convenient to use.

NEWARK ELECTRONICS
500 N. PULASKI CHICAGO. IL 60624
PHONE (312) 638 -4411
TELEX 25:3218
For More
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SOCIETY OF
BROADCAST ENGINEERS, INC.

31M

P.O. Box 50844. Indianapolis, Indiana 46250

The society is happy to announce
the addition of two new chapters to
the growing list of active SBE
chapters throughout the country.

Chapter

49- Central

Illinois was

organized through the efforts of Jim
Newbanks, Springfield. and Chapter
50 -Fort Collins, Colorado,

was

organized under the direction of Jim
French, Fort Collins. They have
done an excellent job recruiting new
members and organizing these new
members into an active SBE chapter.
SBE congratulates both of these
members and is proud of their
efforts toward this accomplishment.
The national office in Indianapolis
is busy scheduling the certification
exams which are being given this
Arpil /May. Exam applicants cover
all areas of the United States and
several parts of Canada. Anyone
interested in receiving information
on the SBE Certification Exam
Program can write to the Certification Secretary. P.O. Box 50844,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250; phone
(317) 842-0836.

CHAPTER REPORTS

Chapter 2- Northeastern Pennsylvania
Charles Haubrich, president of
QEI Corporation, presented a program on automatic transmitter systems at the March 6 meeting, held
in the WVIA -TV -FM studios in
Pittston. He was assisted by Bill
Amos. marketing vice president.
Actual equipment was on hand for
demonstration.
Chapter 22- Central New York
The February 16 meeting, held in
Syracuse, featured Spin Physics on
the refurbishing and care of video
heads.

Chapter 38 -El Paso, Texas
Louis Brown presented a program
on pulse width modulation at the
February 8 meeting, held in the
KDBC -TV studios. The presentation
was on the method of generating a
high -level modulation signal for
broadcast transmitters.

Chapter 33- Southwestern Ohio
Chapter 33 held the Februa
meeting at WXIX-TV. Dave Gro
of RCA's Cincinnati office presen
the RCA TFS -121 TV video fr:
synchronizer with Don Massa. p
ject manager for the TFS -1
Camden, New Jersey. Tom Cas
camera specialist from Camd
also presented the TK -760, TK
cameras. Both presentations w
accompanied by hands -on dem
stration.
Chapter 35- Kentucky
The January 5 meeting was h
in the studios of KET, Lexingt
The program was given by M:
Tom Parker of the Lexington
Department. He presented a vid

tape about the fire hazards
plastic videotape shipping c
tainers.

Chapter 21- Spokane. Washington
The first 1978 night meeting wep
held February 13 in the studios
KREM -TV. The main topic of

evening covered radio automa
with special emphasis on p
gramming. The experts on
subject were Gary Lake and
Hutchins from Harris Comm
tions.

THE MOST
UNFORGETTABLE
CHARACTERS
EVER SEE

'VE

27 Nanosecond Resolution Full Function Dual Channels Instant Italics
64 -Color Palette for Characters and Backgrounds Animation Effects
Prompting Displays A Wide Array of Font Styles and Sizes Softwore -Based

Plus

Introducing CHYRON IV..
the All -New Titling and Graphics System
1¡V,/

CILJ
n II

223
78

o
nu
n O \

TELESYSTEMS

DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPORATION

Newtown Rood, Plainview, New York 11803
For More

Telephone: (516) 249 -3296 II Telex: 144522 CHYRON
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Generator." The program for the
February 21 joint meeting with the
Audio Engineering Society was presented by Professor Feth, Department of Speech and Audiology,
Purdue University. He spoke on
"Fundamentals in Hearing."

Accurate

Field Strength

Measurements
Can Be
Easy

Chapter 26- Chicago, Illinois
The February 23 meeting was
conducted at Motorola in Schaumberg, Illinois. Norm Parker, Frank
Hilbert, and Paul Galvin of Motorola
presented the program on AM
stereo. A status report and all
proposed AM stereo systems were
explained. The experts were on
hand to answer all questions; and,
the Motorola AM stereo system was
demonstrated.

ith the Model FIM -21, electromagnetic
ield strengths can be measured to within
across the entire 535 to 1605 KHz
M band. And to intensity levels as low
s 101.1V /m. Its integral shielded antenna
n the cover, front panel speaker, large
Iluminated mirrored meter, and ganged
scillator /receiver tuning, make it easy
An optional
o operate in the field.
elescoping stand adds convenience. It's
Ito a versatile instrument
use it as a
uned voltmeter for RF bridge measure ants.

Chapter 28- Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Robert Seaberg, television products field engineer for Tektronix,
was the guest speaker at the
February 21 meeting. Seaberg's
demonstration with videotapes and
actual demonstrations of the new

-

ontact us now for complete details on
ur line of field strength meters.

OMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910 (301) 589 -2662
For More

Vocational Education Building in
a Grande. The program included
rur of the Casa Grande Vocaal TV studio and a two -part
entation by Jeff Bixby, domestic
s coordinator, Rockwell /Collins.
ry discussed the new Collins 828

transmitter and showed slides
he Rockwell /Collins Satellite
munications System.

5- Atlanta, Georgia
February 20 meeting was
at Tektronix in Atlanta. The

pter
e

ram was given by John Owen
Dave Comstock, both of Tekix. Owen demonstrated the use
rw- frequency analyzers for trouhooting audio systems; Comstock
rented the company's newest TV
odulator.

25- Indianapolis,

continued on page 80
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pter 9- Phoenix, Arizona
hapter 9 held a joint meeting
Chapter 32 on February 17 at

pter

Tek 1450 television demodulator,
and the ADC 820T analog -to- digital
converter. A question and answer
session followed. with hands -on
examination of the new Tektronix
units.

Indiana

wo meetings were held during

ruary. The February 14 meeting
held at WRTV studios with a
gram presented by Lawrence
strom of Telemation on the
floral Operation of Composer
discussion of Minicomputer vs.
roprocessor Electronic Titling

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTS WITH
INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY
The Model SD-31 Synthesizer/Detector

Is...

... designed

for antenna impedance
measurements in presence of strong
interference
High -level oscillator compatible with General Radio
916 Series, 1606 Series, and Delta
OIB -1 Impedance Bridges
Special coherent detector circuit rejects
interfering signals during measurements
Crystal controlled frequericy, variable in 500 Hz steps
from 100.0 kHz to 1999.5 kHz
Receiver for detector can be external or optional built -in RX -31

'

44,,

..,

Powered by rechargeable batteries
Field proven
Self- contained portable package
Versatile
can use as an RF signal generator for troubleshooting antenna systems;
as a variable frequency oscillator for antenna site survey; or other applications requiring a precise frequency source
Price: $1250 complete with R X-31 Re$995 without Receiver.
ceiver

-

-

CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
G, MD. 20910
589-2662

PTOMAC INSTRUMENTS 30;
For More Details Circle

r,

cu
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Chapter
P

continued from page

o Bu

50044.

IndianapW6 indiana 46250

46- Baltimore, Maryland
Guest speaker at the February 15
meeting was Gene Bidun of the
Chapter

79

Chapter 44- Shreveport, Louisiana
Jeff Bixby of Rockwell /Collins
presented the program at the February 13 meeting. He gave a talk and
slide presentation on ATS and pulse
width modulation in medium -power
AM broadcast transmitters.

Harris Corporation, broadcast products division. Bidun discussed the
"Pulse Duration Modulator," an
advanced method of high -level
modulation in medium- and shortwave broadcast transmitters.

Am /Fm /TU MONITORS
,CMPIII1110tii

e BELAR

CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687 -5550
BELAR
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
i

AM,CASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333
For More Details Circle

NAM

BOX 82P

!2151

Convention to be held at the Sea
Center, North Court area, May
and 17. The hours are 9 a.m
6 p.m. on May 16, and 9 a.m
4 p.m. on May 17. May 15 has

reserved for equipment set

There will be 62 booths avail
and a room for presentation

technical papers.

A

banque

scheduled to be held at noon on
16. For further information
cerning the convention, contact
Bass, 31033 10th Avenue SW,
eral Way, Washington 98003; p
(206) 365 -5400.

When mummy Counts...Count on Belor

for

16- Seattle, Washington

Chapter 16 has scheduled
two -day Northwest Regional S

SOCIETY OF
BROADCAST ENGINEERS, INC.

Chapter 43- Sacramento, C
"Audio" was the highlight of
February 21 meeting at Rai
Research in Rancho Cordova.
Kohfeld, Ramko president and
rector of engineering, talked al
what's happening in audio (incl
DC control, IC logic, and
audio) and what's coming.
tendees saw the Ramko DC 38
DC 12 audio consoles along wi
Technics direct drive demonstra
(turntable and tape deck).

68'

(64) on Reply Card

Coming through...
with cleaner pictures,
words and songs
Belden wire and cable Is built to move pictures,
words and songs reliably, year in, year out. High
quality audio cables, camera cables, coax, Max
control cables and power cords...It's all available
through your local Belden distributor. Much of it's
available in UNREELS the wire package that
dramatically slashes Installation time. Let Belden
come through for you. Contact Belden Corporation,
Electronic Division, P.O. Box 1327, Richmond, IN
47374;317- 966-6861.

BELDEN O
Coming through...
8 -12 -7

<

1977 Belden Corporation

TV

and Radio courtesy Zenith Radio Corp.

For

with new ideas for moving electrical energy

Mote Details Circle (65) on Reply Card
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tutian-sttitian

Send us your

station to- station
ideas. Well pay you cash
or send you the NAB
Engineering. Handbook.

Color burst for B&W video
by digitally gating color subcarrier reference
y Dave Guerrero,

A/V Dept., Northhampton County Area Community College,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

'ecently, our college bought a
special effects generator to
lace the old B &W fader in the
W CCTV control room. The
son for replacement was to give
dents experience on a more
andardized" unit. The new SEG
color synthesis features which
wanted to use for colorizing
es and credits, along with some
or synthesis of B &W video for
flavor.

' =tic

y

problem was to mix the

rind signals with

existing B&W

eo. One way to do it is add color
t to the B &W video so when
tched live, the automatic color circuitry (in the picture moni)

isn't activated or deactivated,
ing color flashing in the picture

the color killer stabilizes.
igure 1 shows a circuit designed
gate the subcarrier, thus prong a burst which can be added
the B &W video. The circuit is
remelt' simple and inexpensive to
.lor sync" the B&W inputs; it
y not be precise enough to
adcast, but sure does a great job
our facility.
e circuit consists of two ICs, a
d bilateral switch (CD4016), and
ex inverter (7404).
e CD4016 operates very simply.
i

When the control input is high
(above 1.5V), the output switches
from OV to the input signal. When
the control goes low, the output also
goes low.
My idea is to use the 4016 to gate
the subcarrier using the burst -gate
signal from house sync, then add
the gated subcarrier to the incoming
B &W video. The monitor will think it
is still getting a color signal because
the burst is present; and, the
production people will be happy
because the color flashing will be
gone.
The burst -gate (or burst -flag) is a
negative -going pulse, so it must be
inverted to gate the S/C only during
the burst -gate pulse period. The
burst -gate pulse is fed into the input
of the hex inverter. The corresponding output of the inverter feeds the
control input of one of the four
switches contained in the 4016.
The reference subcarrier is fed into
the input of the bilateral switch. As

the burst -flag pulse toggles the
control input, the subcarrier will be
gated. The gated subcarrier will be
taken off the output pin of the

then added through a

4016

470 -ohm

dards, rules and how -to in-

structions.
Station -to- Station affords
you an opportunity to share
your expertise with readers
throughout the industry: how

continued on page 82

studio or facility, developed
new test procedures or employed an operating idea to
save time and money. By

1

PIN 14 IS VCC + 5V

7404 & 4016

2 OUT

BURST
(GATED
47051 SUBCARRIER)

10K

Figure

redesigned

your

a

knowledge,

you'll share in the wealth of
information contained in the

PIN 7 IS GND.

13

flexibility,

sharing

CONTROL
IN
2

S1

dures, fundamentals, stan-

you solved a nagging technical or production problem,
modified .a circuit for more

10K

470

gineering to appear in Station-to- Station, you will receive a $30 minimum payment or a free copy of the
prestigious NAB Engineering
Handbook.
The latest Handbook contains over 1,000 pages and
1,000 illustrations covering
every aspect of AM, FM and
TV operation and maintenance: recommended proce-

resistor to the B &W video.
All components are available at
any electronics distributor.

SUBCARRIER

URST
'ATE
ULSE

If your equipment tips or
other operating ideas are
selected by Broadcast En-

Handbook.
Send your items to: Station-to- Station editor, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS
66212. Please indicate if you
want to receive the Handbook
or prefer to receive a check.
The Handbook can also be
purchased directly from the
NAB at $30 a copy for NAB
members and $45 a copy for
non -members. Write to: Station Services Dept., NAB
1771 N Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

1

vi!, 1978
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Station -to-Station

BROADCAST AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS

continued from page

81

Chroma key switcher for two cameras
By James McFarland, WMTV, Madison, Wisconsin

FROM

I enjoy Broadcast Engineering
each month and Station -to- Station is
one article I look forward to. I
thought I would share a solution I
came up with about three years ago.
I had the chance to tour a TV
station in a larger market with a
friend. At lunch after the tour my
friend (a television news reporter)
remarked that the station we had
toured had the ability to use both of

inputs: one for each of the tilt,
chroma key signals R G B.
Solution: Built a 6 input /3 outpl
chroma switcher that could be fl
the six chroma signals from our tv(
cameras, then be able to selel
either set of chroma signals past
them while rejecting the others.}
selected a low -going state as S5
select command from the effea
row of our video switcher. Tb.
makes it very easy to use, especiall
in news blocks.
The desired camera is jui
punched up on effects and tki
chroma key switcher routes till'
signal to the chroma key generatal
It works great and after three yeel'
operation has yet to fail.

their studio color cameras on
)A504
Standard DA504 systems are
;upplied with up to six active,
lalanced AT310 distribution
amplifiers, c/w self contained
'S855 power supply.
Each amplifier is supplied with
2 600 ohm output splits.
Remote, D.C. or computer ramp
lain control available.

chrome keys while we were limited
to only one. I was asked if it was
possible for us to do that without
major expense: I told him that I
would look into it and get back to
him.
I found that our chroma key
generator had only three color

R6

JI

03

02

CAMERA
BLUE SIGNAL

INPUT

Dl

N
13

R7
RB

SELECTED

BLUE OUT

V

CIITRIG

o

-11

C2/TRIG

o

TO NEVER

['

E

C3
RIT
R15

)A505

I Standard DA505 systems are
;upplied with up to six AM487 self
lowered amplifiers.
I Input and output transformer
:oupled with the output strappable
or 4, 8, 16, 150 or 600 ohm
mpedance.
Each amplifier capable of driving
maximum of 75 output splits,
i00 ohm, or delivering 20W into
t ohm load.
Remote controlled mute circuit
n each AM487.
Front -mounted power heat sinks
)rovide a cool interior operation.
Larger audio distribution
systems are also available.

I

Chicago (312) 640 -7077, TWX 910 -222 -0436
New York (201) 327 -0750, TWX 710- 988 -2254
Toronto (416) 751 -6262, Telex 06- 963533

For More Details Circle

05

CAMERA
BLUE SIGNAL
INPUT

06
R16

R10

CI -R

o

C2

o

I

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES

02

12

R

o

SAME AS BLUE CHANNEL ABOVE

S RO

TK

TRIG
SELECTOR

CI -G
C2

o
SAME AS BLUE CHANNEL ABOVE

Go

S

GO TN

TRIG
SELECTOR

Figure

1

Ending "on air" telephone rings
By J. P. Robillard, technical director, KLUV, Haynesville, Louisiana

Being a small- market station. we
do not employ a secretary to answer

(14) on Reply Card

the telephone. That chore is han .
by the "jock" on duty. Our teleph
BROADCAST ENGINEERII

82
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ocated next to the audio console
easy access, and therein lies the
blem.
wring live newscasts or corn ty bulletin board programs, the
phone will ring. This, of course,
go "on the air" because of the
e proximity to the live mike. We
e solved this problem with a

simple junk box relay.

Figure 1 tells the tale. We
installed a 'phone company neon
annunciator on the line to let the
operator know that the phone was
ringing, even though he could not
hear it. When the mike switch is on
the air, phone bell is not heard.

Frezzi Belts
beat 'em all!

RELAY
6,

3 VAC F ROM
MONITOR MUTING
CKTS.

LCO
NE
PUT

For hand -held video color
cameras, hand -held lights,
16mm ciné cameras.
N.C. CONTACTS

Run your RCA TK -76, Ikegami
HL -77 or 37, Hitachi SK -80 (and
others) up to 2 hours. Frezzi Belts
available for Sun Gun and Mini Pro lights. Recharge high capacity

NEON

ANNUNCIATOR
i

Figure

Frezzi Belts fully in less than 1
hour with optional Frezzi "Rapid
Chargers ". Ask about our OEM work.

1

Adding slack to the camera cable during remotes

For inlormalion N.J. 2011427.1160 IN.Y.C.2121 594-2294

en Schaefer, WHYY, Philadelphia, and President, SBE Philadelphia Chapter

0

Made in US.A

ere at WHYY we have finally
ed a recurrent problem which
n occurs to the cameraman

during remotes using the Ikegami
HL77 cabled to a Sony V02850.
There have been times when the
continued cn page 84

re

1

For

I

Frezzolini Electronics Inc.
7 Valley St. Hawthorne. N.J. 07506 USA

Mwe Details Circle (69) on Reply Card

Aural Studio Transmitter

and Remote Pickup Links

-J .

.

.

SYSTEMS FOR
148 -174 MHz

215 -240 MHz
300 -470 MHz
890 -960 MHz
Others on special order
Solid State STL's for all applications AM -FM -FM Stereo
FM Stereo or QUAD on a single
STL
Moseley FIRST!

-

-a

Second Generation
Solid -State
Remote Pickup Links
Systems for 160 MHz and 450 MHz,
small sized, self contained, plus
R.F. power amplifier ... from the
pioneers in solid -state remote
pickup equipment.
Please contact us for complete details

MOSELEY

ASSOCIATES, INC.
A FLOW GENERAL COMPANY
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK
CASTILIAN DR. GOLETA. CA 93017
(805) 968-9621 CABLE: MOSELEY
TELEX: 658-448

Ill
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Station -to- Station

IT'S A PLEASURE

continued from page 83

TO PROGRAM

B\SIC A
and it's easy

- you

deliver your commands in

straight -forward English. No complex coding
anytime you want to add, insert or delete
entries or alter your programming in any way,
just ask BASIC A. in English. and the system
will respond.

-

BASIC A stores 4,000 entries. expandable in
1.500 event increments. And. you can operate
t as a manual-assist or full control system.
Ask for the brochure.

cameraman, for one reason or
another, reaches the end of slack in
the cable and the camera viewfinder is forcibly pushed into the
cameraman's eye. (In one case, the
viewfinder was pushed into a cameraman's face with sufficient force
to break his pair of glasses.)
We have alleviated the problem

by riveting a "D" ring to the batte.
belt (Figure 1) and hooking a spill
snap hook to the power cable
such a position as to allow see
slack for freedom of operation of t

camera, but transferring any
on the cable to the battery
which is secure around the camel
man's waist (Figure 2).

.,
!Gm

A Division of NTI
4041 Home Road
Bellingham, WA 98225

206.7334567

000000000000
For More Details Circle
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1\

ur

C`)y
NEW Video Delay
replaces cable

-

MATTHEY TYPE No. UN 097
from $75
75n Passive Delay
Adjustable Delay without Switches
±4ns Trim by Screwdriver Adjustment
BNC Connectors
Video Performance
Delay Range 15ns min. to 665ns max.
Replaces up to 437ft. of coax.

Television Equipment

Assrx,afrs. /er

BILL PEGLER Tel: 914-763

\Box
4

For

-8893

260. South Salem, N.Y. 10590

Circuit for low -cost,
minimum parts count alarm panel
By W. C. Lubrech, KUFM, Missoula, Montana

When I saw Paul Bock's article
(January 1978, Broadcast Engineering), I was reminded of a simple
circuit I came up with to provide a
small, low -cost minimum parts count

Mole Details Circle (71) on Reply Card

alarm panel. As with most low
count circuits, this one takes

pi'
t

vantage of several different fut
tions of each part.
In various pieces of equipml
BROADCAST ENGINEERI
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Once in a

lifetime...
V+ 7T030VOLTS

ETC.

you select RF Components and
I,

Phasing Systems. If you depend
on components and equipment
for stability, depend on the

STATION GROUND

company with a reputation for
Service, Experience, and
Quality Products, C.S.P.
Figure

1

ound the station, there are control
cuits that automatically turn on
en certain limits are reached.
e schematic in Figure 1 shows an
arm, LEDs, and switches. Think of
ese switches as relay contacts or
arm closure contacts already in
ur equipment.
By wiring up this simple circuit,
en some zaps in the night, you'll
ve an immediate readout on what
it is in trouble.
A closure to station
oblem point (EBS,

ground at a

SU carrier,
orbell, modulation alarm, etc.)

is off the Sonalert. At the same

time, an identifier LED lights up.
The Sonalert acts as an alarm, a
current limiter, and if it's the
pulsing type, it will even blink the
active LED.
This circuit is very voltage forgiving. But eventually, you may find
yourself making the additions shown
in Figure 2. As you can see, this
version cuts the loudness level of
the alarm.

Call or write C.S.P. for complete
catalogue or quotations on
COILS, CONTACTORS, and
RF PHASING EQUIPMENT.
203 AIRPORT ROAD
DOYLESTOWN. PA 18901
(215) 345 -7386

M

(72) on Reply Card

For More Details Circle

The parts needed include the
resistors (multiply 2 times the V +),
20-cent LEDs, and the Sonalert. It

Digital Air

costs about $6.

in Fahrenheit and Celsius

MUTING

Temperature

V+

Indoor & Outdoor Sensors
Walnut Finish Console
Selector for F° & C°
Multi -Sensor Selector
Remote to Any Distance
Slaves Available

ETC.

Send for Spec. Sheet, Model 309
Also, a complete line of Weather
Instruments, Recorders &
Controllers
Department B

Texas

Electronics, Inc.
Figure

Telephone
(214)

P. O. Box 7225
631 -2490
Dallas, TX 75209

2

aril, 1978

For More Details Circle
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new
products

QUALITY TALKS
FOR

WHAS

operation, also are available for an
television standards.
For More Details Circle

Turntable
2 turntable from QRK.
Electronic Products Inc. is a low
rumble (-52dB) unit which uses the
same drive train as the QRK 12c
turntable.
The Custom 2, which has a tone
arm isolation plate. also features a
speed indicator light which will help
minimize operator speed-selections
error.
The Custom

Television transmitters
NEC (Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.) of

Louisville. Kentucky

Tokyo has completed a new line of
all -solid-state television transmitters

Continental's 317C is the best
measure for any 50 kW AM transmitter purchase. Performance,
125% positive modulation and
reserve power capabilities are
unbeatable. Today's best sound
in 50 kW AM is Continental.
Write for brochure Continental Electronics
Mfg Co Box 270879 Dallas 1r.,=:
(214) 381-7161

C.a-n- Li-n-t,t.tn.. ('For

(90) on Reply Card

and transposers.
In addition to the all-solid -state 1
kW television transmitters, of which
NEC began the commercial production two years ago, the Japanese
company has completed an all -solidstate 3 kW television transmitter.
NEC's new line of transmitters,
ranging in output from 1 kW to 3
kW for VHF Band -III (170 MHz to
230 MHz) use. are designed to meet
all television standards.
Since no high tension voltage
supplies are required, the transmitters afford safe maintenance and
operation, according to the company. Provided with a broadband
impedance matching system for
every amplification stage, the transmitters can cover the entire Band -III
without any tuning adjustment.
The NEC all- solid -state television
transposers, ranging up to 500 W
output for UHF Band -IV and -V

For More Details Circle

(91) on Reply Cud

Microcomputer system

Signetics has reduced prices morel
than 500/o on its Adaptable Board)
Computer (ABC 1500), a complete
8-bit microcomputer. The ABC aye-,
tern is available in either card formi
or as a kit. The card. which hq

completely assembled and tested, iei
now priced at $149 in unit quantities, reduced from $275. The kit is:
now priced at $89.95, down from)
$190.

The ABC system includes a

28501

microprocessor, ROM and

RAM,`
ports, and a system,

input/output
clock. The unit can be adapted

tot

More Details Circle (67) on Reply Card

The Ultimate

PORTABLE DIVERSITY RECEIVER
for wireless microphones

Vega,
wireless micr

portable diversity rece

professional sound user, the
suitable for mounting to leading portable r= .
VTR's. The Model 67 offers true space diversity throt;
receivers, not crude noisy antenna switching. The uni
standard internal 9V batteries or an existing D.C. voltage
for complete specifications on this exciting new unit.

Division of Cetec Corporation
x

I

For

.n

hf.rni.

'1

1
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h

1

1

144 -0182

BROADCAST ENGINEERINt

multiple configurations by a system

includes only those keys necessary

wires and additional for full system operation. To meet
plated-through holes that can be the needs of the individual station,
of jumper

used to add components and change
the basic board.

Additional memory or control
features, input /output circuits, etc.,
an be added by connecting selected
: omponents to the existing circuitry
with jumper wires or wirewrap
onnections.
For More Details Circle

(93)

on Reply Card

Control 16 has an innovative memory
concept with 3000 events and SEQUENTIAL, MAIN /SUB and TIME
INSERTION programming. In addition, a 12/24 hour self -correcting
digital clock system and 500-entry

compare time memory with 17
programmable functions are in-

WITH THIS

(92) on Reply Card

MULTI -FUNCTION

Automation system

Broadcast Electronics has ex-

anded its product line with introuction of the Control 16, a microrocessor /CRT-based program autoCation system for radio broad eating.

Features of the new system inlude an CRT assignment table
isplay which provides easy change
source assignment from the keyoard; an CRT diagnostic logging
isplay for instant review of the last
0 logging lines; and an CRT
f

rogram display which provides
lonitoring of on -air programming
hile at the same time, and on the
ime display, permitting program

lunges to be made.
The design of Control 16 features
low, portable, clean keyboard that

AND MONEY

cluded in the system software.
For More Details Circle

SAVE TIME

-

Time base system

An all- digital, advanced video

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

processing system has been an-

nounced by Digital Video Systems.
The new system, the DPS -1,
features a super-wide 32-line window, internal test signal generator,
and microprocessor control. The
32 -line window minimizes normal
gyro errors in videotape recordings
and permits expansion within the
system to field -store or frame -store
memory with the exchange of the
memory circuit boards.
The internal digital test signal

generator has eight numerically

generated signals, including color
bars, linear ramp and modulated
stair step. It is used for system
continued on page 88

10 to 60 Channel 2 Digit Tone Receiver
System Accepts 2 digit address plus
the to latch, and the k to unlatch. Available also with momentary contacts for

"raise /lower" applications. Automatic
telephone answering circuits built in.
Write for Brochure on
High Speed Tone Signaling Products

E

MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
I

100 House! Ave..

Lyndonville. N.V. 140981

Phone (716) 765-2254
For More Details Circle

elex /Magnecord broadcast cart machines run
cool and steady. So cool no ventilation is required, so steady not even voltage or frequency
fluctuations will alter their speed. Thanks to
our dc servo flutter -filter drive.
The MC series offers broadcasters a host of
options, including field convertability from
mono to stereo or play to record and, of course,
end of message, secondary /tertiary cue tones.
Designed for type A or B carts, the MC series
meets all NAB specifications, offers full immunity to EMI and RFI, is remote controllable
and automation compatible with CMOS digital
logic. Audio muting, air damped low voltage
lpril, 1978

For

More Details Circle
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dc solenoid and fast forward are standard features on every MC unit.
Four broadcast cart machines to choose from
in the Telex /Magnecord MC series. Running
cool and steady. With a pleasant surprise
they're affordable.
For detailed information please write:

-

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX®
COMMUNICATIONS.

INC.

9600 ALDRICH AVE SO MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S A
Europe: 22 rue de la Legion- d'honneur, 93200 St. Denis. France
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd Scarborough, Ontario
.

05)

on Reply Card
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87

new
products
continued from page 87

self-test and analog input /output
calibration.
The DPS-1, an NTSC digital time

base corrector system, converts

"Not the loudest
sound in town,
but the best
quality" claims
WXRT, Chicago,

longtime Stanton
user...
WXRT is a progressive rock, FM station,
unique in many ways. Its whole operation,
Administration, Sales, Engineering, Programming, Broadcasting, Transmitting (even
an unthe tower), is located in one place
usual set-up for a major market.
In a market crowded with as many radio stations as Chicagoland, the excellence of sound

...

can make or break a station like
WXRT ...which palys no tapes... has no recorded commercials ...and goes totally with
disc -to-air and live copy.
Since WXRT uses no limiters or compression
to magnify the level of their signal, their turntables and cartridges are crucial to their sound
quality.
For over 10 years, the station has used the
Stanton product in its turntables. Today, it
even uses the 681 Triple -E for disc -to -air
playback and, although this stylus was not designed for back -cueing, the engineers and announcers report no problem.
Leading radio stations around the nation depend on Stanton 681 Calibration series cartridges because they offer improved tracking
at all frequencies
they achieve perfectly
flat frequency response to beyond 20 kHz. Its
stylus assembly, even though miniaturized,
possesses greater durability than had been
thought possible to achieve.
Each 681 Triple -E is guaranteed to meet its
specifications within exacting limits, and each
one boasts the most meaningful warranty
possible
an individual calibration test result comes with each unit.

...

...

Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcasting or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the professionals
Stanton 681.

...

For further information. write to Stanton Magnetics.
Terminal Drive. Plainview. N V 11803.

video signals to 8 -bit words at four
times the color subcarrier frequency. It meets all the latest
television industry standards such

as RS -170A for the proc amp and
internal broadcast sync generator.
For More Details Circle

(94) on Reply Card

Generator, switcher, monitors
Electro & Optical Systems is introducing several new products.
A new portable SMPTE time code

generator (model TCG MK III) is
suitable for ENG or EFP use. It
features keyboard entry of both time
code and user bit data. The generator comes complete with rechargeable Ni-Cads. charger /battery
eliminator.
A new broadcast -quality minimizer can cut, mix, wipe, key, and
wipe -key between any two color
sources. With the addition of the
new miniswitcher, this can be
extended to six sources.
Also being introduced are peak
program meters and a new range of
broadcast -quality monochrome video
monitors. The monitors are designed
to meet UL, CSA, and DHEW
specifications.
For More Details Circle

(95) on Reply Card

Drop out monitor
Studio Film & Tape announces the
Drop Out Monitor. This device is
connected to the drop out compensator and servo system of a VTR. It
monitors instantaneous rate of RF
signal loss, overall totals of RF
signal loss, and loss of servo lock.
The results are available by
means of numeric display, printouts, or specific signals to external

equipment. This provides early
warning of VTR and tape problems
long before these problems become
visible "on air."
For More Details Circle

(96) on Reply Card

Switcher status light display
TeleMation, Inc., is marketing the
SM-1030 status light display, designed to operate in connection with
the TVS /TAS -1000 video /audio distribution switcher.
A tally device, the SM-1030 monitors the TVS /TAS -1000 party line

and identifies the output users

srarrron
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For More Details Circle

through the use of LEDs. The identi-

(76) on Reply Card

fication strip on the front pane,
allows the operator to label thri
corresponding lights for identificad
tion of the users. The unit can br
modified to display 40, 80 or 10(
outputs by changing the front panel,
The SM -1030 also interfaces with
the party line by a BNC connector
with a standard piece of RG -5f
coax. An internal dip switch em
ables the unit to be programmed tc
monitor any source in the system.
As an option, a lever whee
switch can be placed on the front
panel in lieu of the dip switch tr.
provide easy selection by the opert

ator.
For More Details

Circle (97) on Reply Card

Demodulator
The Tektronix 1450 is a measure.
ment- quality demodulator using e
surface acoustic wave filter. De
signed for VHF or UHF applications
in NTSC systems, it offers synchro-

nous and envelope detection. A
quadrature video facilitates the
measurement of incidental phase.
Features include: constant band
pass characteristics over the wide
dynamic range of -69 dBm to -3
dBm; 30 dB of attenuation extending
the operating range to +27 dBm;
split- and intercarrier -wound channels for aural transmitter evalu
ation; a discriminator output fot
aural transmitter deviation measurement; and digital readout a
input power in 0.1 dB increments.
For More Details Circle

(98) on Reply Card

LX line extender
The LX line extender by Comm
Corporation is an encode/decode
system which extends the low frequency response over standard dial
up telephone lines.
The line extender also is said tc.
eliminate clicks, pops, and hum or
telco lines, satellite circuits, anc .
microwave links. It can be used fol.,
radio remotes, TV microwave feeds
and network program audio trans'
mission. Studio and portable model;

i

are available.
For More Details Circle

(99) on Reply Card

Multitrack recorder

MCI's JH- 110A/8 recorder is t
multitrack system designed to meal
the needs of schools, music groupttr
and others who want to tako
advantage of multitrack recording
techniques without the high cost o
a complete 16- or 24-track system.
The JH -110 transport has beer
used in a new 1 -inch tape conflgf

uration. Punch -in and punch -ou

noise during editing has been mini
mized. A phase- shifting network ha'
BROADCAST ENGINEERINI
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en added in the reproduce cirits to correct for the phase

tortion normally produced during

i

la record and reproduce cycle.
The recorder features automatic

for professionals

)nitor switching which occurs

t

.Ten
.

1

tFudioTa

the machine goes into Record

tde.
For More Details Circle

(100) on Reply Card

950 MHz STL

time and Frequency Technology
I s introduced the model 770/771, a
t,w studio-to- transmitter link in the
19 MHz band. It can be used for
Ecidio- to-studio, intercity, network
similar radio feeds. A fully
t ilundant receiver /transmitter sysr,n with automatic change -over
r.ren signal failure is detected.
4 -sures continuous reliable trans aasion. Capable of both single and
as well as dual
a al composite
tinaural operation, the model 770/
I

offers the broadcaster the
aillity to operate two monaural
ihnnels within a single 500 kHz

NEW MODEL CX -1

COAXIAL CABLE STRIPPER
REEL TO REEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades.
On reels or hubs.

CASSETTES, C- 10 -C90.
With Agfa, Ampex, 3M tape
LEADER & SPLICING TAPE

1,1

i ndwidth
,

with no crosstalk bePen channels or to transmit a

arrnposite signal including stereo
v.d two subcarriers for the SCA
a rl remote control.
t

For More

Details Circle (101) on Reply Card

-

EMPTY REELS & BOXES
All widths, sizes.
(

For

pur cstaly,

Video distribution amplifiers

)ynasciences has added three
a w models to its line
u itribution amplifiers.

cable runs. The unit provides
instable compensation for up to
00 feet of RG59 /U cable.
vlodel 72DC incorporates both the
n rejection and cable compensah a features.
rg

1

For More Details Circle

Kirr.

Tom Franke

312/297 -095`

Div of

1233 Rand Rood
Des Plaines, IL

60016'

For More Details Circle

(66)

on Reply Card

PRICE $46.50 F.O.B. San Clemente.
Specify cable O.D. when ordering

Western Electronic Products Co.
107 Los Molinos, San Clemente, Calif. 92072

For More Details Circle

(77) on Reply Card

of video

Aodel 72D is a differential input
I A intended for use with signals
wing large amounts of hum. Hum
os;ction of the unit is better than
:dB.
Aodel 72C compensates for poor
rih- frequency response caused by

Si

sap Of

-

19 Recording Supply Co.
Polylive Corp

f

FROM STOCK

OMPETITIVE

Developed and used by NASA
Prepares cable for connectors in
10 seconds
Adjusts for stripping
requirements of all standard co-ax
connectors
Close-tolerance adjustment prevents nicked conductors With removable inserts, accepts cable from .075" to .435" OD.

(102) on Reply Card

BUILD A BETTER
STATION
Call Aderhold Construction
Company. A complete construction management team

of architects, builders, engineers and designers. No
problem too large or too
small. 404/233 -5413.

Aderhold Construction
Company
3384 Peachtree Rd.

NE

/

Atlanta. Georgia 30326

For More Details Circle

(78) on Reply Card

50% OFF

G.E., Sylvania

&

Norelco

STAGE, STUDIO &
PROJECTOR LAMPS
At Sitler's you pay
LIST PRICE LESS 50%
All transportation prepaid on $100.000 or
more net orders. Your satisfaction guaranteed. Order today, or write for Sitter's
complete price sheet!

S¿4.4444 SUPPLIES, INC.
702 E. Washington St., P.O. Box 10-A
Washington, Iowa 52353 Ph 319 -653 -2123
For More Details Circle

(79) on Reply Card

ocessing Amplifier does it all and
)rks almost anywhere: before a transmitter, at

a production switcher or VTR, or as a remote camera control unit.
the P -50 where you need complete control over the video signal. It also includes
ìross -pulse output with automatic brightening.
For more information, circle our reader service card number.
A Video Systems. Watch us in action.

output of

e

For More Details Circle

(80)

3m

on Reply Card
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VIR JAMES
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Applications and Field Engineering
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American Data Corp
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Ampro Broadcasting, Inc.
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Broadcast Engineering Today
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Complete Service
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STUDIO SYSTEMS DESIGN AND INSTAL-
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Grass Valley Group
The Great American Markel
David Green, Broadcast Consultant
IGM
Ikegami Electronics

PORTLAND. OREGON 97207
Phone 503/246 -8080
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13151524 -2531
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Farinon Electric
Frezzolini Electronics
Fidelipac
Garner Industries
General Electric Video Products
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RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
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Joseph & Donna Roizen
VIDEO CONSULTANTS
International TV Systems
Marketing /Technical Writin
800 Welch Rd.. Suite 354
Palo Alto. Ca. 94304

TECHNICAL

oO

S

464 4311

Tel:

141

51326 -61 03

Wr te for free catalog

V -LOCK YOUR VTR or VCR
Reduces cable complaints
V ALWAYS IN PHASE
1/2" - 3/4" - 1" VTRS
VTR or Player
Easy hook -up

oregon magnetics
(5031233-8295
For More Details Circle

service corporation
angenieux
`.I'.

133241 BIAM.

11

Avi

FACTORY SERVICE
CENTERS

rI

REPAIRS
PARTS
ACCESSORIES

p 0 Box 13374
Portland, OR 97213

(83) on Reply Card
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CATALOG
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II

CONSOLES
KITS a WIREI

AMPLIFIERS

Sales and Rental
Direct video readout -no camera required

(85) on Reply Card

on Reply Card

AUDIO APPLIÇ

SPORTS EVENTS TIMER

For More Details Circle

/
of ne

NY

BONI

Foi More Details Circle

FREE

Video Devices Company
3304 Silver Oak Lane
Vista, CA 92083 (714) 727 -3322

V

x

angemeux "IAservice corporation
II /i

150001

of ca

..

MIC.EO ACE
TA PE, DISC, P'

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO. /APE
POWER

Ì

2M

OPAMP
111\
I
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SUPPLJ

1033 N. SYCAMORE
LOS ANGELES, CA.

12131934 -3566
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ossified

SERVICES (CONT.)

)VERTISING RATES IN Classified Section are
ants per word, each insertion, and must be
aunpanied by cash to insure publication.
:,Ich Initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
v mum classified charge, $4.00.
1fr ads on which replies are sent to us for
rding (blind ads), there is an additional
e of $5.00 per Insertion, to cover departnumber, processing of replies, and mailing

s.
Ossified columns are not open to advertising
my products regularly produced by
menuMers unless used and no longer owned by
()manufacturer or a distributor.

TRAINING
r PHONE In six to twelve weeks through
.recorded lessons at home plus one week
mal instruction in Boston, Philadelphia,
.It, Atlanta, St. Louis, Seattle or Los
es. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
s. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparat201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266,
one 213.379 -4461.
8-75-0

FCC EXAMS with Ameco books. Each
contains FCC questions plus simplified
trs plus FCC -type exams and answers. 3rd
Includes broadcast endorsement $1.25. 2nd
$2.50, 1st class $1.60. Free catalog. Ameco
hing, 275G Hillside Ave., Williston Park,
1596.
8 -72 -tf

ATHAM'S FCC LICENSE STUDY GUIDE -377
16 FCC-type practice tests, 1465 queswith answers and discussions -covering
tri second, and first class license exams.
f85 postpaid. GSE Publications, 2000 Stoner
-ye Los Angeles, CA 90025.
10-77-tf
TRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. No
wting to class. Study at your own pace.
with basics and continue, first for A.S.E.T.
tittfhen for B.S.E.E. For free brochure, write:
aknation Desk, Grantham College of Engineer
6):000 Stoner Avenue, Los Angeles CA 90025.

it

10-77-if
FCC first and second class exams with
450 -page course. Starts with
electricity. Over 600 FCC -type, multiplelice questions and sample exams included. No

Ms

are 21- lesson,

Is

&emus technical knowledge required. Corn'Seal Radio Operator Theory Course, #15-01.
Mil $5.95. Ameco Publishing, 275G Hillside
av Williston Park, N.Y. 11596.
8-72-tf

BUILD YOUR OWN TV AND RADIO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT. Easy, inexpensive, (mostly
IC). Plans or kits: Special Effects Generator,
Automatic Logger, Vertical Interval Video Switch er, Solid State Lighting Board, Preset AudioVideo Board, Preset Lighting Board, Crystal Controlled Wireless Mikes with Matching receivers.
Subsonic Tone Control for audio tapes, 8MM
SOF Cameras and Projectors, Distribution Amplifiers (Sync. Video, Audio), Audio Control Boards
(Studio & Remote) Proc -Amp with compensation
and regeneration for adapting Helical Scan VTR's
to broadcast standards. PLUS specialized correspondence courses in TELEPHONE Engineering

($39.50), and Integrated Circuit Engineering
($49.50). Plans from $5.95 to $15. SUPER
CATALOG plus years updating of new devices Air
Mailed $1.00. Don Britton Enterprises, P.O.
Drawer G, Waikiki, Ha. 96815.
5- 77 -32t

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS on high quality,
dependable, American Made, MATV Head -Ends,
V /V, U/V Converters, Camera Modulators at
factory- direct prices. Send $5.00 (or your MAN
Installers Letterhead). "Information," Box 809,
Boynton Beach, Fla. 33435.
1- 78 -e.o. 3

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO. Precision frequency measurements since 1932. Local
and mobile service covering entire midwest plus.
Test instruments, counters, monitors repaired
and certified. Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063. (816)
524- 3777.

Communications Technician with a corpowith yearly sales of 1.75 billion dollars.
complete resume, 1311 Barton Drive, Ft.
Ington, PA 19034.
4 -78-3t

&I
n

SERVICES
,NUENCY MEASURING SERVICE-WE'RE M2
18NITOR REPAIRS- MOBILE UNIT -covers
'ern í/í Ill., Eastern Iowa, Eastern Minn.,
hem

Wis., Western Mich.. and Western
monthly. Radio Aids, 528 Ravine Ave., Lake
Illinois 60044, 1312) 234 -0953.
2 -74 -tf
25

r'OUENCY MEASURING AND MONITOR SERPrecision measurements at reasonable
fer. Box 20098, Birmingham, Alabama 35216
2 -78 -4t
$22 -2184.
44E.

Wrll,

it

9 -74 -tf

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented.
F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505.
7 -71 -tf

HELIAX -STYROFLEX. Large stock -bargain
prices -tested and certified. Write for price and
stock lists. Sierra Western Electric. Box 23872,
Oakland, Calif. 94623. Telephone (415) 832 -3527.
1

-73-tí

CARTRIDGE RECONDITIONING
SERVICE:
CLEANING -NEW PARTS -NEW TAPE. 12 Years
Experienced Personnel. Write for additional information & price sheet. MASTERTONE COMPANY, 1105 Maple, West Des Moines, Iowa 50265,
515 -225-6122.

8 -77 -t1

HAVING CRYSTAL OR OSCILLATOR TROUBLE
or changing frequency on your TV, FM or AM
transmitter? Call us for help at (817) 773-3901.
Our many years in this field with crystals gives
us considerable experience. We can probably
save you time and money, and strictly first class.
EDISON ELECTRONIC CO., Box 96, Temple, Tex.
76501.

3 -78-31

TOWER PAINTING AND LIGHTING: Service and

maintenance contracts offered. Pioneer Tower
Service, P.O. Box 253, Carrollton, Missouri
64633, (816) 542 -0840.
9 -77 -tf

SITUATION WANTED
y IOR VIDEO & COMMUNICATION
TECH 1N seeking position In 2 year college or
oflad school as Instructor for TV mass media or
*ad field. Will also do repair and maintenance
Iwipment. Six years of Industrial digital and
? years of studio and equipment repair, 21
3
of business and electrical background. í/.
!work experience at Bucks County Comuty College, Bucks County, Newtown, PA as
ilcal assistant, repair and maintenance of TV
ío equipment and overseer of students in
rot room. Presently employed as Senior

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)

WANTED
WANTED: Two (2) used contour enhancers for
PC-70 Norelco camera. Must be in good working
condition. Contact Efrain Rivera, Chief Engineer,
4-78-1t
WLTV, Miami, Florida, (305) 652-4000.
1
KW STEREO TRANSMITTER. KUORFM, 1200 Colton Ave., Redlands, Calif. 92373.

WANTED:

4-78-1

t

WANTED: Recording gear of all ages and variety.
Microphones, outboard gear, etc. Dan Alexander,
6026 Bernhard, Richmond, CA 94805, (415)
232 -7933.

4-78-6t

WANTED: Pre -1926 radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin Ave., Oceanside, Ca. 92054, (714) 722-6162.
3 -76-tf

WANTED USED UHF TRANSMITTER: RCA or
Harris 30 or 50 KW. Must be no more than ten
3 -78-2t
years old. Ph. (419) 225 -3010.
WANTED: RCA remote control BTR -11B studio
unit. WABK, Box 1280, Gardiner, Maine, (207)
582-3303.

4 -78 -1t

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
DATATRON 5050 EDITOR modified for 3 VTR's.
Ideal way to break into time code editing. (216)
822-3770.

4.78-tí

WINDSOR TOTAL VIDEO IS LOOKING FOR A
FEW GOOD PEOPLE:
'CMX 340X System maintenance engineer
(Quad experience desirable)
'Broadcast Color Camera Engineer /Colorist
'Cassette Maintenance Technician
'Broadcast Film Chain Operator /Engineer
CALL BOB HENDERSON AT (212) 725 -8070, OR
SEND RESUME TO: WINDSOR TOTAL VIDEO,
565 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK
10017.
4 -78-1t
RCA VTY MODIFICATIONS KITS for TR4/22/50/
60/61/70. Splicer (single -frame), TEP Interface,
Time Code Edit Interface Kit, Audio Splice
Timing Mod (Audio Insert Editor), Wideband
Audio Amplifiers, most mod kits, some modules
available. LAWHED, LTD., 388 Reed Road,
Broomall, Pa. 19008, (215) 543-7600.
4 -78-tí
LIGHT PEN Tektronix 4501 scan converter and
homemade interface. (216) 822-3770.
4 -78-íf
FOR SALE- C.B.S. #410 Volumax, Wilkenson
LA2 -C limiter. BOTH NEW, make offer. Two

C.B.S. Dynamic Presence Equalizers, 64500.
NEW $1600. Call after 5:30 p.m., (805) 684-2544,
California area.
4 -78-1t

CARTRIDGE LABELS: New, non -smear pressure
sensitive labels. Fits all cartridges. Comes white
& 4 colors. Write for FREE sample- MASTERTONE COMPANY, 1105 Maple, West Des Moines,
Iowa 50265, (515) 225-6122.
8 -77 -t1

BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM, FM or TV transmitters, frequency change, repair or replacement
of oven types. Also vacuum types for RCA,
Gates, Collins, etc. transmitters. Quality products, reasonable prices and better delivery! Don't
be without a spare crystal. Frequency change and
service for AM and FM monitors. Over 30 years in
the business. Eidson Electronic Co., Box 96,
Temple, Texas 76501. Phone (817) 773-3901.
12 -74 -tf

CDL VS100 SWITCHER. Double Reentry, 12 a 4
with two Mix Amps, Special Effects Amp, Proc
Amp, Black Gen, Power Supply, RGB Chroma
Keyer, Tech Preview, Downstream Keyer. Contact
Rod Hall: (213) 577 -5576.
3 -78 -2t

BROADCAST AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT. New
and used. Cart and reel recorders, consoles,
limiters, monitors, mic's, turntables, preamps,
speakers, racks, furniture, reconditioning services, parts (including PT6). Authorized Spot master distributors. Contact us for best prices
and trade -in deals. AUTODYNE, P.O. Box 13036,
Orlando, Fla. 32809, (305) 855 -6868.
9 -77 -tf
28 FOOT CUSTOM MOBILE TRANSPRODUCTION

VAN: 2 camera, color broadcast standard, 10x1
lenses; mics, turntable, R/R and cart tape, 11 -in
mixer; wave and V- scopes; SEG /chroma key;
1K -page character generator; íA" decks, editor,
TBC; all accessories included. Write Dept. 411,
Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park,
Kansas
66212..3 -78 -2t
ONE -THIRD OCTAVE FILTER SET, General
Radio -61925. Thirty filters, 20Hz- 20kHz, each
with 50dB attenuator (1dB /step), graphic display.
Thirty Parallel outputs; and summed, weighted,
or serial remote-controlled scan outputs. $5500
new. Like new, $4000 or best offer. Contact: R.
Koziol, GAF Broadcasting, 1180 Avenue of the
Americas, NY 10036. (212) 626-1043.
2 -78-2t
RCA TV TRANSMITTER, Type TT5A, 5KW,
air-cooled final amp. Tuned to Channel 6. No
peripheral equipment such as control console,

etc. Asking $5,000. North Montco Voc-Tech

School, Sumneytown Pike. Lansdale, Pa. 19446.
(215) 368 -1177.

3 -78-21

HELP WANTED
ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR -Major southwest network affiliate. College degree, thorough
knowledge digital technology, 1st class FCC
License, minimum 3 years experience at TV
station, highly qualified in maintenance and
operation of Grass Valley switchers, Chiron II,
RCA film and live cameras, RCA video cart and
TR70 machines, also Sony 3 -inch Umatic editing
equipment and transmitter. Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume and salary requirements
to Dept. 416, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box
4 -78 -1t
12901, Overland Park, Kansas 66212.
TV

1978
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HELP WANTED (CONT.)

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

CHIEF TELEVISION ENGINEER -We are recruiting for an aggressive Chief Television Engineer to
assume responsibility for maintaining equipment
and space of the CCTV Unit. This primarily includes the smooth and continuous technical
operation of the CCTV studio, protable CCTV
system and distribution network. The Engineer
must be able to evaluate new technology, solve

EXCITING NEW GROUP is now expanding. This
is your opportunity to get in on the ground floor
and grow with the company. If you are experienced in TV maintenance, including quad tape,
Sony helical and other ENG equipment, then this
may be the opportunity you have been looking
for. Enjoy the sunny south. Salary commensurate
with experience. Contact Harold Johnson at (205)
533-4848.
3 -78-2t

engineering problems and repair equipment.

Requirements include: B.S. in Engineering, First
Class FCC license and 5 yrs. experience in
colored TV systems engineering, system installation. service, repair, maintenance and operation.
Experience in technical direction highly desirable.
Send resume including salary history to: Dr.
Martin G. Levine, Office of Biomedical Communication, COLLEGE OF MEDICINE b DENTISTRY
OF NEW JERSEY. New Jersey Medical School,
100 Bergen St., Newark, N.J. 07103. Equal
Opportunity /Affirmative Action Employer. 4 -78-1t
VTR

ENGINEER- Dynamic,

growing

company

needs experienced engineer for quad rebuilding
and calibration. Must be intimately familiar with
Ampex 1200 and 2000. Some light travel. Leader
in VTR rebuilding and systems design offers

challenging atmosphere, good benefits and
location. Send resume and requirements to Mr
Louis Siracusano, A.F. Assoc., 100 Stonehurst
Court, Northvale, N.J. 07647.

4 -78-1t

ARE YOU READY TO MOVE UP to Assistant
Chief? If you are experienced with quad tape,
helical tape, ENG equipment and understand RF
this may be the position you are looking for.
Enjoy the sunny south and grow with an expanding young group. Salary based on experience.
Call Harold Johnson, 1205) 533-4848.
3 -78-21

ENGINEERING POSITIONS ($15,000.$40,000)Openings at all locations coast to coast -all
levels and disciplines. Over 1,000 firms represented. To cover ALL your immediate job possibilities in the "unpublished" market, send your
resume with salary requirements now No lee,
confidential. professional. KEY PERSONNEL,

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS. South Main
Towers, Wilkes- Barre. Pa 18701, (717) 822 -2196.
1-78-TEN

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
with First Class FCC license. Immediate openings, ideal community, located in Alaska. Send
resume and salary requirements to: George
Howard, Chief Engineer. Northern Television,
Inc., Box 2200, Anchorage, Alaska 99510. An
EOE.

3 -78-2t

-established Motion Picture/
sound recording studio has opening for
Electrical Engineer with heavy experience in
audio equipment. maintenance, modification,
design, and fabrication. Confidential interview.
Send resume and salary history. Photo Magnetic
Sound Studios. 222 East 44th Street, New York
City, N.Y. 10017.
3 -78-31

CHIEF ENGINEER
TV

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER-Experienced with VHF transmitters and microwave.
Beautiful western mountain location and excellent work facilities with an aggressive ABC
affiliate. Send resume with references and salary
requirements to Dept. 417, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, Kansas
66212.
4-78-2t

CAREERS IN
TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
RKO General, Boston Division has imrned
openings for the following positions.

ENGINEERING
SUPERVISOR

For the candidate who can supervise teat
nlcians assigned to television production
maintenance. A solid technical background
FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE and a minim,
of 5 years of television broadcast experiencis also required. Previous supervisory e
perience a real plus.

TECHNICIAN
in studio broadcasting and i
FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE are required
background in electronics in also desirable.

Experience

.

RKO General offers a liberal compensatic
package.
For prompt consideration, forward
your resume including salary

requirements to:
Personnel Department

ENTRY LEVEL OPERATIONS ENGINEER -First
phone required, will train, small market, CBS

Personnel
Department

fishing and hunting. Write Jim Thibodeaux, P.O.
Box 3E, Eureka, California 95501.
4.78.1t

l! .V'AC-TV BOSTON

affiliate, pleasant seacoast living, clean air,

TELEVISION-CCTV Video Maintenance Technicians. Full Benefits. Greater New York, Suffolk
County or New Jersey Area. Send resume to:
VPC, P.O

Box 268, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.
6 -77 -tf

A

CBS AFFILIATE

j

RKO General Building,

Government Center,
Boston, MA 02114
An Equal Opportunity Employer M /F /H /Vit

ENGINEER -NETWORK

CONTROL- Statew.Ì

educational telecommunication system. Opeel
computer controller for statewide video net
Operate and maintain video tape recorder. F
first phone license required. Minimum two
television engineering experience with o=
and maintenance of broadcast -type video t
recording equipment. At least two years '
secondary education highly desirable. Con
Phillis Gootee, Personnel Division, Indiana l
varsity- Purdue University at Indianapolis, 11000
Michigan St., Indianapolis, IN 46202, (á
264-7617. EEO /AA.
4.71
-

out

i ))))))

(h(,,I1

t
tl
1

A

DESIGN
ENGINEER
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

401

/

SOFTWARE/HARDWA'-

Serve as assistant design engineer for see

technical development projects

TUNE YOUR CAREER TO AMERICAN DATA

Were a young, but fast growing manufacturer of television production and
distribution switching systems and a unit of the North American Philips
Corporation, a giant and highly diversified company of international status.
This association provides the strong financial, mangerlal, and technical
resources it takes to undertake highly ambitious communications projects.
This growth position requires at least 2 years broadcast experience in
television and distribution switching systems, digital audio, and/or video.
While a degree is desirable it is not essential.
Relocation will be provided to our Huntsville location, a high technology area
famous for its residential qualities and cultural diversity. Cost of living Is
modest and recreation facilities are exceptional.
Competitive salaries, full benefits, and opportunity for technical advancement
are good reasons for finding out what we're doing and where we're going.
While you're at the NAB Convention in Las Vegas, why not drop by our booth
for a brief career discussion. If you cannot meet with us then, please send
resume with salary history, In confidence, to: Personnel Desctor.

n7

MICROPROCESSOR

American Data Corporation

North American Philips Company
Wynn Drive, P.O. Box 5228, Huntsville, Alabama 35805
An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer M/F

with state*

educational telecommunication System.

struct and test prototype systems. Degrees
computer science, computer programming,
electrical engineering plus first phone F
license desired. Minimum two years experle
writing computer programs, know machine
basic languages. Experience with construction
digital circuits, knowledge of video systems
equipment desirable. Submit resume to:.
c

Potter, Indiana Higher Education Telecommun'
tion System, 1100 W. Michigan St., Indianapa
IN 46202. EEO

/AA.

4.71

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for major AM-I
group station. Existing facility upgrade n
under way. Broad technical competence, FCC;
Class Radio-Telephone license, and full corn
ment necessary. Send resume, salary history
present requirements lo: Engineering Ma
P.O. Box 32046, Detroit, Mich. 48232. An En
4 -71
Opportunity Employer.

A

1

92

SOLID CHIEF ENGINEER: Escape to a G
Market in Wild Wonderful West Virginia.
the 01 team stronger in this University City t
Strong Processing, Maintenance and Constr
tion. We are solid and stable. If you are thine
long term send resume to Garry Bowers, WC
AM /FM, Box 885, Morgantown, West Virg
26505, (304) 292 -2222. Equal Employment Opt
4.71
tunny Employer.

BROADCAST ENGINEERI
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For issue of April 1978 -Use until July 1, 1978

After that date please contact manufacturer direct.

Use this handy card for more
information on the products described.

Title

Name

Please Check every

section which applies to you.

Station or Company

BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION
O A. AM Radio Station
O B. FM Radio Station
Station
O C.

Address /City

N

Zip

State
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25 37
26 38
27 39
28 40
29 41
30 42
31 43
32 44
33 45
34 46
35 47
36 48

49 61
50 62
51 63
52 64
53 65
54 66
55 67
56 68
57 69
58 70
59 71
60 72

73 85
74 86

75 87
76 88
77 89
78 90
79 91
80 92
81 93
82 94
83 95
84 96

97
98
99
100

109
110

101

113
114
115

102
103
104
105
106
107
108

111
1

1

1 1

2

6

117
1 1

8

119
120

121

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

132

Phone

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

145
146
147
148
149
150

141

153

142
143
144

154
155
156

151

152

157
158
159
160
161

162
163
164
165
166
167
168

169
170
171

181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179 191
180 192

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

202
203
204

205
206
207
208
209
210
211

212
213
214
215
216

217
218
219
220
221

222
223
224
225
226
227
228

229
230
231

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

)

(

253 265
254 266
255 267
256 268
257 269
258 270
259 271
260 272
261 273
262 274
251 263 275
252 264 276
241

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

277
278
279
280
281

282
283
284
285
286
287
288

289
290
291

292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

301

302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311

312

313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321

O D. EN Station
O E. CAN Facility
O F. CCN Facility
O G. Consulting Engineer
O H. Educational Radio
01. Recording Studio
OJ. Distributor
OK. Government Agency
O L. Corporate Officer
O M. Technical
Management/Engineering
O N. Other Management
O O. Other (specify)_.

-___

322
323
324

READER SERVICE CARD
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For issue of April 1978 -Use until July 1, 1978

After that date please contact manufacturer direct.

Use this handy card for more
information on the products described
Please check over

Title

Name

section which apples le you

Station or Company
Address /City

N

Zip

State
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25 37 49
26 38 50
27 39 51
28 40 52
29 41 53
30 42 54
31 43 55
32 44 56
33 45 57
34 46 58
35 47 59
16 48 60

85
74 86
75 87
76 88
77 89
78 90
79 91
80 92
81 93
82 94
71 83 95
72 84 96

61

73

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION
O A. AM Radio Station
O B. FM Radio Station
Station
O C.
O D. EN Station
Facility
CAN
O E.
O F. CCN Facility
O G. Consulting Engineer
O H. Educational Radio
01. Recording Studio
DJ. Distributor
O K. Government Agency
O L. Corporate Officer
O M. Technical
Management /Engineering
D N. Other Management
O O. Other (specify)

97
98
99
100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108

109
110
111

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

121

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

131

142
143

132

144

Phone
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

152
153
154
155
156

157
158
159
160
161

162
163
164
165
166
167
168

169
170
171

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

205
206
207
208
209
210

217
218
219
220

229

241

230

221

233
234

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

231

232

222
223
212 224
201 213 225
190 202 214 226
191 203 215 227
192 204 216 228
211

235
236
237
238
239
240

(
253 265
254 266
255 267
256 268
257 269
258 270

259 271
260 272
261 273
262 274
251 263 275
252 264 276

277
278
279
280
281

282
283
284
285
286
287
288

289
290
291

292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

313
302 314
303 315
304 316
305 317
306 318
307 319
308 320
309 321
310 322
311 323
312 324
301

READER SERVICE CARD
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For issue of April 1978 -Use until July 1, 1978

After that date please contact manufacturer direct.

use nuis nanoy caro tor more
information on the products described.

Name

Please check every
section which applies to you

Title

Station or Company
Address /City

N

State
13 25
14 26
15 27
16 28

29
18 30
19 31
20 32
21 33
17

22 34
23 35
24 36

49 61
38 50 62
39 51 63
40 52 64
41 53 65
42 54 66
43 55 67
44 56 68
45 57 69
46 58 70
47 59 71
48 60 72
37

Zip
73
74
75
76

85
97 109
86
98 110
99 111
87
88 100 112
77 89 101 113
78 90 102 114
79 91 103 115
80 92 104 116
81 93 105 117
82 94 106 118
83 95 107 119
84 96 108 120

BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION
O A. AM Radio Station
O B. FM Radio Station
O C.
Station
O D. ETV Station
O E. CAN Facility
F. CCN Facility
O G. Consulting Engineer
O H. Educational Radio
O I. Recording Studio
O J. Distributor
O K. Government Agency
L. Corporate Officer
O M Technical

121

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

132

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

142
143
144

Phone
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

152
153
154
155
156

157
158
159
160
161

162
163
164
165
166
167
168

169
170
171

181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179 191
180 192

193 205
194 206
195 207
196 208
197 209
198 210
199 211
200 212
201 213
202 214
203 215
204 216

217 229
218 230
219 231
220 232
221 233
222 234
223 235
224 236
225 237
226 238
227 239
228 240

241

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

(
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

262
263
252 264
251

)
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

272
273
274
275
276

277
278
279
280
281

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
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289 301
290 302
291 303
292 304
293 305
294 306
295 31.7
296 308
297 309
298 310
299 311
300 312

313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321

322
323
324

Management/Engineering
O N. Other Management
O Other (specify)

PLACE
FIRST CLASS
POSTAGE
HERE

BRO8DC8ST ar1GlneeRlnG
P.O. Box 17252
Denver, CO 80217

Attn: Engineers Tech Data Dept.

PLACE
FIRST CLASS
POSTAGE
HERE

BRO8DC8ST enGlneeRlnG
P.O. Box 17252
Denver, CO 80217

Attn: Engineers Tech Data Dept.

PLACE
FIRST CLASS
POSTAGE
HERE

BRO8DC8ST etlGlneeRI11G
P.O. Box 17252
Denver, CO 80217

Attn: Engineers Tech Data Dept.
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BRoaDcasT mineeRinG
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, Kansas 66212

IMPORTANT Do you wish to
your free subscription?

¡heck
¡Check

One LYes

receive

or

continue

NOTE: To continue receiving your free subscription,
complete this form ONLY if
It) You have not previously done so within the current calendar year,

No

OR
Your lob situation. title. or address has changed.
You need to complete thus lorm only ONCE A YEAR to remain on
the

l(o qualify fill out and return this form without delay.
+this information is needed for circulation verification
ind general marketing profiles. Your cooperation is
tppreclated.

12)

I

subscnphon list.

Il tors is an address change. allia label

Tille

4411011

or Co

J

:

is this your business address'
._ ves
No
Ir nor please give US your businesS address below
so rear we can avoid sending duplicare Copies

larici
dy

zip

State

Name.
Station or Co

our SipnMeae Is lagllirad

Street
.ate

City

..

Zip

State.

TO QUALIFY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
lease check your PRIMARY

n usinas

2. Cheek the category that best describes your

classification

This includes president, owner, partner. chairman of the board.
Corporate
Management. director, vice president, (other than in charge of engineering or

')heck one only):

station management) general manager.

"1] TV 8 AM 8 FM Station
/ ] TV 8 AM STATION

7]
A

1

4 ]
N ]

'

TV 8 FM

Station

AM 8 FM Radio Station
AM Radio Station
FM Radio Station

Station. Commercial
v] TV Station. Educational
b

R

)

111

CAN and/or

MS.

This Includes operations manager or director. station manager,
production manager, program manager, other managerial titles.

Other: Specify

Educational Radio and Campus Limited Radio Stations

1

This includes technical director or manager, chief engineer,
Technical
other engineering or technical titles.
Management
& Engineering.

Operations
Management.

'4) TV

A.]

title.

CAN

ITFS. Microwave

Recording Studio

3.

Does your occupational responsibility extend to more than one station or

facility?

(i) Teleproduction Facility
o1 Consulting Firm 'Engineering or Technical)

N

Yes

of Government Agency
M1

Dealer or Distributor of Broadcast Equipment.

91 CCTV II/ you check thus category.
el please answer details lusted un I
WI

f!I

Other

II none of the foregoing businesses or occupational categories lits your
situations. please describe specifically your occupation or interest in
4

below

1

BROADCAST ENGINEERING magazine:

Specify

Cheek the statement That best describes your role in the purchase of
major communications equipment. components and accessories:
Make final decision to buy a specific make or model
Recommend make or model to be purchased
Have no part in specifying or buying
Stag.

lb). Check your CCTV Applications:
] Business or Commercial
Ito, personnel 8 sales training)

Industrial Ilor monitoring
production A control applications)
11 Security Isurvedlancel
Educational or Instructional

if

ves

(academic or vocational institutionst

Medical/ Hospital
'k) Other specify
at.)

Sib). Is

specifying and buying major equipment.

accessories

a

components and

group or committee activity in your facility?
No

5(c). Il the response to the foregoing question is yes. indicate whether you
we an active member of the committee or group.
Yes
No,

THANK YOU, NOW PLEASE FOLD, SEAL AND MAIL.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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PLACE
FIRST CLASS
POSTAGE
HERE

BRoaDcasTenaneeRinG
P.O. BOX 12901
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS 66212

Attn: Evelyn Rogers
t

.;

t,t:al with tape. and mail

-

please do not staple...Post Office will not deliver.

sRoaDcasTenGineeRinG
BROADCAST ENGINEERING is directed to key persons actively
involved in planning, managing, and operating broadcast
facilities, recording studios, studio originating cable TV and non-

commercial systems.
You are required to renew your free subscription periodically and
this subscription verification form is provided for your convenience in doing so. You must fill in all appropriate spaces,
date and sign this card in order to start or renew your sub-

scription.
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First
in a new advanced class

of digital processors!
The DPS -1

by Digital Video Systems.

The DPS -1 is the new third generation Time Bose

Corrector conceived to operate at standards significantly higher than those previously adopted by the
television industry, and born through years of dedicated research by a team of experts.
This all-digital processing system, using computer
circuitry operating at four times subcarrier,
adapts its parameters automatically to incoming
video feeds as input sources are changed.
Features include a super -wide 32 line window,
digital test signal generator, microprocessor

control, digital burst processing, and a full range
of circuit board options to satisfy all operating
requirements, including Frame Store.
The DPS-1 offers substantially improved production capability to both broadcasters and industrial
producers. Authorized dealer and customer service
representatives, strategically located throughout
the United States and Canada, will be happy
to demonstrate the versatility of this new
advanced system to you.
Ask us for full details.

digital
video
systems
DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEMS, 519 McNicoll Avenue, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada M2H 2C9
Telephone: (416) 499 -4826
For

More Details Circle (2) on Reply Card
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fact:
you can choose your

microphone to enhance
your individuality.
Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use.
Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a
distinctive "sound," or physical characteristic that optimizes it for
particular applications, voices, or effects.
Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones:

SM59
Mellow, smooth,

silent...

SM58
Crisp, bright
"abuse proof"

The SM59 is a relatively new.
dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet
It is already widely accepted as a
standard for distinguished studio
productions. In fact, you'll often
see it on TV
especially on musical shows where perfection of
sound quality is a major consideration This revolutionary cardioid
microphone has an exceptionally
flat frequency response and neutral sound that reproduces exactly what it
hears It's designed to give good bass
response when miking at a distance. Remarkably rugged
its built to shrug off
rough handling. And, it is superb in rejecting mechanical stand noise such as floor
and desk vibrations because of a unique.
patented built -in shock mount. It also features a special hum-bucking coil for
superior noise reduction!

Probably the most widely used
on- stage, hand -held cardioid
dynamic microphone. The
SM58 dynamic microphone is
preferred for its punch in live
vocal applications ...especially where close -up miking is
important. It is THE world standard professional stage microphone with the distinctive Shure
upper mid -range presence peak for
an intelligible, lively sound. World renowned for its ability to withstand
the kind of abuse that would destroy
many other microphones. Designed
to minimize the boominess you'd expect from close miking. Rugged, efficient spherical windscreen eliminates
pops. Lightweight (15 ounces!)
hand -sized. The first choice among
rock, pop, R & B, country, gospel,
and jazz vocalists.

Some like it essentially flat...

...some like a ` presence" peak.

.

-

R

N

pp?
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professional microphones...by

SHUR

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Son Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
For More Details

Circle (3) on Reply Card
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